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SUMMARY 
Dynamic distortion test and analysis publications prior to March 1981 
were surveyed to determine inlet flow dynamic distortion prediction methods 
and to catalogue experimental and analytical information concerning inlet flow 
dynamics at the engine-inlet interface of conventional aircraft. 
This report presents the results of this survey of the open literature to 
identify publications concerning the prediction of inlet flow dynamic 
distortion and related subjects. It focuses primarily on papers which reveal 
dynamic nature of flow at the inlet/engine interface. An attempt has been 
made to include all materials, however, subjects such as internal engine 
induced instability papers and many V/STOL application reports have not been 
included. 
Sixty-five publications were found and are briefly summarized and 
tabulated according to topic. Also they are cross-referenced according to 
content and nature of the investigation such as predictive, experimental, 
analytical and types of tests. Three appendices include lists of references, 
authors, organiztions and agencies conducting the studies. Also selected 
materials -- summaries, introductions and conclusions -- from the reports are 
included. 
Few reports were found covering prediction methods. The three predictive 
methods found are those of Melick, Jacox and Motycka. The latter two require 
extensive high response pressure measurements at the compressor face, while 
the Melick Technique can function with as few as one or two high response 
measurements. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The requirement for relatively uniform nonturbulent flow to the engine 
has long been appreciated but the definition of distortion as the deviation 
from uniform flow has only been developed since the early 1960's. Since then, 
distortion descriptors have been developed to describe the various distortion 
patterns in terms of the total pressure measured at the compressor face, and 
to reveal the susceptibility of a particular engine to the magnitude of these 
descriptors. While the significance of time variant as well as steady state 
distortion has become better understood the prediction of extreme values of 
the time variant distortions have remained elusive. This is especially true 
if the distortions are to be predicted with a minimum of experimental 
information. 
Considerable work has been done in the dynamic distortion field over the 
past 15 years; however, little has been done to assemble it into a cohesive 
body of knowledge. Th1S survey of open literature is a step in that 
direction. Initial computer searches conducted, from July 1 to August 31, 
1980, did not produce the desired comprehensive coverage of the subject. A 
second search was conducted January 1 to March 31, 1981. The search involved 
a manual search of NTIS, NASA and AIAA publications, a computer search by the 
NASA Lewis technical library and a search of the personal libraries of key 
NASA personnel who have been active in the field. In addition, references 
cited in the literature found in this study were backtracked to produce a few 
of the more obscure references that were not uncovered by other means. While 
a concerted effort has been made to include all of the available reports and 
papers on distortion of the eng1ne inlet interface, a few may have been 
missed. This work has been accomplished under the sponsorship of NASA Lewis 
Research Center as a part of a grant to study dynamic distortion prediction 
and analys1s. 
The purpose of this report is to document compressor face distortion 
related literature in detail and to catalog and index the information 
contained therein so that others working in this area may benefit by knowing 
where specific types of information may be found. 
2. LITERATURE SEARCH PROCEDURE 
Three computer searches have been conducted of open literature concerning 
~nlet flow dynamics, dynamic distortion and related subjects. One search was 
of National Technical Information Service (NTIS) publications from 1964 to May 
1980. The second search was of Compendex publications (Engineering Index) 
from 1970 to May 1980. Only publications pr~or to 1976 were found in the 
above searches. The third one was conducted by NASA Lew~s library for 
publications from 1975 to March 1981. 
Keywords used to process these searches were: 
FLOW DISTORTION 
INLET FLOW 
INLET PRESSURE 
INTAKE SYSTEMS 
ENGINE INLETS 
INTERNAL COMPRESSION 
NOSE INLET 
SIDE INLET 
SUPERSONIC INLETS 
In addition to the above mentioned computer searches, a manual search was 
conducted using the "Index of NASA Technical Publications" for the period 
between 1970 and 1979. only 11 additional papers that relate to inlet flow 
distortion were found from this source. 
A publication was considered pertinent for inclusion in this report if 
one or more of the following criteria were met: 
1. Publications dealt with Prediction of Dynamic Distortion (most 
preferred) • 
2. Analytical Theory and/or Experimental Data on Distortion were 
presented. 
3. Publications dealt with Inlet Flow Distortion and/or its effect on 
compressor stall. 
4. Distortion Factors were discussed. 
5. Publication related to vortex theory and inlet flow field effects. 
Review of the above mentioned NTIS and Compendex Computer listings found 
that some publications dealt with acoustic effects caused by flow distortion1 
these were not included in this survey. 
2.1 
3. GENERAL FINDINGS 
A total of sixty-five reports and papers have been found that reports and 
papers have been found that relate the subject of inlet distortion of 
conventional aircraft. The majority of these deal with high performance 
military aircraft or supersonic cruise inlets where d1stortion becomes more of 
a problem because of extreme aircraft altitudes or speed. V/STOL applications 
are a subject unto themselves in the extreme low speed region and are highly 
sens1t1ve to the particular configuration. They are not included in the 65 
references listed. 
The references listed each cover a variety of subJects. These include 
theoretical and statistical analyses, steady state and dynamic experimental 
results, measurement 1nstrumentation and data processing, scale and 
internal/external flow effects, and vortex theory. As would be expected, each 
report or paper covers a number of these topics so that the study of anyone 
topic requires cross-referencing between several reports. An attempt has been 
made to ident1fy the topics covered in each report and to cross-reference them 
so that the would-be investigator has some idea where to look. 
The first grouping shown in table 3.1 reveals the general topics or 
subtopics that describe the content of the references listed on the right hand 
s1de. It can be seen that there are 49 references relating theoretical 
analysis and 39 references containing experimental results; 26 of them contain 
both theoret1cal and experimental discussions. Also note that a particular 
reference may appear in several tOP1C areas. 
TABLE 3.1: INDEX TO TOPICS DEALT WITH IN REFERENCES 1 THORUGH 65 
TOpic References 
1. Theoretical Analys1s: 
2. Experimental Results: 
3. Contains both 1 & 2: 
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 
17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 
27, 28, 29, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 
42, 43, 44, 46, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 
55, 56, 59, 61, 62, 63, 64 
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 
15, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, 23, 24, 26, 30, 
32, 35, 36, 38, 39, 41, 45, 47, 53, 55, 
57, 58, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65 
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 
19, 20, 21, 23, 24, 26, 32, 35, 36, 53, 
55, 61, 62, 63, 64 
3.1 
4. Statistical Analys~s: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 13, 26, 29, 30, 34, 35, 
37, 42, 65 
5. Dynamic (& Steady State) 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 
Distortion: 15, 16, 21, 22, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 
30, 32, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 
42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 50, 51, 53, 
54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 
64, 65 
6. Steady State Distortion Only: 9, 17, 20, 23, 33, 49, 52 
7. External and Internal Flow: 8, 14, 18, 19, 31 
8. Vortex Theory: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 18, 29, 31, 33, 42, 54 
9. Scale Effect: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 12, 13, 15, 29, 42 
10. Probe Sensitivity: 1, 3, 4, 5, 9, 58 
A second breakdown of this information is shown in Table 3.2 where an 
attempt has been made to cross-reference the topics and subtopics according to 
whether the material is analytical or exper~mental. Between the information 
contained in Tables 3.1 and 3.2 it should be possible for one to identify 
reports of particular interest. Once this has been done Table 3.3 will be 
useful to identify the report number, first author, title, and content of that 
report. If more detailed information is required Appendix C contains copies 
of the summaries, conclusions and in some cases introductions of each of the 
reports. 
Appendix A contains complete reference information for all of the 
references in the conventional reference list format. Appendix B contains an 
index of authors and organizations who are or have been active in dynamic 
inlet distortion investigations. From these it is observed that few authors 
have more than one publication on distoriton and that the majority of the 
effort has been conducted or sponsored by NASA or the Air Force. 
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Table 3.2. Cross Reference of Inlet Dynamic Distortion Subtopics 
w 
~ 
NO. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
REFERENCE TITLE AND REMARKS 
NASA ESTIMATING MAXIMUM INSTANTANEOUS DISTORTION FROM INLET TOTAL PRESSURE RMS & 
TM-X-73145 PSD MEASUREMENTS. Estimates inlet instantaneous distortion through inlet 
By: Melick, pressure RMS and PSD measurements using a physical turbulent flow model 
et al. constructed by a group of random vortices which are random in strength and 
size. Finds the extreme value of statistical variables. Includes inlet 
configuration and scale effects. 
I 
NASA ANALYSIS OF INLET FLOW DISTORTION AND TURBULENCE EFFECTS ON COMPRESSOR 
CR-114577 STABILITY. Discusses the effect of steady-state circumferential total pressure 
By: Melick distortion on compressor stall characteristics with comparisons between 
et al. analytical and experimental data. Investigates inlet turbulent flow model. 
VSD, LTV ESTIMATING MAXIMUM INSTANTANEOUS DISTORTION FROM INLET TOTAL PRESSURE RMS & PSD 
Aerospace Corp. MEASUREMENTS. Develop an inexpensive alternative procedure to statistically 
TR-2-57110/ evaluate the extreme values of instantaneous inlet distortion through inlet 
SR-2309 pressure RMS and PSD measurements. Includes the effects of number of probes is 
By: Melick, compared with 40-probe basis. 
et al. 
TR-2-57110/ COMPUTER PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION FOR MELICK'S METHOD (Vol. 1). Illustrates the 
5R-3210 computer program and test cases following the development of Reference 3. 
(Volume I) 
By: Ybarra, 
et al. 
TR-2-57110/ COMPUTER PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION FOR MELICK'S METHOD (Vol. 2). Illustrates the 
5R-2310 computer program and test cases following the development of Reference 3. 
(Volume II) 
By: Ybarra, 
et al. 
Table 3.3. SYNOPSIS OF THE SUBJECT MATTER CONTAINED IN REFERENCES 1 THROUGH 65 
w 
U1 
NO. 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
REFERENCE 
NTIS 
AD/A-004-104 
By: Jacocks, 
et al. 
NASA 
TM-X-73118 
By: Latham 
NASA 
CR-264 
By: Motyka, 
et al. 
NASA 
TM-72859 
By: Stoll, 
et al. 
NASA 
TM-X-3540 
By: Costakis 
TITLE AND REMARKS 
STATISTICAL PREDICTION OF MAXIMUM TIME VARIANT INLET DISTORTION LEVELS. A 
probabilistic model of distortion is proposed with three parameters being 
evaluated by fitting the inlet data using the method of maximum likelihood 
based on Gumbel's extreme value statistics. Sampling rates are discussed in 
context with Moore's similarity parameter. 
INVESTIGATION OF TWO BIFURCATED-DUCT INLET SYSTEMS FROM MACH 0 TO 2.0 
OVER A WIDE RANGE OF ANGLES OF ATTACK. Describes test measurements of engine 
face total pressure recovery, steady-state and dynamic distortion and surface 
static pressures on the forebody and inlet surfaces of a 15.354% scale 
lightweight fighter-type inlet-forebody. Includes test data only. 
INLET-TO-INLET SHOCK INTERFERENCE TESTS. Discusses the effect of the influence 
of shock waves from another inlet on inlet pressure recovery and inlet flow 
EFFECT OF NUMBER OF PROBES AND THEIR ORIENTATION ON THE CALCULATION OF SEVERAL 
DISTORTION DISCRIPTORS. Discusses the effects of the number and position of 
pressure probes on the calculation of five steady-state compressor face 
distortion descriptors and average compressor face total pressure based on the 
results of 320-probe station derived from a 40-probe rotatable rake. 
CHARACTER OF RANDOM INLET PRESSURE FLUCTUATIONS DURING FLIGHT OF F-111A 
AIRPLANE. Compressor face dynamic total pressures from four F-111 flights were 
analyzed. Statistics of the nonstationary data were investigated by treating 
the data in a quasi-stationary manner. 
Table 3.3 CONTINUED 
NO. REFERENCE TITLE AND REMARKS 
! 
I 
11 NASA SUMMARY OF RECENT INVESTIGATIONS OF INLET FLOW DISTORTION EFFECT ON ENGINE 
TM-X-71505 STABILITY. Provides a review of recent experimental results, analytical 
By: Graber, procedures and test techniques employed to evaluate the effects of inlet flow 
et ale distortion on engine stability characteristics. 
12 McDonnell SYSTEM FOR EVALUATION OF F-15 INLET DYNAMIC DISTORTION. An instrumentation and 
Aircraft data acquisition system for evaluating inlet dynamic distortion has been 
Company (1974) developed for use in the F-15 full-scale wind-tunnel and flight-test programs. 
By: Farr, et al-
13 NASA A FLIGHT INVESTIGATION OF STEADY STATE AND DYNAMIC PRESSURE PHENOMENA IN THE AIR 
TM-X-67495 INLETS OF SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT. Estimates inlet steady-state and dynamic 
w By: Burcham performance due to normal shock oscillation using statistical parameters. Shows 
C'I the results of flight test of F-lllA at Mach 2.0. Include scale effect through 
wind tunnel testing. 
14 NASA STUDIES OF AIRCRAFT FLOW FIELDS AT INLET LOCATIONS. Investigates flow of inlet 
TM-X-66885 through wind tunnel test for several configurations and a wide range of Mach 
By: King, et ale number and angles of attack. Predicts the results by using numerical method of 
Walittretral. Discusses sensitivity of main variables on inlet flow field. 
15 NASA FLIGHT-DETERMINED CHARACTERISTICS OF AN AIR INTAKE SYSTEM ON AN F-lllA 
TN-D-6679 AIRPLANE. Discusses the quasi-steady-state flow phenomena of a variable 
By: Hughes geometry inlet system of F-lllA. Contains a broad range of Mach number, 
altitude an~ angle of attack. Compares 1/6 and full-scale wind tunnel model 
data. 
-------
L .. __ 
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Table 3.3 CONTINUED 
NO. REFERENCE TITLE AND REMARKS 
16 NASA STEADY-STATE AND DYNAMIC PRESSURE PHENOMENA IN THE PROPULSION SYSTEM OF AN F-
TN-D-7328 111A AIRPLANE. Investigates the effect of inlet steady-state and dynamic 
By: Burcham, pressure fluctuations on inlet pressure recovery, distortion and turbulence 
et al. factor data as function of Mach number, inlet flow, inlet geometry and angles of 
attack and sideslip by using a random turbulence generator ground facilities. 
I 
17 NASA SOME COMPARISONS OF THE FLOW CHARACTERISTICS OF A TURBONFAN COMPRESSOR SYSTEM I 
TM-X-71574 WITH AND WITHOUT INLET PRESSURE DISTORTION. Contains measured effects of a 
I By: Evans, circumferential distortion in inlet total pressure on the fan, low, and high 
I 
et al. compressor of an after burning turbofan engine. 
18 NASA SEPARATED FLOW OVER BODIES OF REVOLUTION USING AN UNSTEADY DISCRETE-VORTICITY 
w CR-2414 CROSS WAKE. Simulates the unsteady cross flow by steady separated flow. A wake 
--.J By: Marshall description of discrete point vortices arising from a separation of shear layers 
at the surface as they convect and diffuse downstream. Includes comparisons 
with experimental data. 
19 NASA ANALYSIS OF THE DYNAMIC PRESSURE OF A SUPERSONIC INLET TO FLOW PERTURBATIONS 
TN-D-7839 UPSTREAM TO THE NORMAL SHOCK. Investigates the effect of normal shock position 
By: Cole on supersonic inlet dynamics by linearized mathematical analysis. Shows the 
comparisons on a frequency response basis with a method-of-characteristics 
solution. Results are compared with experimental data. 
20 NASA EFFECT OF A 180-DEG-EXTENT INLET PRESSURE DISTORTION ON THE INTERNAL FLOW 
TM-X-3264 CONDITIONS OF A TF3'O-P-3 ENGINE. Discusses the measured effects of inlet 
By: DeBodgan pressure distortion on the internal flow temperature and pressure of TF30-P-3 
afterburning turbofan engine. Steady-state flow distortion factor is given. 
Table 3.3 CONTINUED 
w 
00 
NO. 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
REFERENCE 
NASA 
CR-2686 
By: King 
NASA 
TM-X-73438 
By: Burstadt 
NASA 
CR-134996 
By: Mazzawy 
ASME paper 
81-GT-211 
By: Ferrand, 
et al. 
Journal of 
Fluid Mechanics 
By: Goldstein, 
et al. 
TITLE AND REMARKS 
ANALYSIS OF DISTORTION DATA FROM TF30-P-3 MIXED COMPRESSION INLET TEST (Final 
Report) • Steady-state and dynamic distortion of a mixed compression inlet with 
a TF30-P-3 engine at Mach 2.5. Shows the effect on compressor stall and 
estimates peak instantaneous distortion. Contains experimental data. 
A METHOD TO ACCOUNT FOR VARIATION OF AVERAGE COMPRESSOR INLET PRESSURE 
DURING INSTANTANEOUS DISTORTION ANALYSIS. Instantaneous distortion analysis. 
Surge margin for inlet-engine compatibility. Contains analytical results only. 
MODELING AND ANALYSIS OF THE TF30-P-3 COMPRESSOR SYSTEM WITH INLET PRESSURE 
DISTORTION. Investigates the effect of generated circumferential inlet flow 
distortion on a TF30-P-3 engine stall with comparisons between model calcu-
lations and test data. Contains steady-state effects only. 
THEORETICAL STUDY OF FLOW INSTABILITIES AND INLET DISTORTIONS IN AXIAL 
COMPRESSORS. Describes a method for evaluat~ng single and multistage com-
pressors and their responses to steady and unsteady inlet distortions. Uses 
Laplace's transformation for time dependent variables. Includes mach number 
effects. 
THE EFFECT OF FINITE TURBULENCE BY A CONTRACTING STREAM. The turbulance 
downstream of a rapid contraction is calculated for the case when the turbulence 
scale can have the same magnitude as the mean-flow spatial scale. Discusses 
boundary layer separation and turbulent flow. 
Table 3.3 CONTINUED 
NO. REFERENCE TITLE AND REMARKS 
26 AIAA Paper EVALUATION OF A STATISTICAL METHOD FOR DETERMINING PEAK INLET FLOW I 
80-1109 DISTORTION USING F-15 AND F-18 DATA. Methods have been developed for I 
By: Stevens, significantly reducing the cost of determining inlet peak dynamic d~stort~on 
et al. values for advanced des~gn purposes. Prov~des test data of F-15 aircraft and 
F-18 aircraft. Uses stat~stical analysis. 
27 AIAA Paper AN ANALOG EDITING SYSTEM FOR INLET DYNAMIC FLOW DISTORTION, DYNADEC -- PAST, 
80-1108 PRESENT AND FUTURE. An analog/digital (hybrid) edit~ng system DYNADEC (Dynam~c 
By: Marous Data Ed~t~ng and 80-Computing) used to screen inlet dynam~c pressure d~stortion 
et al. data is descr~bed. 
28 Journal of GENERATION OF STREAMWISE VORTICITY IN AN ASYMETRIC SWIRLING FLOW. The behav~or 
Mechanical of a circumferent~ally nonuniform swirling flow, which ~s of interest ~n con-
Ul Engr. Science nect~on w~th the problem of the response of ax~al compressors to inlet flow 
\0 Vol. 22, distortion, is examined. Uses the model of oscillating 3-D flow. 
Feb. 1980 
By: Greitzer, 
et al. 
29 AIAA Paper AN EVALUATION OF STATISTICAL METHODS FOR THE PREDICTION OF MAXIMUM TIME-VARIANT 
80-1110 INLET TOTAL PRESSURE DISTORTION. The paper presents an evaluat~on of 
By: Sanders statist~cal methods for the predict~on of maximum t~me-variant inlet total 
pressure distort~on. Includes Motyeka's method, Mel~ck's method and Jacock's 
method. 
30 AIAA Paper AN ANALYTICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF A SHORT S-SHAPED SUBSONIC DIFFUSER OF A 
80-0386 SUPERSONIC INLET. An experimental invest~gation of a subscale HiMat forebody 
By: Neumann and inlet was conducted over a range of Mach numbers to 1.4. 
et al. 
- - - - - --- - - --- --- -- -- -- --- --- --- --- --- -- --- - -- - -- -- -- ---
Table 3.3 CONTINUED 
w 
• f-I 
o 
NO. 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
REFERENCE 
West Germany 
Paper 
By: Elcrat, 
et ale 
AlAA Paper 
79-0104 
By: Stevens, 
et al. 
ASME Paper 
By: Inoue, et ale 
AlAA Paper 
78-970 
By: Melick, 
et ale 
AlAA Paper 
77-876 
By: Brilliant 
et ale 
TITLE AND REMARKS 
A SPATIAL DECAY ESTIMATE FOR THE NAVIER-STOKES EQUATION. An Exrression is 
derived which gives the exponential decay, in the distance from fixed 
reference plane, for an energy-type functional of solutions us~ng the Navier-
Stokes approach. Uses channel flow model. 
j 
REYNOLDS NUMBER, SCALE AND FREQUENCY CONTENT Efo'Fl'X:'l'b oN ~'-15 INLET INSTANTANEOUS 
DISTORTION. An inlet instantaneous distortion study program sponsored by NASA 
was recently completed using an F-15 fighter aircraft. Uses bandpass filters. i 
Includes Reynolds number effects. , 
SMALL PERTURBATION ANALYSIS OF NONUNIFORM ROTATING DISTURBANCES IN A VANELESS 
DIFFUSER. The behavior of the distorted flow discharged from a centrifugal 
impeller within a vaneless diffuser ~s examined theoretically by assuming small 
disturbances to a main flow. 
ESTIMATING MAXIMUM INSTANTANEOUS DISTORTION FROM INLET TOTAL PRESSURE RMS 
MEASUREMENTS. A new mathematical model of inlet turbulence ~s developed 
by application of basic fluid dynamics and statistical concepts. Conta~ns 
turbulent flow pressure measurements. 
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED WITH MEASURED MAXIMUM I~STANTANEOUS DISTORTION USING 
FLIGHT DATA FROM AN AXISYMMETRIC MIXED COMPRESSION INLET -- FOR YF-12C AIRCRAFT. 
YF-12C flight-measured inlet dynamic distortion data are compared with pre-
dictions made on the basis of the method reported by Mel~ck et ale (1976). 
Table 3.3 CONTINUED 
VJ 
I-' 
I-' 
. NO. 
I 
I 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
REFERENCE 
West Germany 
Paper 
By: Ogorodn~kov, 
et al. 
AIM Paper 
76-705 
By: Motycka 
AIM Paper 
75-59 
By: T~ng, et al. 
AIM Pcl"per 
74-1197 
By: Clark 
AFFDL-TR-
70-20 
By: Kut'3chen-
renter 
et al. 
TITLE AND REMARKS 
INVESTIGATION OF THE FLOW PATTERN AT THE ENGINE FACE AND METHODS OF THE FLOW 
PATTERN SIMULATION AT SUPERSONIC FLIGHT SPEED. Steady-state d~stort~ons and 
fluctuat~ons of a nonun~form t~me-dependent fluctuat~ng flow f~eld at an 
a~rcraft eng~ne face at superson~c fl~ght speed s~gn~f~cantly affect the 
eng~ne operat~onal stab~l~ty. 
DETERMINATION OF MAXIMUM EXPECTED INSTANTANEOUS DISTORTION PATTERNS FROM 
STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF INLET PRESSURE DATA. An ~nexpens~ve and t~me-sav~ng 
procedure ~s proposed wh~ch uses random numbers to synthes~ze ~nstantaneous 
~nlet d~stort~on ~n turb~ne eng~nes from stat~st~cal propert~es of ~nlet 
pressure data. 
DESIGN AND TESTING OF NEW CENTER INLET AND S-DUCT FOR B-727 AIRPLANE WITH 
REFANNED JT8D ENGINES. The work descr~bed ~n th~s paper was part of the NASA I 
refan program. Conta~ns subJects of a~rcraft eng~nes, Boe~ng 727 a~rcraft, I 
ducted flow, eng~ne des~gn and eng~ne & ~nlet tests. I 
STATISTICAL AVERAGES OF SUBSONIC INLET DISTORTION. Results of an exper~mental 
~nvest~gat~on of dynam~c d~stort~on ~n a typ~cal subsonLc dLrcraft ~nlets are 
d~scussed. Includes the effects of aerodynam~c ~nterference, flow d~stort~on 
and pressure grad~ent. 
LARGE SCALE INLET DISTORTION INVESTIGA'rrON. Descr~bes dynam~c character~st~cs 
of eng~ne Lnlets. Inlet pressure, pressure recovery and flow dLstortLon are 
d~scussed. Includes performance test'3 and steadY-'3tate effect. 
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80-18 
By: Farcy, 
et al. 
AD-A089817 
By: Sanders, 
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Von Karman Inst. 
of Flu~d Dyn. 
Unsteady Flow in 
Turbomachines 
By: Peacock 
Ph.D. Thesis 
North Carolina 
State UnLverSLty 
By: Hardin 
MBB-UFE-1359-0 
By: Lotter 
TITLE AND REMARKS 
HIGHLY SEPARATED TRANSONIC FLOW -- AND FLOW VISUALIZATION 'rECHNIQUES. A 
highly separated transonic flow was studied under laboratory cond~tLons in 
order to show the usefulness of combLn~ng varLOUS flow visualLzation and 
analysis techniques in defLnLng Jet engLne intake flow characterLstics. 
AN EVALUATION OF STATISTICAL METHODS FOR THE PREDICTION OF MAXIMUM TIME-VARIANT 
INLET TOTAL PRESSURE DISTORTION. An analysLs was conducted to determLne the 
accuracies and limitations of three statistical methods used to predLct engLne-
face maXLmum tLme-variant total pressure distortion. Includes Mach no. effect. 
Containg four different inlet models. 
I 
i 
UNSTEADY PRESSURE DISTOR'rION -- IN COMPRESSOR FLON. A model ~s proposed for 
the solutLon of unsteady flows ~n a compressor embedded Ln ductwork and subJect 
to repetitLve or nonrepetitLve pulses. 
-
AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF THE RESPONSE OF A TURBOMACHINE ROTOR TO A LOW 
FREQUENCY INLET DIS'rORTION. An experLment was conducted to measure the 
response of an 19o1ated turbomachine rotor to a dLstortlon Ln Lnlet aXlal 
velocLty. 
-----
----
AERODYNAMIC PROBLEMS IN ENGINE AIRFRAME IN'rEGRATION ON FIGHTER AIRPLANES. 
D~fferent types of Lntake are dlscussed together wLth engl~e mass flow/aLr 
intake matching problems. Dlscusses areodynamLc lnterference. Uses the case 
of fighter alrcraft. 
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TITLE AND REMARKS 
AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF THE RESPONSE OF A TURBO-MACHINE ROTOR TO A LOW I 
FREQUENCY INLET DISTORTION. An exper~ment was conducted to measure the I 
response of an ~solated turbomach~ne rotor to a d~stort~on ~n ~nlet ax~al 
veloc~ty. Uses a once-per-revolut~on sinuso~dal aX1al veloc~ty var~at10n. 
Th1s 1S part of a cont~nu1ng 1nvest~gat10n of unsteady transon~c d1ffuser flows. 
D~scusses nonun~form flow character1st1cs 1n vaneless d~ffusers. 
ANALYSIS OF PRESSURE DISTORTION TESTING. The development of a d~stort~on 
methodology , method D, was documented, and 1tS appl~cat1on to steady state 
and unsteady data was demonstrated. 
THE EFFECT OF TURBULENT MIXING ON THE DECAY OF SINUSOIDAL INLET DISTORTIONS 
IN AXIAL FLOW COMPRESSORS. A small perturbat10n actuator disc theory 1S 
presented for the pred1ct~on of the decay of sinuso~dal flow d~stort~ons ~n 
h1gh hub t1P rat~o aX1al compressors w~th steady, c~rcumferent1al ~nlet 
mald~str~but1on. 
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN STEADY AND UNSTEADY SPECIAL DISTORTION -- IN 
TURBOCOMPRESSOR INTAKE FLOW. S1mple theor~es of turbulence are used to 
develop a model that relates the fluctuat1ng spac1al d~stort~on to the time 
average spac1al d1stort1on. 
AXIAL FLOW ROTOR UNSTEADY RESPONSE TO CIRCUMFERENTIL INFLOW DISTORTIONS. The 
unsteady response of an ax~al flow fan rotor to steady, c~rcumferent~al 1nflow 
veloc1ty and stagnat~on pressure d~stort~ons ~s assessed by two d1fferent 
methods. 
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AGARD Unsteady APPLICATION OF ROTOR MOUNTED PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS TO ANALYSIS OF INLET 
Phenomena ~n TURBULENCE -- FLOW DISTORTION IN TURBOFAN ENGINE INLET. M~n~ature pressure 
Turbomachinery transducers ~nstalled near the lead~ng edge of a fan blade were used to 
By: Hanson d~agnose the non-un~form flow enter~ng a subson~c t~p speed turbofan on a 
static test stand. 
AGARD-CP-l77 UNSTEADY PHENOMENA IN TURBOMACHINERY. Turbomachinery unsteady aerodynam~cs are 
rev~ewed with emphas~s on flow d~stortLon phenomena Lns~de subson~c, transon~c 
and supersonLc ax~al flow compressor stages. 
I 
NASA-TM-X-3246 EFFECT OF INLET INGESTION OF A WING TIP VORTEX ON COMPRESSOR FACE FLOW AND 
E-8213 TURBOJET STALL MARGIN. A two-d~mens~onal inlet was alternately mated to a 
By: Mitchell coldp~pe plug assembly and a J85-GE-13 turboJet eng~ne, and placed ~n a Mach 
0.4 stream so as to ~ngest the tLP vortex of a forward mounted wLng. 
NASA-TM-X-3169 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF A SIMPLE DISTORTION INDEX UTILIZING STEADY-STATE 
By: Costakis AND DYNAMIC DISTORTIONS IN A MACH 2.5 MIXED-COMPRESSION INLET AND TURBOFAN 
ENGINE. A w~nd tunnel LnvestLgatLon was conducted to determ~ne the ampl~tude 
and spat~al distribut~on of steady-state and dynam~c d~stort~on produced ~n an 
inlet. Formulates a s~mple Lndex that comb~nes steady-state and dynam~c 
distort~ons. 
In AIM AN ANALYSIS OF THE INFLUENCE OF UNSTEADY CASCADED AIRFOIL BEHAVIOR ON AXIAL 
Colloqu~urn FLOW COMPRESSORS WITH UNSTEADY AND DISTORTED INFLOW. The Lnfluence of 
By: K~mzey unsteady and cLrcurnferentLally d~storted flow on the stall of aXLal flow 
compressors. Reassesses the quasL-steady-state assurnpt~on. Compare to 
exper~mental results. 
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AIM Paper 
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NASA-TM-X-2081 
By: MCAulay 
NASA-TM-X-1946 
By: Meyer 
NASA-TM-X-1928 
By: Wenzel 
TITLE AND REMARKS 
INSTANTANEOUS DISTORTION INVESTIGATION. Review some of the results obtained 
~n an inlet-eng~ne compatab~l~ty test run ~n the 10 x 10 superson~c wind tunnel 
of the NASA-Lew~s Research Center. 
A PROCEDURE FOR ESTIMATING MAXIMUM TIME-VARIANT DISTORTION LEVELS WITH LIMITED 
INSTRUMENTATION. Inlet data measured w~th complete h~gh-response instrumenta-
tion have been used to establish a new procedure for assess~ng propulsion system 
flow stab~l~ty from tests w~th limited instrumentation. 
EFFECT OF DYNAMIC VARIATIONS IN ENGINE-INLET PRESSURE ON THE COMPRESSOR SYSTEM 
OF A TWIN-SPOOL TURBOFAN ENGINE. An invest~gat~on was conducted to determ~ne 
I 
the effects of dynam~c ~nlet pressure variations on the compressor system of a 
turbofan engine. 
TECHNIQUE FOR INDUCING CONTROLLED STEADY-STATE AND DYNAMIC INLET PRESSURE 
DISTURBANCES FOR JET ENGINE TESTS. An ~nvest~gat~on was conducted to evaluate 
a technique where~n secondary air was ~nJected through an array of small nozzles 
uniformly distr~buted in an eng~ne inlet duct. Creates steady-state and dynam~c 
d~stortion thru the control of the secondary-a~r distr~but~on and flow rate. 
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECTS OF PULSE DISTORTIONS IMPOSED ON THE 
I INLET OF A TURBOFAN ENGINE. A YFT-30-P-1 turbofan was operated ~n an altitude 
chamber. Uses d~stortion device for the test of engine stall sensitivity as a 
function of pulse durat~on. D~stort~on sector angle was mapped for reference. 
Transient recordings during stall are presented. 
I 
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AIAA Paper 
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TITLE AND REMARKS 
ANALOG COMPUTER IMPLEMENTATION OF FOUR INSTANTANEOUS DISTORTION INDICES. 
Test of the compatibility of a J85-GE-13 engine and an axisymmetric mixed-
compression inlet is presented in this report. 
SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF INLET-ENGINE COMPATIBILITY. 
Results are presented from an experimental investigat~on in the Lewis 10- by 
10-Foot Supersonic Wind Tunnel of inlet-produced dynamic distortion and its 
effects on the stall margin of a J-85 turboJet engine. 
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF DYNAMIC DISTORTION lN A MACH 2.50 INLET WITH 
60 PERCENT INTERNAL CONTRACTION AND ITS EFFECT ON TURBOJET STALL MARGIN. W~nd 
tunnel investigation to determine the amplitude and spatial distr~bution of 
dynamic distortion produced in an inlet with 60 percent of the overall 
supersonic area contraction occurring internally. Discusses compressor stall 
margin. 
APPLICATION OF STATISTICAL PARAMETERS IN DEFINING INLET AIRFLOW DYNAMICS. 
Presents wind tunnel and flight test data taken during tests of several inlet 
duct designs. Uses auto-correlation and cross-correlation, variance, and power 
spectral density for statistical analysis. 
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4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Considerable reserch has been conducted in the past fifteen years on 
inlet dynamic distortion primarily because of problems or potential problems 
that were encountered on aircraft being developed or studied in that time 
period. Less attention is being given to this subject today so that a new 
generation of investigators will be stepping into breach when it again becomes 
of greater concern at some time in the future. It is important that a 
cohesive body of knowledge exist so that there will be a ready reference to 
past work and experience. This literature survey is a first step in that 
direction. 
This report presents the results of a literature survey on the subject of 
inlet dynamic distortion on conventional high performance aircraft, its 
measurement, analysis and prediction. Sixty-five documents were found on both 
experimental and theoretical subjects. No doubt some unavoidably have been 
missed. Most of those found deal with experimental results and their analysis 
and comparisons. Few deal with the prediction of peak distortion levels and 
none deal with the apriori prediction of dynamic distortion, that is, all 
maximum distortion prediciton techniques utilize experimental data as the 
basis for extreme value prediction. The works of Melick, Jacocks and Motycka 
were found to be most relevant to the prediction of dynamic distortion. 
An attempt has been made to present the material in such a way that an 
investigator could readily determine the reports of most interest before 
ordering them from the library or NTIS. The various topics have been 
referenced, cross-referenced, and synopsized. Finally, summaries and 
conclusions from each report are contained in Appendix C. 
It is hoped that this will facilitate and expedite the work of current 
and future investigators of dynamic distortion and related problems. 
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APPENDIX C. LIST OF REPORT SUMMARIES AND CONCLUSIONS 
This section presents copies of summaries and conclusions taken from 
References 1 through 65. It is hoped that this information will assist the 
user in determining the content and its application to a particular problem 
(i.e. the influence of a particular variable on the inlet dynamic distortion 
or compressor stability). In a few instances, more extensive excerpts are 
included to give a more comprehensive picture of the content of the report. 
All copies of the summaries and conclusions presented here are cross-
referenced in Appendix B. 
C.1 
Abstrlct 
NASA TM X-73,l4S 
ESTIMATING MAXIMUM INSTANTANEOUS DISTORTION FROM 
INLET TOTAL PRESSURE RMS AND PSD MEASUREMENTS 
H. Clyde Mel~ck, Andres H. Ybarra, 
Daniel P. Benczet 
The purpose of this study is to develop an inexpensive procedure to 
determ~ne the extreme values of instantaneous inlet distortion on a statisti-
cal bas~s and to prov~de ~nsight into the basic mechan~cs of unsteady inlet 
flow. Th~s analysis is based on fundamental fluid dynamics and stat~stical 
methods and quantitatively relates the measured root mean square (rms) level 
and power spectral density (PSD) funct~on of the time-dependent total pres-
sure fluctuat~ons to the strength and size of the instantaneous low-pressure 
reg~ons at the inlet/engine interface. The extreme values of these instan-
taneous low-pressure regions are analyzed in comb~nation with the steady-
state distortion to determ~ne the most probable maximum instantaneous d~stor­
t~on. Results of the analysis show that th~s maximum ~nstantaneous dlstor-
tion is dependent upon the steady-state distort~on, the rms level and PSD 
function of the ~nlet turbulence, and the length of record analyzed. Pred~c­
tions based on this analytical techn~que are presented and compared,w~th the 
maximum instantaneous distortion computed from the simultaneous readlngs 
obtained from a 40-probe rake employing high-response total pressure instru-
mentation. These comparisons show exceptionally good agreement between the 
measured and predicted results, substantially ver~fying th~s approach. 
Reference 1 
C.2 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
An analyt~cal techn~que has been developed ~n th~s study to predict the 
maXlmum instantaneous ~nlet dibtortion from the eas~ly measured rms level and 
PSD funct~on of the ~nlet total pressure fluctuat~ons The method is based on 
a mathemat~cal model of turbulent flow, descr~bed by a random d~str~but~on of 
dIscrete vort~ces be~ng convected downstream by the mean flow. Fundamental 
flu~d dynam~cs were used to def~ne the flow propert~es of the d~screte vor-
tlces, and statist~cal methods were appl~ed to the random propert~es descr~b­
Ing the vortlces to relate them to the rms level and PSD funct~on of the total 
pressure fluctuatlons. The momentary low-pressure reg~on created by the 
passage of each dIscrete vortex was descr~bed ~n terms of a representat~ve dis-
tortlon factor; the stat~st~cal character~st~cs of thlS d~stort~on fdctor were 
formulated and related to the rms and PSD total pressure measurements. The 
e,treme values of the stat~stlcal character~st~cs were analyzed to establ~sh 
the most probable maXlmum d~stort~on level 
ThlS most probable maXlmum dlstort~on level IS def~ned to be the max~mum 
Instantaneous d~stort~on expected under the part~cular operat~ng cond~t~ons 
and was shown to be dependent upon the rms level and PSD funct~on of the total 
pressure fluctuat~ons, the steady-state d~stort~on level, the length of t~me 
at the operat~ng cond~t~ons, and the frequency response characterlst~cs of the 
eng~ne. Comparlsons between results of th~s analys~s and convent~onally deter-
mlned values of maXlmum ~nstantaneous distort~on showed excellent agreement 
The compar~sons were made using data from two ~ndependent ~nlet tests encom-
passing three inlet des~gns and a range of Mach numbers, mass-flow ratios, and 
slmulated eng~ne response character~stlcs. In addit~on, by comput~ng the 
results us~ng d~fferent numbers of probes, ~t was determ~ned that only a 
l~mlted number of probes are required to obta~n results comparable to the 
average of a typ~cal 40-probe rake. The average of 20 probes y~elded 
essent~ally the same results as the average of 40 probes, wh~le errors of less 
than 10 percent were experIenced when the results were based on only 4 probes. 
The excellent agreement between the measured and predicted results 
provides substantial verification of this approach, although further verifica-
t~on over a broader range of operating condit~ons is required and recommended 
However, even at th~s level of verification, th~s approach has considerable 
potentlal in the analysis of all scale model ~nlet testing where size and/or 
expense precludes the use and detailed analYSis of a large quantity of high-
response pressure data to identify the maximum ~nstantaneous distort~on. 
Th~s statistical approach also appears d~rectly applicable to the evalua-
tion of all dynamic data, including full-scale inlet/eng~ne testing, for the 
following reasons. First, the identification of the maximum instantaneous dis-
tortion must be ~n terms of both the length of time of expected operation 
under the condition examined and the required level of probable occurrence. 
These can easily be taken ~nto account uSlng th~s approach. Second, based on 
the results of the data analysis comparisons, the accuracy of this method is 
comparable to that of the convent~onal method of defining the maximum instan-
taneous distortion. Third, the necessary equipment for the acquisition and 
process~ng of the data requlred for this statistical approach is readily 
available and ~nexpens~ve to operate, whereas the cost to acquire and process 
data following the conventional procedure may exceed the cost for the entire 
deSign, fabrication, and testing of the inlet model to satisfy the steady-
state objectives. 
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sm,lHAHY 
The effcct of steady staLe clrcumfcrentlul total preG~ure dlstortl0n on 
the loss in compressor stnll prcssure rat10 has heen cstaollshed by nn1.]jtlcal 
tcchnlques. full scule eng1np and compressor/fan componc'1t. test data '..,ere 
used to provide direct evaluat10n of the analysls. F'n.vol'ab] e rcsults of the 
companson arc considered verlflcutl0n of the fllndar.1ental hypothesi:; of thlS 
study. Speciflcnlly, Slnce n Clrcumferential total pressure chstort:ion in 
an inlet systcm \lill rcsult In unstcady flo,", 1n the cO'Jrclin'1te systC"1. of the 
rotor blades, an ana 1YS1S of thls tYPC dlstortlon must. [)C rCl'for"'V'd fron an 
unsteady nerouynfUnc POll1t of V1CIT. By appllcn t1011 0 f thc funcln.m:!l't 1\ 1 
nerot.hermodynam1c 1m,s to thc lnlet/comprcssor s:'stpm, p"'..r<vnc1.crs l""Port<'_nt 
In the deslgn of such a systC''11. f'Jr t'ompn.tlhlc 0prl'atlon I-J,.vc I)'!cn Ule'1tl.('ied. 
}\ tlmC' constant, d1.rectly rclated to the compressor rotor c11Ord, , .. as found to 
be slgnif1cant, 1nd1catinB conpressor scnsltlVlt.y to CirC\IDlfclCn~l~l dlS-
tortlon lS dlrcC'tly dcpcn~ent on the rotor chord. 
lIS an inlhnl ')tpp 1'1 tl-)r 1.n'/cS-!;,l{;atlOl1 0:' thc eft'cct,,, of t:L'"le dependent 
to1.,ill pressure chstort1on on the ('o:nprc')sor ~t 1 [nl1.ty (n:-or"'C'\.<'l'l ~tlC", nn 
an11yL1c!l1 n'Jcc] of t,urbu]c'1t tlo'.T typ1.cal 0.:' t1'n.t :o\l~d 1'1 (tlrcr!l[t 1nl'!ts 
bas llGO been developC'd. Th~ t.o thc non-dpLel~ln1s11c (lando~) nnLur0 or 
thIS type of flo'", d1stort1on, the flOiI ~n::\lY"ls rcc:ulrcS usC' of st'1.t1st1Cn.l 
lletho(1s. These nethod,> \lere conblnp,] va th b"s tC f) \lid c1yn l"1.IC COI'C''!pt'l 
to prov1(1(' n 11sahle an'llyn5 techni.c;'\l~. \llt.h +,fns noclrl, the pO~lcr ~r'!ctral 
<lenSl t.y flln(;t.ion and root r.l'~an square level of til(' t U"C ckpencc'1 t tot.al 
pre:>s5ure take on cO:1~nder,J.bl(' slcnl.flCflncC' a<; 11,cllcntor<; f)[ L'1e '>tr.:!n;) 11 ,mci 
exte'1 r. of 10\1 IJl''"! sSl1rc 1 c(pons t'I:1.t. arC' import ... nt in t.n~ rO"'t)!'CS 501' 1 r 1-:; bon 
to 1n] et flov! disturuanc('s. Spec trn obL'llncd froM thf' r.;o(\r 1 \lere cO:'P.:I r·~d 
\ntl-J Lhose ob'v .. nncd 1.n t('sts of a li~lc;h 3 '1il":cd conpre',s J 0'1 1n1ct to III Ilst! ate 
the:> tcchn1.(lue of clctcrmln1nr; the mean i>l/C and r,t!enr,Lh of' ul"Lnnt:lneOllS 10/ 
presr:,ure rC(S1.ons by st. ltlst1cal techn1que') I1.'1C to "er! fy thc turoulent flo" 
model. F.xcellcnt ngreemcnt. \Ia,> obL<11ncd In t.he cor.pan~l)l1 verIfYIng t 11is 
[wldn.mentill approach. 
Bot.h the st.eady st1!te djstorhon/conpressor nn"lysi.n nnd the turbulent 
flo'l modC!l are consldcred devcloped t.o the p01nt nece5'>ary tf) lnit.ln.te the 
development program to pclneve the lonG term pro({ram ObJ'!ct1ve of conb1nil'B 
thesc results t.o cstabl1sh a fundanenLal relatJ onship bet.'vcC'n both 1111ct 
steauy stat!? clrcumfcrcnt.l<ll d15torLl.on and tml;ulC'ncc und 10:,s ll"! co.,prcssor 
st,lll margln. 
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CONCWSIONS AND RECO~!l>\ENDATIONS 
The annlytica.l developments reportcd herein provide a ftmdamental appro<\ch 
to the problem of 1nlet/enc;ine compatibility. lhth further development, this. 
nppronch "nIl prov1cle a method of evaluat1ng 1nlet tests and englne dCSlgJ1S 
early 1n Lhe propuls1on system development cycle. Ult1~~t~ly, 1t shows promls 
a.s a method for pred1ct1nr, and evaluat1ng the effects of d1stortion and turbu-
lence on eng1ne stall chnracter1st1cs, pr10r to system test. 
The follmnng are the more Slgnif1cant conclus1ons ariSlng from the work 
to date and st~Gest1ons for cont1nued act1v1ty to ach1eve thc bas1c program 
goal: establ1sh1ng the f\md~~ental relat10nship between 1nlct d1stort1on and 
turbulence and loss in compressor stall margin. 
Conclusions 
(1) The effect of c1rctunferent1al total pressure d1stortion on the loss 
in compressor stall Ilk'l.rg1n has been establ1shed anal:y-tlcally. The nnalys is has 
shown that the stall n:argin loss 1S duectly a funct10n of the d1stortion 
pattern, the dlstort1on level «Ft - Ptm1n)(Pt), and of the compressor rotor 
reduced frequency, k =wc/2 U. 
(2) The rotor chord is thc principal des1gn var1able 1n the reduced 
frequency, k, and therefore emerges as a sign1ficnnt eng1ne parameter in 
design for compatibllity. 
(3) Favorable compar1son of d1stortion and engine stall data w1th analysis 
results 1S cons1dcred vcrification of the fundamental hypothes1s of the 
analysis. Spec1fically, a circtunferential total pressure d1stort1on w1ll result 
1n an unstcady flow over the rotor blades requ1r1ng these unsteady aerodynamic 
effects to be included 1n the stage character1st1cs. 
(4) The accuracy of the stall pred1ct1on techn1que is suff1cicnt to 
JustifY thc s~llf1ed approach ,nl1Ch conslders an overall comprcssor work 
balance rather than a detailed stage-by-stage development. 
(5) A phenomenological model of turbulent flow typ1cal of that found 1n 
a1rcraft 1nlets has been developed by coffib1nulg stat1st1cal techn1ques Wlth 
thc bas1c laws govcrnlng flu1d dyna~lcs. The power spectral dcns1ty furct10n 
and root mean square level of the fluctUo.t1ng total pressure take on conslder-
able slgn1ficance as R. consequcncc of the model rc,;ult1ng 1n a means of 
determ1n1ng the strength and extent of time van ant lo\{ prcssur~ rcaions. 
(6) Favorable companson of spcctrn obtained from the analytical modcl 
\nth test data of a 1!ach 3 m1xed comprCSS1on 1nlet verify the Turbulent Flow 
Model. 
(7) The agrcement with test data for both the Compressor Analysis and 
~bulcnt Flow Model strongly suggest that compat1bll1ty problems, heretofore 
~ attacked by emp1rical methods, are amenable to analys1s. 
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Recommendations 
(1) Both the Compressor Analysis and Turbulent Flow Model are considered 
developed to the point necessary to initiate the program to achleve the long 
term goal of establishing a fundamental relationshlp between both inlet dis-
tortion and turbulence and compressor stall margin loss. 
(2) Further comparisons of the compressor analysls with test data are 
recommended for reflnlng the method. The data used should provide the detailed 
distortlon patterns, compressor geometry and compressor operating conditions. 
(3) Addltional analysls of turbulence data froM a well documented inlet 
test program should be conducted to demonstrate the \lSe of the turbulent flow 
model in lsolating the source of turbulence and establlshlng turbulence decay 
characterlstlcs. 
(4) Flnally, the d~veloped r~lntlonships between dlstortion, turbulence 
and loss ln compressor stall margln should be compared with data from an 
alrcraft fllght test program to verlfy the analysls. 
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SUMMARY 
Present methods of estimat~ng the maximum ~nstantaneous ~nlet 
distort~on are h~ghly complex, costly, and fa~l to provide insight ~nto 
the act~ons govern~ng the flow. These methods also attempt to character~ze 
a random phenomena by use of determ~nist~c descr~pt~ons. To date, the~r 
accuracy has not been ver~fied. The purpose of th~s study ~s to develop an 
~nexpens~ve alternative procedure to statistically evaluate the extreme 
values of ~nstantaneous inlet distortion and prov~de ~ns~ght ~nto the bas~c 
mechan~cs of unsteady inlet flow and eng1ne react1on. 
Th~s development is based on fundamental fluid dynam~cs to 
provide an understanding of the turbulent inlet flow and to quantitatively 
relate the root mean square (RMS) level and power spectral dens~ty (PSD) 
funct~on to the strength and size of the low pressure reg~ons. The most 
probable extreme value of the instantaneous low pressure region 1S then 
synthesized from this information and from the steady state distort~on data 
to obtain the max~rnurn instantaneous distort~on level. Results of the 
analysis show the extreme values to be dependent upon the steady state 
distort~on, the turbulence RMS level and PSD function, the t~me on point, 
and the selected confidence level. Analyt~cal pro.lections are presented 
and compared w~th data obta~ned by a highly correlated 40 probe ~nstan­
taneous pressure measurement system. Results of th~s compar~son show 
except~onally good agreement, w~thout recourse to any emp~rical adJustment. 
Consequently, the developed analys~s prov~des both an understand~ng and 
quant~tative description of the flow. The math model is cons~dered a new 
contr~but1on to the state-of-the-art and in pract~cal applicat~on leads to 
data acquisit~on and analysis requirements that are an order of magn1tude 
lower ~n cost and complexity than the present approach to measur~ng the 
extreme values of instantaneous ~nlet d~stortion. With th~s development, 
it 18 now pract1cal to account for unsteady distortion 1n all scale model 
inlet test programs s~nce the method requ~res only a lim~ted amount of 
inexpensively obtained RMS and PSD data and a simple analys~s procedure. 
Reference 3 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The developed technique to predict the max1MUm 1nstantaneous 
distortion factors from the RMS and PSD measurements of the inlet total 
pressure fluctuations is based on basic principles of both fluid dynamics 
and statist1cal mathemat1Cs and is without any empirical adJustment or 
curve fitting. The exceptionally close agreement found in the datal 
analys1s comparisons provides considerable verification. 
The success of the developed procedure to date, appears to warrant 
its use in all scale model testing where size and expense precludes use of 
a full complement of 40 high response, highly correlated pressure probes 
and the requisite data acquisit10n/reduction systems. 
It is believed that a strong case can also be made for use of the 
statistical procedure in the evaluation of all dynamic data, including full 
scale inlet/engine testing. This case rests on (a) the necessity of statis-
tical treatment of random phenomena (b) accuracy and (c) cost. Specifically: 
(a) Turbulent inlet flow is random. Consequently, ident1fication of the 
maximum instantaneous distortion must be in terms of both the time on point 
and in terms of required confidence level. This can be done with the 
developed technique. The instantaneo~s method, on the other hand, treats 
the distortion as an extension of steady state evaluations and ignores both 
time and confidence levels. This, in itself, causes misinterpretation and, 
as established in this study, errors on the order of 10 to 40%. (b) As a 
result of the data/analysis comparisons conducted in this study the accuracy 
using the developed method appears on a par with the highly sophisticated 
instantaneous methods. (c) The equipment for acquisition and reduction 
(excluding transducers) of data required for the statistical procedures 
is readily available; the cost to acqhire ana reduce data via the instan-
taneous method may exceed the costs for the entire design, fabrication and 
test of the inlet model required to meet steady state test objectives. 
Realistic assessment of the accuracy requirements of inlet 
dynamic distortion measurements is necessary. This assessment needs to 
be made in perspective with such items as the accuracy of the quoted engine 
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stall pressure ratio sensitivity, the available stall pressure ratio, and 
the engine frequency response to unsteady flow. Therefore, ~t is recommended 
that verif~cation of this stat~stical technique be continued; that an assessment 
of accuracy of the instantaneous method be established; and last, the 
accuracy requ~rements and risk involved with dynamic distortion be evaluated 
to obtain a realistic perspective on this aspect of inlet/engine compati-
b~lity. 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
The purpose of this study was to develop an inexpens~ve analytical 
techn~que to evaluate the maximum instantaneous inlet distortion factor 
from the ~nexpens~ve, eas~ly secured root mean square (RIm) level and power 
spectral dens~ty (PSD) function of the inlet total pressure fluctuations. 
The method used is to mathematically model the random vortices creating 
the turbulent flow by solution of the Navier-Stokes Equations of Motion. 
Statist~cal methods were then applied to the random properties composing 
the vortices to relate the total pressure RMS and PSD measurements to the 
momentary low pressure reg~ons created by the vortices. The distortion 
factors were then computed for these low pressure regions and in turn 
related to the RMS and PSD levels. Results of the development are sum-
marized below. 
1. A method is developed to inexpensively evaluate the most l~kely 
maximum instantaneous level of a distortion factor from inlet Root Mean Square 
(RMS) level and Power Spectral Density (PSD) functions. 
2. Variations about th~s most probable level ,of unsteady 
distortion can be established for specif~ed levels of confidence. 
3. The technique can be used for a variety of distortion factors 
inGluding the loss in stall pressure ratio as estimated from the compressor 
analysis developed in Reference 2. 
4. Results are shown to be dependent on the measured RMS and PSD, 
the steady state distortion factor, the time on point, the engine 
response frequency, and the desired/required confidence level. 
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5. Exceptionally good results of the data/analysis comparisons 
have verified the development technique. These included tests of three 
different inlets at a variety of flight conditions and mass flows. 
6. As established from analysis of a limited number of points, 
errors of less than 10% are accrued using a complement of only 8 high 
response probes. 
7. A procedure is provided for application of the technique to 
inlet data. 
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I. ABSTRACT 
1. Program No. (ABS) 2-571l0!5R-321O 
2. Date ___ ..:::3:,;;;l...,;M;.;,B;.;,;;r;..,;c:...;.h;....;;;;l.::,.9.;,o75::..-___ _ 
3. By __ ...;;An.;;.:,:dr=-.;:e;,;;.s_H:..:.;..' .....;Yb:..::..;B;;.:r:.;;;r:.;;;a:...-___ _ 
~one_(~2_l4~)~26_6_-_22_5_4 ________ _ 
4. Rout~ne Name and Sand P Classification (U) Definition of Mean S~ze 
and Strength of the Vorhces Creat ing Inlet Turbulent Flow 
5. Rout~ne Number: LTV Designation DlB05 other Designation ____ _ 
6. Originator: Name Andres H. Ybarra Extension 2254 
Unit Number _-=2;..-,53~3~9:.=2 ___ other H. C. r.1ellck 
7. Programming Language: FORTRAN IV 
B. r.1achine and Configuration: Make California Computer Company (CDC), 
Model _.....;6;..,;6;...;OO~_ Special Feature ;;;.C:.;;;a:.;;;lC~o~mp~...;;P...;;l:.;;;o:...;.t:...;.t;;;.er~ ___________ __ 
9. Spec~al Requirements: Operational _.....;N:...;.o;.;.n;.;.e:...-_ Special File _____ _ 
10. Running Time: Typical _~2~-_4;....;:S...;;e;;;.c .... po;.e;;.:r:.....;c;.;;a;.;.s:.;;;e~ ___________ __ 
11. Limitations: 
-------------------------------
12. Broad Functional Description: The power spectral density runct~on of 
the unsteady total pressure fluctuations is used as the pr~mary ~nput 
to the program ( ~PT 2 versus frequency). Several different analytical 
PSD funct~ons are generated by the program util~zing the normal~zed 
spectrum from the turbulent flow model and several different est~ates 
of the mean vortex core size (a), the normaliz~ng parameter. The 
resulting spectra are then compared with the ~nput spectrum until an 
acceptable match is found. The vortex core size produc~ng the best 
match between the two spectra ~s then considered to be the mean size 
of the vort~ces composing the turbulent flow. Both spectra are then 
plotted so visual inspection of the match can be made. The program 
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also integrates the PSD function to obtain the root mean square level 
of the turbulence. Consequently the two prlJlllU'y results of the program 
are the mean vortex core size (i) and strength, (APTRMS) of the vortices 
Wh1Ch compose the unsteady, turbulent inlet flow. 
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SRMPLE 
PROBE NO. 1 
M= 2.5 Uo= 200.2 MIS 
ABAR SIGMA 
1 2.654 CM 0.0137 
2 4.206 CM 0.0137 
RMS(PSOJ=0.0194 
10-·~----------------------------~-------------------------­
a: 
I-
-.J 
W 
Cl -ANALYSIS 
(!) TEST OATA 
10-S~----------------------------~--------------------------------~--------------------~----~ 
10 1 102 10· 
F. FREQUENCY - HZ 
Flgure 9. TYPlcal CalComp Plotter PSD Graph. 
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1. ADS'mACT 
1. Prop;ra.m No, (ADS) 2-57110/5R-3210 13. Rev __________________ ___ 
2. Date _-=3:....1~M_ar_c_h ___ l..::;.9...;.7.:;..5 ___ _ 14. Rev. Date 
------------
3, By ___ A_,_H_._Yb ___ a_r_r_a ____ _ 15, Grp, Aprvl ___ ....;Date 
~, __ ~(_21_4~)_2_6_6-_2_2~54 ______ _ 16. Status 
4. Rout~ne Name and Sand P Class~fication - Estimating the Maximum 
Instantaneous Distortion Program (U) 
5. Rout~ne Number: LTV Designation D 1722 Other 
-------
6. Originator: Name A. H. Ybarra Extension 2254 
Unit Number 2-23322 Other H. C. Melick 
7. ProgramInlng Language: FORTRAN IV 
8. Mach~ne and Conf~gurat~on: Make CDC Model 6600 
Other None Special Features None 
9. Spec~al Requ~rements None 
10. Running Time ____ ....;2::..----==3;.,....;;.s,;;,ec;:;,;0;;,;n;:,;d;;;;s:....-____________________ _ 
11. Lllllitations 
-------------------------------
12. Broad Functional Descr~ption: This program computes the most probable 
max~mum ~nstantaneous ~nlet d~stort~on factors from the mean vortex 
core size (ii.) and strength (t:.PTRMS) as determined from h~gh response 
~nlet instrumentation in conJunction with the computer program described 
~n Volume I of this document. The program computes the instantaneous 
d~stortion factor for each inlet operating condit~on and as a funct~on 
of the tlllle period of interest and assumed engine frequency character~st~cs. 
The d~stortion factors now computed are KD2, Kg, IDC, IDR, KRA, KA2 and 
DSPR. Anyone or all these can be processed at the same time. 
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T1me-var1ant 1nlet pressure data from several a1rcraft des1gns are ana-
lyzed ut1l1z1ng tools based on Gumbel's extreme-value stat1st1cs w1th the 
results 111ustrat1ng the bas1c randomness of d1stort1on factors. A probab1l-
1St1C model of distort1on 1S proposed w1th three parameters to be evaluated by 
f1tt1ng to 1nlet data by the method of maX1mum l1kel1hood. The effects of 
data acqu1s1t1on t1me, frequency bandw1dth, and sampl1ng rate are d1scussed 1n 
context w1th Moore's s1m1lar1ty parameter to 1nd1cate scalab1l1ty of the 
dynam1c 1nlet d1stort1on data. The end result of theses analyses 1S a recom-
mended procedure that enables the use of a short t1me segment of d1stort1on 
data to stat1stlcally pred1ct the expected maX1mum d1stort1on level corres-
pond1ng to any tlme per10d of lnlet operat1on. 
6.0 CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Appllcatlon of Gumbel's extreme-value stat1st1cs analyses to time-var1ant 
lnlet data from four a1rcraft deslgns has led to the follow1ng results and 
recommendat1ons: 
1. The peak lnstantaneous d1stortlon as observed with1n a f1nlte data 
acqulslt10n tlme per10d 1S random and not repeatable as 1S the eng1ne 
face pressure pattern for that lnstant. 
2. A short t1me segment of dlstortlon data can be used to stat1st1cally 
pred1ct the expected maX1mum d1stort1on level correspondlng to any 
tlme per10d of 1nlet operat1on lnclud1ng est1mates of the predlct10n 
tolerance. 
3. Eng1ne qual1f1cat1on testlng should use screens based on the steady 
state rather than a peak lnstantaneous d1stortlon pressure pattern 
w1th the dlstort1on be1ng 1ntens1f1ed to the expected maX1mum level 
correspond1ng to the alrcraft operatlon tlme at spec1fic test cond1-
t1ons. 
4. Data acqulsltlon tlme perl ods dur1ng 1nlet develbpment w1nd tunnel 
testlng can be reduced from the current 30 seconds to nom1nally 2 
seconds for statlonary test condltlons provlded that analysls of the 
resultlng tlme-varlant dlstortion lS based on extreme-value stat1st1cS. 
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INVESTIGATION OF TWO BIFUCATED-DUCT INLET SYSTEMS 
FROM MACH 0 TO 2.0 OVER A WIDE RANGE OF ANGLES OF ATTACK 
Eldon A. Latham 
Ames Research Center 
SUMMARY 
A l5.354-percent-scale llghtweight fighter-type 1nlet-forebody was tested 
1n the Ames Un1tary Plan W1nd Tunnels over a Mach number range of 0 to 2.0. 
Model conf1gurat1ons cons1sted of slde-mounted normal shock and f1xed overhead 
ramp-type 1nlets. Each conf1gurat1on consisted of two 1nlets ducted (blfur-
cated) to supply a single englne face. The normal shock 1nlet var1ables 
1ncluded a boundary layer splitter bleed system, alternate boundary-layer 
spl1tter plates, alternate upper and lower cowl llP shapes, and a blow-1n door 
(aux1liary 1nlet) 1n one lower IIp. The only var1able of the fixed overhead 
ramp 1n1et was the boundary layer bleed flow. Reynolds numbers ranged from 
7.6 x 106 to 19.5 x 106ftn 2.5 x 106 to 6.4 x 106/ft). Angle of attack 
ranged from -100 to 350 ana angle of sidesl1p from -80 to 80 • Test 
measurements 1ncluded eng1ne face total pressure recovery steady-state d1stor-
t1on, dynamlc distortion, and surface stat1c pressures on the forebody and 
inlet surfaces. Th1S report 1ncludes only representat1ve data of some of the 
important parameters. 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of thlS lnvestlgation was to obtaln inlet performance and 
dynam1c d1stortlon characteristlcs over an extens1ve maneuver envelope for a 
slngle englne, advanced llghtwe1ght f1ghter a1rcraft configurat1on w1th two 
types of side-mounted 1nlets. Normal shock and overhead ramp 1nlet conf1gura-
tions were tested. Several dev1ces (bleed systems, cowl lip shapes, and a 
lower 11P blow-ln door) to m1nim1ze the normal shock 1nlet d1stortion at h1gh 
angles of attack were also evaluated. 
The test program, Wh1Ch was a cooperat1ve effort of NASA, McDonnell 
Douglas Corporat1on, and the Navy was conducted 1n the Ames 11 by 11 Foot and 
9- by 7- Foot Wlnd Tunnels (ref. 1) at Mach numbers of 0 to 2.0. Angle of 
attack ranged from -100 to 350 and angle of sldesllR from -80 to 80 • 
Reynolds numbers ranged from 7.6 x 106 to 19.5 x 106/m (2.5 x 106 to 6.4 
x 106/ft). Test measurements lnc1ude engine face total-pressure recovery, 
steady-state d1stort1on, dynam1c d1stort1on, and surface stat1C pressures on 
the forebody and inlet surfaces. 
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The run schedule for the present 1nvest1gat1on 1S shown 1n table 1. A 
sample of the tabulated steady-state data 1S shown 1n the append1x. A com-
plete llst1ng of the tabulated data are not presented 1n th1S report because 
of the large volume requ1red, the data are ava1lable 1n reference 3 or from 
NASA-Ames Research Center, Moffett F1eld, Cal1forn1a. Selected plots of the 
data are presented 1n f1gures 30 through 33. 
Eng1ne-face total pressure recovery, steady-state d1stort1on, and the 
t1me-var1ant Pratt & Wh1tney fan total d1stort1on parameter for the YF401 
eng1ne as funct10ns of 1nlet mass flow rat10 and angle of attack are shown for 
both the normal shock and overhead ramp 1nlets at Mach numbers of 0.9 and 
1.4. All plots are at = 00• Plots of the normal shock 1nlet performance 
at M = 0.9 (f1g. 30) show reasonable pressure recovery at M = 0 w1th a rap1d 
drop at 100• A reduct10n 1n pressure recovery 1S also seen at = 
-100• At M = 1.4 (f1g. 31) a Sllght 1ncrease 1n pressure recovery 1S seen 
w1th 1ncreaS1ng ,and aga1n the decrease at negat1ve angles. The overhead 
ramp 1nlet at M = 0.9 (f1g. 32) shows a drop 1n pressure recovery at 
100, but not nearly so severe as the normal shock 1nlet. At negat1ve angles 
of attack the loss 1n pressure, recovery 1S much more pronounced at the lower 
mass flow rat10s than w1th the normal shock 1nlet. At M = 1.4 (f1g. 33) the 
overhead ramp 1nlet performance 1S cons1derably better than the normal shock 
1nlet but shows the same Sllght increase 1n performance with 1ncreasing angle 
of attack. Negative angles aga1n show a pronounced loss of performance. A 
large 1ncrease in mass flow rat10 over that at M = 0.9 can also be seen. In 
general, 1mprovements 1n pressure recovery are accompanied by correspond1ng 
reduct10ns 1n inlet d1stort1on for both 1nlet conf1gurat10ns. 
Ames Research Center 
Nat10nal Aeronaut1cs and Space Adm1nistrat10n 
Moffett F1eld, Cal1forn1a 94035 
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IXLET-TO-I"LET SHOCK I~TERFERENCE TESTS 
nr D. L. Mot\cka and J. B. ~turphy 
Prepared under Contract No. NAS 2-2079 by 
UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 
Pr:ttt e.. Wt>!tner AlrCr.lft DI".'lslon 
East Hartford, Conn. 
for 
IJA TlJNA'- AEqCNAUTICS AND SPACE AOl,llNISTRATION 
SUMMARY AND CONCLU!'>IOr-:S 
The results oC thu experlrnt'nlal program can he summarized as 
lollo .... •. 
I. II IS posHlble to opera'e a mlxeJ <.ompresSion Ir.let In the region 
01 Influence 01 ar:cl .... r 1"11 .. 1 whlt'n IS "huzz.lng", but It must be 
operalf'd .H i\ reduced contracli.:>n .and hence a reduced total pre&-
sure recovt'rr. 
2., Th .. pre~aurl.' reco\ery pt'nal'les en,:ounler"<l .... "rl.' lar/:e for steady 
Itale op"rallOn behtnd the "buzung" Inlt't, but tht' penalty required 
to rnalnt.lIn "tability rlurlnl; the Inltlaltranuent of tht' onset 01 "buzz" 
wall lie' sevt're th .. 1 It cannot bl.' C 011111 de red practical. 
3. Tht' hnt' old .. marcalloll nt'tween the r .. glona c,f lIt"ble .. :od unstable 
operation W"II fOUlld to approximately COincide .... Ith the "hape of 
the expei:t'd "buzZ:lng I .hock In It II maximum forward pollition. 
4. The pres.ure reCO\ er) penalu .. s encountered while op'H'.ttmg In the 
unslable region behind th~ expelled shock wert! reduced as the dis-
tance between the Inlet cowl lip and the S'lurce of the I.'xpeUed 
.hock VIas made ver)" large. Th .. penalties were also reduced as 
the Mach number wall reducl'd. 
5. The Ule of a plate a. an Interterenc~ .hleld .... 01. very e{(echve 
In eliminating the penalty Imro.ed Ly Ihe expelled .hock. 
6. The magnitude of th, l:litlal ?re,."ul ~ pulse at the onler of "bu%.%." 
18 the .ame a I It I. lor .ubae'lur"lt e ydel. 
7. The "buz::" frequency ,"cr('~,ed .. , 1II"de1 aiffiow wag reduced 
(throtllf:d) but the preUUf'r Impulse ,mpl&tud" remained appruxl-
matel} constant. 
a The basic "buz~1 ::,::quenq wa, dependent upon t"e \'olume In the 
model bet",een the cowl lip and the choked throttle rather than the 
volume Ipom the cowl lip to the throat 01 the Inlet. 
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NASA Technical Memorandum 72859 
Effect of NU111ber of Probes 
and 1'heir Orientation on the 
Calculation of Several COlnpressor 
Face Distortion Descriptors 
Frederick Stoll, Jeffrey W. Tremback, 
and Henry H. Arnaiz 
D1 yden Fllgbt Resell1 cb Ceuler 
Edw(l1 tis, Califom /(t 
NI\S/\ 
National Aeronautics 
and Space Admlnlstmtlon 
SCientific <lnd Tcchmc<ll 
Informallon Of/Ice 
1979 
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Rake 1 Rake 1 Rake 1 
32 rakes 16 rakes 8 rakes 
Rake 1 Rake 1 Rake 1 
7 rakes 6 rakes 5 rakes 
Rake 1 
4 rakes 
FIgure 6. SImulated rake confIguratIOns obtained by selecting 
subsets of 64-rake/320-probe array (fIg. 5). 
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
A study was performed to determine the effects of the number and posItion of 
total pressure probes on the calculatIon of fIVe steady state compressor face dIstortIon 
descrIptors and average compressor face total pressure. ThIS study used sets of 
320 total pressures that were 6btaIned from WInd tunnel tests made at three test 
condItIons on a one-third-scale model of a YF-12 aIrplane mIxed-compressIOn mlet 
The three test condItions were representatIve of flIght condItIons above "lach 2.0. 
The pressur ~s were measured at the Inlet compressor face wIth a specIal rotatIng 
rake appara.us 
ThIS study showed that large errors can result In the calculatIOn of dIstortIOn 
descrIptors even with a number of equal-area-welghted total pressure probes that 
has been thought to be adequate In the past. For an elght-rake/40-probe 
confIguratIOn, the errors obtmned In dIstortion dcscrlptors for scveral rake 
locatIOns were as follows· 
1 For one cIrcumferentIal dIstortIon descrIptor (K8 ), errors as large as 
:30 percent were obtaIned, and for another (lOC) , maXImum errors of 
10 to -50 percent were obtaIned. 
2 A radIal dIstortIon descrIptor (I( ) showed errors of +30 percent 
l' -
3. A descrIptor (K ) that combIned the CIrcumferentIal dlstortlon descrIptor 
a 
Ke, with the radIal descrIptor. K , showed maXImum errors of +20 percent. l' -
4. Errors In the maXImum -mInUS-mInImUm -over-average-pressure dlstortlon 
descrIptor, IDT. showed errors from 0 to -40 percent 
The use of fewer probes (from 20 to 40) resulted In errors for all the 
descrIptors of 40 percent or more. 
The calculatIOn of average total pressure was also affected by probe number 
and locatIOn. although not to the same extent as the dIstortIOn descrIptors. For the 
elght-rake/40-probe confIguratIOn. the errors were less than +1 percent. WIth fewer 
probes (from 20 to 40). the error Increased to :2 percent -
Maps of total pressure at the compressor face that were constructed USIng the 
probes on eIght or seven rakes showed the general pressure pattern. but faIled to 
show the detaIl apparent In maps created USIng 64 rakes. 
Dryden Flight Resem'ch Center 
NatIOnal AeronautIcs and Space AdminIstratIOn 
Edwards. CalIf. Novembel' 17. 1978 
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NASA TM X-351+o 
CHARACTER OF RANDOM INLET PRESSURE FLUCTUATIONS 
DURING FLIGHTS OF F-lllA AIRPLANE 
by William G. Costakis 
Lewis Research Center 
SUMMARY 
Compressor face dynamlc total pressures from four F-lll fhghts were analyzed. 
StatistIcs of the non statIonary data were mvestigated by treating the data m a quasl-
stationary manner. Thls was achleved by analyzmg short time segments. Durmg these 
short time segments the data remamed relatively constant. Changes m the character 
of the dynamlc slgnal are mvestigated as functlOns of flight condltions, time m fhght, 
and location at the compressor face. The results are presented m the form of rms 
values, hlstograms, and power spectrum plots. These results show that the shape of 
the power spectra remams relatively flat through the frequency range of the data and 
that the histograms exhibit an approXlmate normal distribution 
Reference 10 
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Compressor face dynamIC total pressures from four F-111 fhghts were analyzed m 
a quaSI-stationary manner. The followmg results were obtained: 
1. The shape of the power spectra of the dynamIC total pressure sIgnals dId not 
change apprecIably for dIfferent flIght condItions, locations at the compressor face, and 
time m flIght A resonance of approxImately 23 hertz appeared m one of the flIghts. 
2 HIstograms of the magmtude of the dynamIC total pressures mdlcated a faIrly 
good normal dlstnbutlOn for all locations at the compressor face, flIght condItions, and 
time In flight. Also, a hnear relationshIp WIth a crest factor (ratio of hIghest peaks to 
rms values) of 3 was observed m accordance WIth theory for normally distrIbuted data. 
The results of thIS study mdlcate that If the rms values of dynamlc pressure SIgnals 
are calculated over short time segments they can predIct the hIghest peaks expected 
wlthm the segment when (1) the segment IS chosen to be short enough so that the SIgnal 
appears statlOnary wlthm the segment, and (2) the character of the Signal IS conSIstent 
as shown by the preVIOUS results 
The flat power spectra shape and the normal dlstnbuhon of the SIgnals are hIghly 
deSIred characteristics. They can be very useful when Implementmg the dlstortlOn pat-
tern syntheSIS methods, as well as m the formulation of SImple dlstorhon mdlces that 
can be used as the control SIgnal m schemes deSIgned to aVOId stall. 
LeWIS Research Center, 
National Aeronautics and Space AdmimstratIon, 
Cleveland, OhIO, February 18, 1977, 
505-05. 
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SUMMARY OF RECENT INVESTIGATIONS OF INLET FLOW DISTORTION EFFECT ON 
ENGINE S~BILITY 
by Edwin J. Graber, Jr. and Wi1l1s M. Braithwa1te 
NASA-Lewis Research Center 
Cleveland, Ohio 
AB3TRACT 
A reV1ew 1S presented of recent exper1mental results, analyt1cal pro-
cedures and test techn1ques employed to evaluate the effects of 1nlet 
flow d1stort1on on the stab1l1ty character1stics of representat1ve 
afterburn1ng turbofan and turbOJet compress1on systems C1rcumferent1al 
d1stort1ons of pressure and temperature, separately and 1n comb1nat1on 
are cons1dered. Result1ng eng1ne sens1t1v1ty measurements are compared 
w1th pred1ct1ons based on slmpl1fied parallel compressor models and w1th 
several d1stort1on descr1ptor parameters 
INTRODUCTION 
In the development of an a1rbreathing propuls10n system allowances 
must be made for the effects of inlet flow non-uniformities on engine 
stability. These flow distortions are detectable at the engine-inlet 
interface plane as variations in temperature and/or pressure. There 
are many factors which can contribute to the formation of such dis-
tortions. Typically, pressure d1stortions result from operation at 
high angles of attack and/or yaw, from wakes from nearby aircraft, and 
through inlet boundary layer interact1ons. Temperature distort10ns may 
result from armament firing or the inge«tion of hot exhaust gases from 
~hrust reversers,from steam driven catapults used on aircraft carriers, 
or from the exhaust plumes of nearby aircraft. In addition, tempera-
ture distortions or combined pressure and temperature distortions may 
enter intermediate or aft compressors in the more complex two and three 
spool compressor systems as the result of inlet pressure distortions. 
Incr~as1ng the des1gn compressor surge margin to accommodate these un-
known inlet distortions may result in an arbitrary reduction of engine 
performance accompanied by an 1ncrease in engine weight. Thus, the 
allocation of surge margin required for 1nlet distortions must be 
assessed as closely as possible without compromiSing eng1ne stability. 
During the past several years, NASA Lewis Research Center has been 
conducting a program to determine the effect of inlet flow distortions 
(both temperature and pressure) on the stability of several gas turbine 
engines (e.g., refs. 1 through 13). This paper is an extension of 
ref. 1 and presents the results of the steady-state circumferential 
temperature and pressure d1stortion tests conducted on two representa-
tive gas turb1ne engines; a simple one-spool turbOJet (J8S-GE-13) 
and a two-spool turbofan CTF30-P-3). Both the empirical approach of 
employing a distortion index to establish the distortion sensitivity 
or the stability limit of an engine and a comparison with the predicted 
results uS1ng parallel compressor theory are presented. 
Reference 11 
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Summary of Results 
1. !he J-8S pressure diseortion surges can be predicted reasonably well 
using the parallel compressor theory. As indicated by the theory, defining 
the los. of compressor surge pressure raeio ae a coustane corrected speed 
results in the best correlation with I:J.P/p. 
2. The J-8S temperature diseoreion surges are predicted reasonably well for 
the above 900 extent distoreion patterns. There is, however, disagre_nt 
for the 900 ext.nt data which III&y ba ateribueable to the paetern shape. 
l. Correlation of the 10 .. in surge pressure ratio with the basis I:J.:!/'I: 
par_tar for the J-8S revealed no advazu:age in using either a constant 
correcead speed or conseazu: corrected airflaw definition of I:J.PRs. 
4. Combined pressure ami temperature distortion effects on the surge 
pressure ratio of the J-8S were in reasonable agreement with the 
parallel compressor modal. 
5. !he stability 11lllit of the 1'l'30 engina could be correlated using either ( ( ~/? ). e- ) or- ( (t:.P/ Q.) • e- ) for the pres.ure distoreion 
inducad surge data. 
6. !he 'n'30 was slightly 1IIDre sensitive to pressur. than to temper.eure 
distoreions. 
7. Parallel compressor theory was fouzui to be a useful eool in analyzing 
surge data for both engina •• 
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Report of 1·:cDonnell Aircraft Co. 
SYSTEM FOR EVALUATION OF F-15 
INLET DYNAMIC DISTORTION 
A P Farr * and G_ A_ Schumacher + 
McDonnell AIrcraft Company, St. LoUIS, Mo 
Abstract 
An mstrumentatlon and data acqwsltlon system for evalWltmg mlet 
dynamiC dIStortion has been developed for use m the F-15 full-scale wmd-tunnel 
and flight-test programs The system was used successfully durmg the full-scale 
mlet/engme test m the wmd tunnel at AEDC and IS currently bemg used m the 
flight-test program. The system consists of the Collowmg high and low fre-
quency response pressure transducers mounted m an mlet rake, dat:t acquISitIOn 
systems for both high and low response measurements, and an analog computer 
for economical evaluatIOn of dynamiC dIStortion data The rake Incorporates 
48 low response and 48 high response total pressure probes, arranged m an 8-leg, 
6-nng, configuratIOn The transducers for the low response probes are located 
m a temperature controlled compartment wlthm the englne nose dome The 
high response transducers are located on the rake legs, adjacent to the 10 .... 
response probes After flltermg, separate data acqwsltIon systems record the 
low and the high response data The combmed total pressure Signal, made up of 
the low and high response Signals, has nearly flat response from 0 to 1000 Hz 
Because cost prohibits dlgltal reduction of all of the recorded data, an analog 
computer IS used to momtor the dynamiC data and mark the data tape 10 the 
reglons of peak distortion System accuracy IS satISfactory throughout the alI-
craft fllght envelope The deSign has been closely coordmated With the F-15 
engme manufacturer and IS used for dynamiC distortIOn measurement by both 
the alIframe and the englne contractors 
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ConclusIOns 
To evaluate F-15 Inlet dynamIc dIstortIon accurately, a system IS 
requIred whIch can measure low and hIgh response pressures durmg both aIrcraft 
steady-state condItIons and rapId maneuvermg transIents The system developed 
to meet these requIrements proVIdes both steady-state and hIgh frequency re-
sponse pressure data throughout the aIrcraft operatIonal temperature and pres-
sure ranges Accurate low and hIgh response data are measured to establlsh both 
the Inlet recovery and dynamIC dIstortIon levels In addItIon, the mlet rake 
meets all the deSIgn cnterla for the system, mcludlng a mInimal Interface WIth 
the engine and transducer replacement WIthout engine removal. ThIs system 
was uscd during a full-scale inlet/engine Wind-tunnel test at AEDC and IS bClng 
used during F-15 flight testing 
BCc:luse of the massIve amount of data rccorded durmg dynamIC dIstor-
tIon testing, a specialized mOnltormg and edltmg deVIce IS requIrcd that selccts 
speCIfIC regIons In the recorded data for post-test reductIon. An analog 
EVALUATION OF INLET DISTORTION 
computer IS used to compute continuously dIstortion from the dynamIC pres· 
sure data and to mark the data tapes In the regIons of peak dIStortIOn Only 
data In these regIOns are reqUIred to be reduced dIgItally. 
The accuracy of thIS measurement system IS satIsfactory throughout the 
aIrcraft flIght envelope The compleXlty and the potential errors In the dIStor-
tion measurement system make It deSIrable to coordinate both the rake deSIgn 
and mstrumentatlon between the engine and the aIrframe contractors A poten-
tial error source IS ellmmated 1f both the engine and the aIrframe contractors 
use the same dlstortlOn measurement system and the same edIting deVIce Con-
sIstent data are then obtamed on the dlstortlon tolerance of the engine and on 
the dlstortlon produced by the mlet 
References 
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NASA TM X-67495 
A FLIGHT INVESTIGATION OF STEADY-STATE AND DYNAMIC PRESSURE PHENOMENA IN THE 
AIR INLETS OF SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT 
Frank W. Burcham, Jr. 
Aerospace Englneer 
and 
Donald R. Bellman 
Asslstant Dlrector of Research, F11ght Mechanlcs 
NASA F11ght Research Center 
P. O. Box 273 
Edwards, Ca11fornla 93523 
SUMMARY 
The dlfflcu1ty of achlevlng adequate ln1et performance and stabl11ty and 
avoldlng englne compressor stalls at supersonlc speeds has led the NASA Flight 
Research Center to lnvestigate the pressure phenomena In the inlets of several 
supersonlC alrcraft. Results of recent tests wlth the F-111A alrp1ane are 
presented showlng the ln1et steady-state and dynamlc performance. The ln1et 
total pressure dlstortlon that causes compressor stall lS dlscussed, and the 
requlrement for hlgh response lnstrumentatlon lS demonstrated. A duct res-
onance encountered at Mach numbers near 2.0 lS analyzed and shown to be due to 
a nonna1 shock oscl11atlon at the duct fundamental frequency. Varlous statls-
tlca1 parameters are used In the ana1ysls. Another resonance, In the englne 
fan duct, lS shown to be a posslb1e cause of reduced englne stall margin In 
afterburnlng operatlon. Plans for a comprehenslve ln1et study of the YF-12 
alrp1ane are dlscussed lnc1udlng flight tests and full-scale, 1/3-sca1e, and 
1/12-sca1e wlnd-tunne1 tests. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The steady-state and dynamlc pressure phenomena ln the ln1ets of two 
F-111A alrp1anes were lnvestigated. A new pressure survey rake lncorporatlng 
mlnlature transducers and a s11de valve to permlt In-f11ght zero checks was 
used at the comressor face and was found to yield excellent steady-state and 
dynamlc pressure data. Ana1ysls of the hlgh response pressure data showed the 
cause on compressor stalls to be hlgh levels of lnstantaneous dlstortion 1ast-
109 for tlmes as short as 3 mi111seconds. In many lnstances, the dlstortlon 
causlng the stall was due to an out-of-phase sltuatlon ln total pressures on 
Opposlte sldes of the compressor face. An ln1et duct resonance at Mach num-
bers above 1.8 was analyzed by uSlng tlme hlstory and statlstlca1 parameters 
and was found to result from a normal shock oscl11atlon at the duct funda-
mental frequency. Another resonance In the fan duct of the englne durlng 
after burnlng operatlon may have affected the compressor stall margln. Plans 
for studles of the ln1ets of the YF-12 lnterceptor lnc1ude f11ght tests and 
comparlson wlth full-scale, 1/3-sca1e and 1/12-sca1e wlnd-tunne1 tests. 
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STUDY OF AIRCRAFT FLOW FIELDS AT 
INLET LOCATIONS 
by 
L. S. K1ng 
January 1971 
SUMMARY 
1 of 1 
Results are presented from a w1nd-tunnel 1nvest1gation of the flow f1elds about 
fuselage conf1gurat10ns at transon1c and superson1c speeds (0.8 < M~< 2.5) and at 
angles of attack up to 24·. A fam1ly of seven fuselages w1th d1fferent cross-,ectional 
shapes was tested 1n conJunct10n w1th two nose shapes, two canop1es, and two w1ngs of 
d1fferent sweep. Flow-f1eld surveys were performed at two llkely 1nlet locations ahead 
of and under the w1ng to assess the effects of forebody geometry throughout the Mach 
number and angle-of-attack envelope. 
Flow f1eld results are presented as contour maps of the local values of Mach number, 
total pressure, and flow angular1t1es in the two survey planes. Compar1sons are made to 
lllustrate the effects of Mach number, angle of attack, and fore body var1at10ns. Com-
par1sons are also made of the results w1th predict10ns uS1ng the numer1cal method of 
Wal1tt, et. al. 
The exper1mental data part1cularly 1nd1cate the strong 1nfluence of the canopy, nose 
droop, and fuselage shape on flow angular1t1es 1n the forward survey plane. Nose droop 
and the canopy both tend to reduce sensit1V1ty to pos1t1ve angles of attack and to 
reduce the extent of 1nfluence of fuselage lower corner geometry. Under the w1ng, how-
ever, the flow f1eld 1S dominated by the effects of the w1ng 1tself. 
7. Concluding Remarks 
Immed1ately ObV10US from the flow surveys at 1nlet 10cat10ns 1n the d1versity of 
flow f1elds 1n Wh1Ch the 1nlet must operate over the range of Mach numbers and angles of 
attack None of the fuselage, forebody conf1gurat10ns tested, prov1ded the opt1mum flow 
f1elds a low d1stort10n flow of h1gh total pressure w1th 11ttle change 1n Mach number 
and angle of attack. However, some trends w1th fuselage geometr1c variables were noted. 
Effects of fuselage lower corner geometry are conf1ned pr1marily to the lower 
1nboard quadrant of the survey area at the forward 1nlet stat10n. A corner w1th a small 
average rad1US tends to produce large grad1ents in flow angular1ty and local Mach number 
w1th some loss 1n total pressure, whereas a larger average rad1us tends to reduce these 
grad1ents and to distr1bute them over a larger reg10n of the flow f1eld. Concentrat10n 
of most of the curvature 1n the turn toward the bottom of the corner also tends to 
reduce grad1ents 1n the survey area. 
The 1nfluence of the canopy and nose droop 1S also 1nd1cated at the forward 1nlet 
stat10n. At the h1gher Mach numbers, the drooped nose and the canopy comb1ned to cause 
a downwash and pos1t1ve sldewash for B = O· and to reduce the upwash for pos1t1ve angles 
of attack. The alternate nose and the alternate canopy generally caused relat1vely 
1ns1gn1f1cant changes 1n the flow f1eld. Depend1ng on the relative locations of the 
canopy and the 1nlet, however, the flow over the canopy can 1nfluence the ent1re slde 
reg10n and 1nteract with the flow around the fuselage lower corner. For the alternate 
canopy tested, th1S 1nteract10n 1mproved total pressures near the fuselage corner. 
At the aft survey plane, the flow f1eld 1S dom1nated by the w1ng. The w1ng com-
presses the flow, result1ng 1n relat1vely h1gh pressures, local Mach numbers less than 
free stream, and large var1at10ns 1n downwash and sldewash across the survey reg10n. 
Flow from around the fuselage lower corner 1nto th1S h1gh pressure reg10n causes an area 
of low total pressure at the corner extend1ng 1nto the survey f1eld. 
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FLIGHT-DETERMINED CHARACTERISTICS OF AN Am INTAKE SYSTEM 
ON AN F-UlA AIRPLANE 
Donald L. Hughes, Jon K. Holzman, and Harold J. Johnson 
Flight Research Center 
INTRODUCTION 
Matching inlet airflow to the propulsion system requirements 'of today' s high 
superscmic flight vehicles is extremely difficult because of the wide range of Mach 
numbers, altitudes, and angle-of-attack capabilities required to perform the desired 
missions. If the air inlet of this type of vehicle is to be compatible with the engine and 
operate efficiently over a wide range of ambient pressures, some means must be pro-
vided for varying the inlet entrance geometry. 
The F-lllA airplane was of interest to the NASA Flight Research Center as a 
research vehicle for inlet-engine investigation because of its propulsion system design 
and its Mach number capability. In addition to three-dimensional external compres!',on 
inlets "ith variable geometry, the airplane had a new type of engine, an afterburning 
turbofan. The F-lllA airplane was capable of covering a broad flight envelope that 
included superscmfc flight at sea level as well as supersonic flight at greater than 
Mach 2.0 at altitude. 
This report documents the quasi-steady-state flow phenomena of the air intake 
system on a preproduction model of the F-lllA airplane during 16 flights conducted at 
the Flight Research Center. Investigated were boundary-layer variations at the leading 
edge of thE.' splitter plate and at the inlet entrance station as well as the effect of flight 
variables, such as Mach number, altitude, and angle of attack, on compressor face 
pressures. The performance of the Inlet is shown in t~-ms of pressure recovery, 
corrected airflow, mass-flow ratio, turbulence factc r~ d!::.tortion factor, and power 
spectral denSity of time-variant pressure fluctuations at ti'e c'lmpressor face. 
Various configurations of the F-lllA air inlet were testE.'rl ~n wind tunnels and in 
flight. The specific inlet configuraticn flight-tested by the hAI:lA Flight Research 
Center is not an exact duplicate of any model that had been tested previously In a wind 
tunnel; however, pressure recovery values at the compressor face obtained In flight 
and in 1/6-sca!e and full-scale \J,"lnd-tunnel tests are compared. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Flight-determined characterIstics of the pressure and flow phenomena In the aIr 
mtake system of an F -lllA aIrplane were established by investigating the inlet-
forebody and wing glove flow fields, Inlet shock system. inlet-engtnp flow propagation, 
and compressor face recovery, dlstortlon, and turbulence levels. Dunng evaluation 
of the flows ahead of the Inlet, It was found that the fuselage boundary-layer heIght 
exceeded the splitter plate heIght at the upper splitter plate rake for all Mach numbers 
mvestIgated, At the Inlet lip, the boundary-layer heIght exceeded the wing glove r-nd 
sldeplate bleed heIghts at the rakes closest to the translating spIke and ('one beglnnlng 
at about Mach 1. 6 The heIght of thIS boundary-layer aIr Ingested Into the Inlet in-
creased wIth increasing Mach number. The trend of the data also showed that the Inlet 
became supercrlhcal at approxImately Mach 1 8 to 1. 9 with the blunt-hp CONI conflgu-
r ... llon Betwet>n !\Iach 1. 8 and 2.0, a resonance of 27 hertz to 29 hertz In the Inlet duct 
appeared to onglnate near the Inboard wing glove rake at the Inlet hp. 
The compressor face pressure recoverIes obtatned In flIght agreed wIth pressure 
reco\ enes obtained on 1/6- and full-scale WInd-tunnel models wIthin the measurement 
accuracy over the l\lach number range. The dlstrlbutlon of pressure recovery at the 
compressor face showed increaSing dIstortion wIth Increasing angle of attack and in-
creasmg ~Jach number. \\ Ithln the operable hmlts of the aIrplane, the Increased dIS-
tortIOn lev~l was more a function of Mach number than angle of attack. At Mach 2. 15 
the dlstorhon pattern approached a 180 0 dIVISIon of hIgh and low pressures. whIch 
approached a stall condition for the englne In the test aIrplane. The hm('-averaged 
distortion factor values. KD, also approached 1300 at these hIgh supersonic Mach num-
bers, Indlcatmg that the englne was operatlrg 'lear ItS dlstortton h1T11t. 
An evaluatIOn of power spectral denslt} curves showed that all the probes at the 
compressor face sensed Increased turhulence, whIch was more unIformly dIstrIbuted 
around tne compressor face at hIgh 3upersomc Mach numbers than at low supersonic 
and subSOniC Mach numbers 
Flight Research Center, 
Nallonal AeronautICS and Space AdmuustratJOn, 
F..dwards, calIr • October S, 1971 
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STUDY-STATE AND DYNAMIC PRESSURE PHENO\fENA IN 
THE PROPULSION SYSTEM OF AN F-II IA AIRPLANE 
Frank Vi Burcham. Jr. Donald L Huahn. and Jon K Holzman 
Fbpt Rnt3rch Center 
INTRODUCTION 
The prnsure phenomena m the propulsion system of supersoniC ~ucraft have grear m-
fluelk."'t on performance Low lnels of mlet pressure rt\.-overy resull m reduced performance 
and ranae 'onunlformll.n m prnsurc. both stead) slate and dynamiC. may result m 
reduced performall."'t. and m some .:a5n they cause tIlIlnc complessor stall The resultmg 
hammersho.:k waves and anlet buzz generate hllo" structur..J loads an the "Iet In so'lle air-
craft confipuabons 5CWre propulsion system airframe anteracllons may occur Pre<sure fluc-
tuallOns m the ellllnt /113) also haW' adverse effe.ts on the aircraft. part .. :ularly an allerburrung 
turbofan enames. where allerburner pressure fluduallons may propagate darcclly to the fan. 
where they ma) then arrect the tnlet flow 
The eff.:.ts of steady-state ~re dlStortl"n are well known. but the amportance of 
dynatnl': pressure fluctuatIOns was not fully appreCIated unt .. Klmzey's work With the J93 
ellllne Cref " wh ... h sh"''''ed that e'lpne 5:all could o.:cur at very low study-stale distortion 
intis If the pressun; fluctuatIOns were sum.-.enlly severe At that tame the XB-70 aJrplane. 
powered by J03 mpnes. was bemg fhght tested. and a lmuted number of dynamiC p~ 
II'C:ISUrcments wer: made m the mlet and at tlte ellllne compressor face (ref 2) Early flight 
tests of the F- I I I A aJrplane. wham IS powered by afterburrung turbofan enganes. showed 
nWllCr'Ol!S .-ompressor st~1s at steady-state dIStortion lnels well below the hmlts estabhshed 
from JI'OUnd tests. ExtenSIve tests of the TF3t. engane m ground faclltlles usmg random 
turbulence ~neratc.rs Crefs 3 .and 4) suanted that dynarruc pressure fluctuations were causmg 
the sta!Is. An &UJCI S) .. em al Ihe NASA LeWIS Research Cenler was used to study the 
effects of pmodJc: and SI""e pulse prnsures 0"1 the TF30 mpne (refs. S to 7) 
In order to ~tud) these dynamiC pressure phenomena m flJght. the NASA F1aght Research 
Center InStrumented and fhght tested an early model of the F-Il IA airplane (refs. 8 to II) 
Nuuature lransdu."'trs were Installed Instlle rakes m the utlet to permit adequate fre'luency 
response to study the dynamr~ prnsure flu.tuabons. After these tests were completed. a new 
type of comprnsor face rake (ref 12) was desagned whach Improved the q.Jahty of the data 
A folJow-()n prosram was flo .. n With another early model of the F-l I IA airplane m which 
tllht of these compressor fa<."'t rakes were Installed. and more accurate and complete data on 
the I:wt were obtarned Cref 13) 
Thrs report swnmanzes the dab obtamed from both F-III A aJrplanes. It mcludes artIet 
pressure recovery. dIStortIOn. and turbulence factor data as funcbons of Mach number. angle 
of attack and srdesbp. tnlet aarf\ow. and mlet ~metry lruet duct resonances are analyzed. 
and tnlet buzz IS descnbed Engme staO 10Jerance IS presented as a funcbon of corrected air-
flow. power scUm,. and compl'CS3Or bleed poSIlton USIng severaI dlStortlon parameters The 
effects of rotatrna staU and rotor speed harmorucs are also shown 
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CONClUSIONS 
Fh~ lesls of IWo F-I I I A alrpl.lnes 10 sludy Ihe effecls of sleady-slale and dynamiC 
I'r~"ur~ I'henom~na on Ihe propulsion syslem Yielded Ihe followmg conclusIOns 
\Iosl of Ihe engtne LOm;>ressor slalls were caused by high \evel- of Inslanlaneous 
JI,lorllUn The dlslorllon was usually Ihe result of a slmultJneous mcrease m pressure In 
I h, h I~h pressure recovery 3rea and decrease In pressure In Ihe low preSSl re recovery area 
Th, msldnl.lneous llfcumfercnllal dlslortlon "ardmeler K. exlublted a peak Just 
prior 10 slall higher than any prevIous peaks In 73 of 100 stalls analyzed The distortIOn 
faclor KI) was the ,,"lon,1 1><.,1 I'IfJlIld,'r lor mJlldlm!, 'IJ\I wllll~ Ihl IIIJ'"11l1IlHlIIlll" 
miniMUm dlslorllon pdrJmeler 0 WJ' J poor mdl,Jlm 01 slJ\I 
3 Inlel dULl re.ondnLe O\.Lurred In h01'1 tesl JlflllJn.s III r-IIIA numh.r (, Ihl r,,-
onanL"e WdS out of "hJ,," on opposlle "des 01 Ihe .ompre"or fJl" lJU"llg high d,,10rll<1I1 
while 1"1 F·IIIA number I~ IhL resondn·.e WJ' III pllJ,e J,£O" Ihe lOllll'r",,}f IJl' lJU'lllg 
large flu,tuallolls In pres,ure reLOVLr> Bolh rL'OlldllLlS \"r~ hdll\ld 10 I' •• du,,,1 h\ 
05<.1\lJlloIIS of Ihe normdl shod, "'JW lrom dll IIlI~rndl 10 'n ,,1,rnJI 1'0'1(1011 
4 The Inlel pt.rlormdnle 01 Ihe Iwo dlrplJne, III lerm, 01 I'r~"ur~ rlLov.rv ,""orlloll 
and lurbulenLe WdS "mllJr AgJ'lemLIII helwcLII fll~hl Jnd wlIld-lullnd dJI.I Wd' [!ood lip 
to a \tJLh number of dpproXlnldl(ly I 8 
S Power speL.r-JI densll) 1'101. 01 lompre"or fd,e pre"urLS ~ellerJI" ,ho\\ed IIlLrlJ,m!,! 
power levels wllh mlredsmg \tJLII number When power le\el. were low Ihe pow~r ,pt.dr.11 
denslly LUrves tended 10 be flat. while at IlIgh~r puwer ILvels Ihe Lunes tended 10 IJ\I 011 
with increasing frequenL) 
6 The frequenL')' and amplitude of Ihe Inlet dUll buzz dald oblalned III flight Lom-
pdred reasonably well With '" md-tunnel Jnd IheorellL31 d31d 
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SOME COMPhRISONS OF THE ~LOW CHARACTERISTICS 
OF h TURBOFAN COMPRESSOR SYSTEM 
WITH AND WITHOUT INLET PRESSURE DISTORTION 
by David G. Evans, Claude E. deBogdan, 
Ronald H. Soeder ~d E. J. Pleban 
NASA-Lewis Research Center 
Cleveland, Ohio 
ABSTRACT 
The measured effects of a c1rcumferential distortion in 
1nlet total pressure on the fan, low, and high compressor of an 
afterJJurning turbofan engine are presented and discussed. 
Extensive 1nner-staq~ instrumentat1on, combined with a unique 
test techn1que offered an accurate means of measuring the shifts 
1n flow, performance, and stall mechan1sms within the compressor. 
These effects are compared at one speed to the corresponding 
effects measured with undistorted inlet flow. The results shOW 
the rate at which the distorted flow areas were attenuated and 
rotated, as well as the change in flow velocities that occurred 
at var10US po1nts in the compressor. High response pressure 
traces ind1cated the location of stalls including the sequence of 
dynL~c events from the orset and propagation of various 
stall-recovery events, to co~=~s&or surge, to the resulting 
hammershock. 
INTRODUCTION 
The effects of inlet flow distortion on the performance and 
s~ability of a1rcraft gas turbine compressor systems has long 
been an important cons1deration 1n eng1ne development programs. 
In support of this, an extensive program has been in progress at 
the Lewis Research Center to ~valuate the effects of 1nlet 
distort10n on various types of eng1nes, includ1ng the turboJet 
and the more complex types of turbofan engines. Th~s paper ~s 
directed towards one aspect of the program where il- 180 degree 
c1rcumferential square wave in 1nlet total pressure distortion 
was imposed upstream of a TF30-P3 afterburning turbofan eng1ne, 
shown 1n figure 1. The effects of the inlet diatort1on on the 
flow character1stics w1thin the compressor system were measured 
and compared to its operation w1th an undistorted inlet. 
The results of the tests are currently being analyzed. 
However, the data indicate the Sh1fts in the flow aond1tions and 
stall mechan1sm8 that occur w1th1n the compressor system due to 
the distorted inlet. Implied 1n the results are the influence 
that the des1qn and performance character1stics of the compressor 
system have on the way 1n wh1ch the flow reacts to the 
distortion. That is, the w~y 1n which the compressor stage 
characterist1cs, stage exit volumes, cavit1es adjacent to the 
flow path, and the propagation of the flow defect areas effect 
the compressor 1nner-stage distortion attenuation, combined 
distort1on profiles, flow velocit1es, overall compressor 
performance, and the locat10n and type of dynamic events that 
occur dur1ng surge. These data and results are discussed 1n the 
follow1ng sect10ns. 
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SEPARATED FLOW OVER BODIES OF REVOLUTIOn 
USING AN UNSTEADY DISCRETE VORTICITY 
CROSS ~'4'AKE (Part I) 
By 
F. J. Marshall 
A metnod has been ~~veloped to determine the flow field of a 
body of revolutlon in steadJ s~parated flow (e.g at high angle of 
attac£), includlng tr~ pred1ction of the normal force and pitching 
coment. 
:he ~et~c1 cakes use of a computer to integrate the various 
solutions &Cd s~l~tlon properties of the sub-flow fields which make 
up the eotire flow field. Thus, a finite difference solution to the 
comp~~te Navier-Stokes equations is not employed. 
The method ~tilizes two ideas in this approach to a steady three-
dimensional separated flow the unsteady cross flow analogy which 
reduces toe given three_dimensional steady separated flow to a two-
dimensional unsteady separated flow and a nev solution technique for 
the l~tter problem. This tech.ique employs a wake description of 
discrete point vortices arising from the separation of shear layers at 
the surface. The point vortices convect &k~ diffuse downstream to form 
an unsteady wake. Thus the mathematical model follows direct~~ from 
t~e physics of the wake evolution with time 
The overall technlque is applied, employing a computer, to two 
test cases an ogive-cylinder and an ellipsoid of revo~ution at low 
speeds. Force and moment data are obtained and are found to agree well 
with experimental data, particularly at high angles of attack where 
inviscid theory i8 invalid. Separaticn r~gions and wake pattern1 are 
found vhich agree with available experimental findings. 
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6.0 Conclusions 
The method developed herein employing the unsteady cross flow 
analogy and a discrete vorticity wake for the prediction of local fl~ 
conditions and overall forces and moments on bodies st high angles 
of attack with large regions of separated flow has been shown to be 
technically fea.ible. The method i. based upon physical understand in 
of the flow and doe. not r.quire a complete r,nite difference solutio 
to the Navi •• r- Hob. equation. 
The advantages of 8Uch an approach Ii. in the potenttal of 
such solutions to brina about further physicel UDderstandiDa with 
consequent new analytic solutions (e.,. the wake) and in the area 
of coaputer-aideJ-design of aircraft where the enaineer requires the 
physical understandiDa. In adaition, there 1s the edvantaae of 
reduced computer time and storage although this may be offset sa.evhat 
with the advent of larger and faster computers. 
The results support the use of the unsteady cro.s flow &nalolY 
for three dimensional steady separated flows. A theoretically 
derived equivalence between two dimen&ional unsteady and three 
dimensional steady flow has been replaced by one empirical factor, 
0, with physical bounds, i.e. 0 < 0 ~ I (cf. the eddy viscosity in 
turbulent flow). Further testing of the technique, with the use 
of equation (58) for a, should shed further light on the role played 
:J this factor. 
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ANALYSIS OF THE DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF A SUPERSONIC INLET 
TO FLOW-FIELD PERTURBATIONS UPSTREAM 
OF THE NORMAL SHOCK 
by Gary L Cole and Ross C. Wilioh 
Lewis Research renter 
SUMMARY 
1 of 3 
A linearized mathematical analysis of supersonic inlet ~ynamics is presented 
Attention is concentrated on determining the response of normal shock position and sub-
sonic duct pressures to flow-field perturbations upstream of the norm. : shock in mixed-
compression inlets The analysis is based on a previous NASA report which dealt pri-
marily "N1th perturbations downstream of the norm tl shock 
The inlet duct cross-secti:mal area variation is approximated by constant area sec-
tions This approximation, in combination with a linearized analysis. results in one-
dimensional wave equations for each duct section The supersonic a'od subsonic flow re-
gions are separated by a movable normal shock A choked eXit is al>sumed for tlte inlet 
exit condition The analysis leads to a closed-form matrix solution for the shock posi-
tion and pressure transfer functions 
The analysis was compared on a frequency response \lasis with a method-of-
characteristics solution The agreement in both amphtude ratio and phase was ex('ellent. 
Analytical frequency response results were also compared with experimental data 
The phase angle results were generally m good agreement AmplitUde ratio response 
('urves, although not in as good agreement as phasE' data, showed generally good agre~­
ment In shape Some shUts in low-frequency gain were found, however 
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INTRODUCTION 
Propulsion system performance of supersonic aircraft depends greatly on the t~'pe of 
Inlet system being used Mixed-compression Inlets are best for achieving high propul-
sion system performance In aircraft that fly at Mach numbers In excess of about 2.0. 
Because of the nature of mlxed-t'ompresslon Inlet design, a normal shock wave usually 
exists within the Inlet during supersonic operation. For best Inlet performance the nor-
mal shock must be positioned near the throat where the shock Is susceptible to being 
displaced by disturbances arising from such things as atmospheric perturbations, air-
craft maneuvers, and changes In engine operation. A downstream displacement of the 
shock results In a loss of Inlet performance. I! the shock Is displaced In the upstream 
direction, It Is in danger of being expelled from the Inlet. This Is referred to as Inlet 
unstart. Inlet unstart may result In undesirable consequences such as compressor stall, 
combustor flameout, reduced propulSion IIvst,..n thrust and increased vehicle drag. To 
counteract such posslbllltles, mixed-compression Inlets are provided with variable 
geometry fe:ltures that can be automatlca.ly controlled to keep the shock at the desired 
position. The design of these shock-position control systems requires knowledge of the 
shock-position dynamiC response to perturbations In the Inlet. The purpose of this 
report Is to develop an approximate mathematical analysis for predicting the dynamic 
response of shock poSition and pressures, In mixed-compression inlets to perturbations 
upstream of the normal shock 
In the past a great deal of attention has been giver: to controlling shock poSition 
against :".1rQow perturbations originating downstream of the normal shock (refs. 1 to 6). 
lIiormal shock motion due to perturbations downstream of the shock has been examined 
analytically (e g , refs 7 and 8) Referpnce 9 presents a mathematical analysis that is 
valId for obtaining shock responses to perturbations downstream or Just upstream of the 
normal sheck. However, the upstream terms were dropped and consideration was 
restricted to thE downstream case. Reference 10 does deal with upstream perturbations 
and presents oln analysis that Includes both storage-volume and Helmholtz-mass effects. 
Reference 11 presents transfer functions for shock position to upstream perturbations. 
The transfer functions vary in complexity from first to founh order, and results are 
compared with a method-of-characterlstics solution. The fourth-order model Is a lin-
earized version of the analysis In refe. "nce 10. 
In this report a mathematical analysis Is presented that combines a set of linearized 
equations across the normal shock with an exact solution of the linearized one-
dimensional wave equation This analysis Is based on the analysis of reference 9. Usc 
of this techmque avoids the complexity of the method of characteristics while still pre-
dicting the resonances of a distributed parameter system However, flow-field dlslon-
tlnultles due to . clique shock waves In the superso"lc duct are neglected Thp analysis 
presented Is more evact than conventional lumped-parameter techniques and for fre-
quenlY response results no more complicated In applilation U transient responsu. are 
deSired the equations are especially suitable for analog simulation The ar.:llyslb IS fol-
lowed by a matrix solution that provides a Simple means for obtaining frequ( nry 
responses on a ... g1tal computer. Finally, analytical frequercy response" are (omJl.lrul 
'" "" re~ults from a method-of-characteristics solution found In reference J J and With 
I 'llPrlOll'ntal data obtained during a wind tunnel program DI Frank Barn or t: .. 
Ilanluton Standard Company supplied us with Informati"n n gardlng th .. nll·thod·ol· 
l hdrallerlstics analYSIS In addition te that In r('ferf'nlf' J I 
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CONCLUDING REIIARIS 
An analysis was presented for determlniDg the dynamic respoase 01 a supe~c 
inlet to perturbations ahead of the DOrmal shock. The ualysUl. based primarUy 011 the 
lmearized, one-dimeD8lonal, distributed parameter waft equation, is applicable to aIYly-
sis of mlxed-compresslon Inlets. Dlscontinulties and losses in the supersonic duct due 
to obUque shock wavC5 are neglected. The equations are suitable for Implementatloa 011 
an analog computer. Also. closed-form expressions for the evaluabon of frequency 
respoD8es were obtained using matrix operatlOD8 (no inversion required) These expres-
sions are easlly programmed on a chgital computer and require llttle computer tuDe to 
solve. 
The major difficulty In applying the analyS1S arises 10 choosing the correct ruue 01 
the A'I A parameter. Because of shock-boundary layer interaction effects, the shock 
response Is not umquely dependent on t.lte geometric value of N/A. In this report an 
effective A' I A was determined emplrically from the experimentally measured gain of 
shock position to the perturbation variable The effective A'/A values varled from 3 
to 7 times the geometric value Further work is required to determine a means for esti-
mattng an effective A'I A when experimental data are unavailable. This Is Important 
because A'I A lS common to most Inlet analyses. 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
Analysis frequency response results .vere compared Wlth a method-of-charactens-
ttcs solution over the frequency range of 5 to 40 hertz. The perturbed variable was Mach 
number lust ahead of the normal shock. Agreement was excellent 10 both amphtude ratio 
and phase angle over the entire frequency range The analYS1S has the advantages of 
being simpler to program and requinng much less computer time to solve 
Frequency response comparisons were also made of the analyslS Wlth expenmental 
Inlet data obtained In a Wlnd tunnel The perturbation frequency range was 1 to 15 hertz. 
Data were obta1Oe<' Wlth the lnlet coupled to a turbojet engine. a short plpe. or a long 
pipe (the pipes haVing choked eLt airflows) In these cases the perturbed variable was 
Mach number lust ahead of the inlet. 
Phase angle agreement w.!s generally very good for both shock posltion and StatlC 
prl'ssures in the subsonic duct. When the transportation Urnes for the supersonic duct 
were eliminated. the error 10 phase angle generally remained small except for the shock 
poSition responses with the inlet coupled to the engine or short illpe 
The A 'I A parameter (the rate of change of duct area with shock posltion divided 
by the duct .. rea - evaluated at the shock operating point) was selected to assure good 
arrplitude ratio agreement for the shock poSition responses In general. the compan-
sons showed good agreerrent between the shapes of the static-pressure amplitude ratio 
ressx-e eun.,. ao.re.er. III _e ~ a 8ahItaeHaJ 8btft in pin ... observed. For 
me ialet-eactne cue the aalyala predicted thM atatle preuures IM!&r the subsoaic dif-
fuHr eldt !lad a low-frequeaey galn I.S times larger thm tile ezpertml!lltal values. The 
dla:repueJ may be due 10 put ta the fact that the eagiDe faee is not choked as was 
as_ed for the analySis A sWic pressure near the normal sboc:k was in error by as 
much as n peree!ll. Tbla error is beUned to be due to the fact that the ualysis relates 
n.r1ables aerou the normal sboek which IcIealJy is a ~Ity. In reality thla shock 
may occur .. a series of sboeks or a sboc& uam. 
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EFFECT OF A lSOO-EXTENT INLET PRESSURE DISTORTION ON HI: 
INTERNAL FLOW CONDITIONS OF A TF30-P-3 ENGINE 
by Claude E. de Bogdan, John H. DICUS, David G. Evans, 
and Ronald H. Soeder 
LewIs Research Center 
SUMMARY 
The measured effects of Inlet pressure distortion on the Internal flow temperatures 
and pressures of a Pratt 8& WhItney TF30-P-3 afterburnlng turbofan engine are reported. 
Extensive inner -stage instrumentation combined with stepwise rotation of pressure dIs-
torton provided a high degree of circumferential resolution in the data The steady-
state spatial variation In pressures, temperature, and calculated flow velocity and the 
amplitude and extent of the distorted sectors are given Data are presented for runs of 
77 and 90 percent of low-speed-rotor design speed at pressure distortion levels two-
thirds of that required to stall the engine These data are compared with data taken at 
clean inlet conditions Results Indicate that the inlet pressure distortion was quickly at-
tenuated within the compressor, except at the hub of the low-pressure compressor The 
distorted sectors also swirled and varied in extent as they passed through the engine. 
Static pressure distortion was attenuated by the large passage volumes at the fan and 
compressor exits, with a resulting decrease in total pressure distortion in these areas 
The overall performance of the compressor system with a distorted inlet did not change 
substantially from its clean-inlet performance 
Contained in this report are curves showing, for each measuring station, the atten-
uation (amplification In the case of total temperature) and swirl of the total and static 
pressure, total temperature, and calculated flow velocity variations within the compres-
sor system The spatial relationship among the total pressure, static pressure, and 
temperature distortions that are present within the compressor Is shown at various 
measuring stations Curves are also presented which compare the average flow veloc-
ities obtained with and without inlet distortion at each measuring station Detailed plots 
of internal pressures, temperatures, calculated velocities, and average Mach numbers 
are presented In an appendix to this report 
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
The effect of operating the TF30-P-3 turbofan engine with 1800 distortion In inlet 
total pressure on the flow conditions measured within the compressor system at low-
speed-rotor speeds of 7400 rpm and 8600 rpm are summarized as follows 
2 of 3 
1 The alr-let distortion device used produced a nearly square-wave profile in total 
pressure and flow velocity at the lnlet, with some dropoff In amplitude at the Inner radius 
of the Inlet annulus The corresponding circumferential profile In static pressure was 
sinusoidal 
2 A large buildup In static pressure distortion occurred immediately ahead of and 
within the first stage of the fan The buildup resulted in a static pressure distortion am-
plitude at station 2 1 that was approximately equal to the amplitude of total pressure dis-
tortion measured at station 2 
3 The amplitudes of the static pressure distortion at the fan and at the low- and 
high-pressure -compressor exits were equal to the amplitudes of the total pressure dis-
tortion measured at these stations at 7400 rpm but varled from 1/2 to 1 times the total 
pressure distortion amplitude at 8600 rpm 
4 A two-lobe circumferential varllltion In flow velocity of 5 to 30 percent In am-
plitude occurred withtn the second and third fan stages, probably caused by the differ-
ence In rate of rotation, attenuation, and shape of the total and static pressure defect 
areas 
5 The- distorted sectors within the compressor system shifted from a purely cir-
cumferential distortion at the engine inlet to a mixed circumferential and radial pattern 
at all measuring stations within the compressor system. 
6 The rate at which the distortion in inlet total pressure attenuated within the com-
pressor system Increased with increasing rotor speed 
7 Some swirl and variation In the circumferenttal extent of the distorted sectors 
occurred within the compressor system In general, all sectors rotated opposite to 
rotor rotation back to station 2.3, where they reversed and rotated with the rotor back 
to the low-pressure-compressor exit The high-pressure-compressor tended to break 
the pressure sectors into two zones and to rotate the temperature sector from 400 to 800 
In the direction of rotor rotation 
8 The regions of total and static distorted pressure remained apprOximately coin-
cident throughout the compressor system However, the region of elevated total temper-
ature overlapped the minimum pressure region by approximately 900 and did not coincide 
with the calculated particle flow path through the compressor system 
9. The observed varlation In total temperature distortion amplitude did not compare 
well with that calculated based on variation In heat of compression caused by the circum-
ferential variation In compressor pressure ratio 
10. A significant amplitude of circumferential and radial total pressure distortion was 
present between the low- and high-pressure compressors. The cause was not apparent, 
but it may be indicative of the presence of crossfiows at station 3 or of some blading char-
acteristic In the hub region of the low-pressure compressor 
11 The average flow velocities measured at each station within the compressor sys-
tem (when operating with inlet dlstortion) were approximately equal to the velocities 
measured with a clean inlet 
12 A sinusoidal variation In total temperature was measured at the exit of the low-
pressure turbine and fan trypass duct (stations 7f and 7g) The variation between the two 
stations was out of phase by 1800 
13 The testing technique of rotating the inlet pressure distortion was an effective 
means of mapping the spatial variation in flow conditions within the engine 
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14 The levels of inlet total pressure distortion used In these tests had llttle effect on 
the overall operatIng parameters 
Lewis Research Center, 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
Cleveland, OhiO, February 27, 1975, 
505-05. 
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ANALYSIS OF mSI'ORl'ICN DATA FRCM T.F30-P-3 
MIXED <XMPRESSICN INLEI' TESl' 
By 
R. W. King 
June 1976 
SUMMARY 
Pratt I< Wh.tney A.rcraft conducted a twelve-month program to reduce and 
analyze inlet and engine data obtained durmg the recent NASA/LeWlI 
Reoearch Center tutmg 01 a TF30-P-3 with an axilymmetr.c Mach Z.S 
mIXed compre .. ,on .nlet. As part of the teat, the propubion Iystem was 
intentionally mllmatched to generate comb.nabonl of ateady otate dlOtortion 
and turbulence that allowed the eng.ne to dr.ft into aurge. Dur.ng theae 
"drift Itall" teat runl, mlet and engine prellure data wal recorded WIth 
high responle mltrumentabon. Thil data was evaluated to develop methods 
of correlabng inlet prellure diotorbon data to lOll .n eng me surge margm. 
Both analog and d.gital data reducbon techniques were uled .n the evaluation 
of the dlltortlon analYlis techniques. Reoultl of prev.oul TF30 engine testa 
were used .n the development of the dlltorbon analYl11 methods. In add.-
bon to the development of data analyois methods, an evaluabon and ref.ne-
ment of a oynthel1o technique for the eatlmabon of peak instantaneous 
dutorbons wal conducted. 
The program waa diVIded .nto two taaks. Task 1 conshted of extenaive 
analyais of ten "drift ltall" po.nte. The objectIVe of Taak 1 waa to def.ne a 
let of procedures for the analysis of inlet prellure dhtorbon. Thil taak 
included analog reducbon of mlet and eng.ne parameter., d.g.tal analyul of 
inlet data, and analya .. of engme response to ltall propagabon. Talk 11 
conillted of the ver.f.cahon of the procedurel defined .n Taak 1 and the 
evaluabon of the peak distorhon eatlIt,abng Iynthesil methods. Task n was 
conducted by the analyais of an add.bonal twelve "drift Itall" po.nte. 
A d18torbon methodology that succellfully .nd.cated aurge inducing .nlet 
d .. tortIon was developed. Analysh of the eng.ne data ahowed that v.r-
tually all of the .nstab.htIes were .n.tIated .n the low pres lure Ipool com-
prellor, luggeatIng that a core flow d18tortIon factor Ihould be used for 
mlet data analysis. It was found that by uung a core flow d .. torbon 
factor, Kg sphtter' ltall .nduc.ng dutorbon could best be detected when 
the .nlet pressure data u precond.boned by a filter w.th a cut-off fre-
quency equal to the low compressor rotor speed. A deatab.hz.ng .nfluence 
of full face .n-phaoe prellure fluctuabono was observed. 
A method of eltlmating ma'Clmum inltantaneous distort. on factor levelo 
from Iteady state total prellure meaourementl and turbulent RMS meaaure-
menta was def.ned. Appl.cahon of thll distortion Iyntheul method re-
Inlted In a reasonably good correlatIon of eltlmated to actual ltall inducing 
values of .nltantaneoul d .. tort.on. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
AnalySIs of Enlpne Data 
The surges whIch occur In propull1on systems are dynamIc events. 
SIgnIfIcant events leadIng to and lDcludlDg the surge occur durlDg 
perIods of hme measured lD terms of mllhseconds. Idenhf,cahon 
and analysIs of these short durahon events requIres Installahon of 
hIgh response lDstrumentahon at locatIons whIch are close coupled 
to the englDe compresSIon system. HIgh response pressure Instru-
mentatIon was lDstalled lD th,s manner durlDg NASA-LewIs testIng 
of the TF30-P-3 engme/mlXed compreS81on mlet conflgurahon. The 
data acquIred from the compressIon system was analyzed In support 
of the lDlet d,stortIon data analys18 for the purposes of I) determmlDg 
whIch compres81on system component was crItIcal to system stablhty 
and ZI to attempt to IdentIfy the orIgIn and propagatIon of InstablhtIes 
through the system. 
Def,nItIon of Terms 
The stablhty hmlts of a compressIon system are sometImes referred 
to m terms used Interchangeably as "surge" or "stall" hmlts. Use 
of the terms lD th,S manner does not gIve In81ght Into the actual events 
occurrmg durIng a system mstablhty. For th,s reason, Pratt & 
WhItney AIrcraft defIned a glossary of terms for analyses of the type 
performed on the NASA/TF30 data. The defInitIons are given below 
to faclhtate understandmg of the TF30 analys18. 
Stall 
The term stall or flow separatIon refers to the local 
deViation of the aIrflow from contours of the aIrfOIls 
or walls. A stall may be either abrupt - the flow 
rapIdly transists from beIng attached to bemg separated 
over a large area, or gradual - the extent of the sur-
face which IS separated var,es smoothly with com-
pressor pressure raho. A stall region may remain 
flXed lD relation to hardware, or may propagate, as 
In the case of rotahng stall. A compres81on system 
may operate stably WIth some stalled regions present 
on some aIrfoIls or walls; however, local stalls can 
Induce a system mstablhty. 
Rotating Stall 
~otatmg stall occurs when a locahzed stall propagates CIr-
umierenhally. It usually begins as a "cell" of stalled flow 
coverIng a fraction of the CIrcumference and span, but may 
grow to cover the whole span and Over hal! the CIrcumference. 
A local reduchon 1D flow accompames the rotahng stall cell 
The growth of the stall cell IS a compres.,on system lDsta- • 
blhty which generally leads to system surge. 
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Surge 
Surge 18 a system InstabilIty which origInates as a major 
flow breakdown at some aXIal locatIon ID the compressor 
that ltopl or retards the flow around essenbally the whole 
clrcum!erence. The flow brea.kdown In a rnultlspool com-
pressor system may occur In any of the IndlVldual com ... 
pressors and the compressor ID whIch It occurs may be 
dlfferent for various operatIng conditIons. 
Surge may develop mto a system of mulbple stall cells 
The surge process Includes a flow breakdo'WIl, enSUIng 
surge wave, depressurlzabon, and eventual reflo,\\lng 
and repressurlzmg of the compressor and assOCIated 
duct volumes. In some cases, such as when condItIons 
wh,ch drove the compres sor beyond ,ts stab,hty boundary 
are not removed, the system surge can be cychc In 
nature 
The surge wave ,s a pressure pulse, generated by the flow 
breakdown, whIch travels forward as a compressIon \\oave 
(overpressure) and travels rearward as an expanSIon wave 
from the or'gm of the surge. The ,denhhcatlon of the or'gm 
of the surge wave therefore ,. suff,c,ent for defm,ng the com-
pressor whIch caused the maJor flow breakdown 
DetectIon and ClassIfIcatton of' InstabIbttes 
Prellure-tune h1ltor,el of the data acqulred from the h'gh relponle 
mltrumentahon lerve al the balll for analYIll of the mltab,hhel. 
A Imgle lustory proVldeo a record of the prellurel fluctuabons as 
a funcbon of tune at one lpatlallocabon ,n the comprelSlon Iystem. 
Compar18on of the tune histor,el recorded at dUferent locabonl ,n 
the IYltem reveals the nme of ,n,hal ,nltab,hty and events leadmg 
to surge, al well al the lurge 'tiel!. Rotahng ltall and lurge were 
the two lunds of ,nstab,hty ,denhf,ed ,n the TF30 data. 
Becaule of the locahzed extent and the rotabonal nature of the rotahng 
stall cell, ,to prelence 's md,cated by a per,od,c fluctuahon In the 
prellure tune lustory. As Ihown ,n F'gure I, the dlrechon of the 
fluctuahon '" dependent On the locabon of the pressure probe m re-
labon to the cell. A downstream probe shows a reduchon ,n prel-
sure due to the stalled cond,hon of the flow, wh'le the probe upstream 
of the cell Ihows a pressure mcrease due to the back pressure (flow 
blockage) eHect of the cell on the ,ncorn,ng flow. The poSlhons of the 
upstream and downstream probes defme the ax,al locahon of the cell 
Wlthm the compreaSlon system. The rotabonal frequency of the cell, 
uled to ,denbfy stall type, can be determmed by plothng the Clrcum-
ferenhal locat,on of the probe versus the tune of the pressure fluc-
tuabon as Ihown ,n F'gure Z. Th18 method 11 partlcularly useful 1f 
the durahon of the cell 's leIS than one cell revoluhon, wh,ch In 
turn requ,res that probes at more than one c,rcurnierenhal locahon 
be mcluded on the plot. 
The surge characterIsttcs exhIbIted In the pressure tune hlstorles 
are generated by a major flow breakdown at some axul locabon m 
the compression system Probes downstream of the breakdo"Nll 
polnt show a rapld decrease In pressure, the upstream probes show 
a rapld pressure mcrease. These characterlsttcs, shown in 
F'gure 3, dufer from rotahng stall characteruhcI prunar,ly m 
magnItude of the pressure varlabons, the Burge pressure varlatIons 
be,ng substanbally larger. 
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PrevIous Pratt" WhItney AIrcraft analyses of TF30 compressor 
lnstablhhes have shown that the orIgIn of compresuon system msta-
blhhes as well as the occurrence and order of events leadmg to surge 
vary on a case to case baSIS. It has therefore been found useful to 
classUy each case accordmg to the orlgm and types of instablhty 
leadmg to surge. TIns practice was continued In the analys18 of the 
NASA/TF30 data and deflmhons of the surge event classlflcahons 
are gIven below to clarify results of the analYSIS. 
Inihal InstabIlity In Fan 
Type I _ Rotahng stall mltlahng m fan root followed by 
rotahng stall In the low pre .. ure compressor 
(LPC). followed by a surge wave emanahng from 
the hIgh preuure compre .. or (HPC). 
Type Z - Rotahng stall inlhating in fan tip (coupling WIth fan 
duct resonant frequency) followed by depreuuriza-
hon of the core. 
*Type 3 - Rotahng stall mltlatmg In the fan root followed by 
rotahng atallln LPC. followed by rotahng stall in 
HPC. followed by a surge wave emanating from HPC. 
Inlhal InstabIlity In LPC 
Type 1 - Rotating stall mihatmg In LPC followed by a surge 
wave emanahng from the HPC. 
Type Z _ Rotabng stall InItiating in LPC followed by a surge 
wave emanating from the LPC. 
Type 3 - Rotatmg stall =hatlng In LPC followed by HPC 
rotating stall and followed by a surge wave 
emanatmg from HPC. 
Inlhal Instablhty In HPC 
Type 1 - Rotating stall inltiatmg In HPC followed by surge 
wave emanatIng from HPC. 
Type Z - Surve wave emanating from HPC. 
Instrumentation 
FIgure 4 shows the fIve a,nal hIgh response instrumentahon statIons 
that were Installed for the NASA/TF30 test. Coverage of the 
enhre fan face was proVIded by the lnlet pre .. ure rakes used In t~ 
Inlet d18torbon analys18. Instrumentabon internal to the compre"lon 
system was located In the core flow path which in turn permItted POSI-
tive ldenhflcabon of lnstablhbes occurring In thIs regIon. The core 
path was Instrumented such that the low pressure compressor was 
1801ated Into three blade row groups whlle the hIgh pressure com-
pressor was 180lated as a complete umt. The groups In the low com-
pressor were )nlet guIde vane (laV) through rotor 3 (fan roots). 
stator 3 through rotor 6. and stator 6 through rotor 9. 
*Note - New claulflcahon based on NASA test results. 
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The Internal InstrumentatIon was clrcurnferentlally spaced In the 
manner shown In Flgure 5. The operatmg probes provlded data 
for at least one clrcutnf'erentlal locatIon at each axIal stallon and 
were adequate for ldenhflO>ahon of rotahng stall cells and deter-
mlnahon of rotatIng frequerrcy 
Interpretahon of Englne Data 
Two methods of generatIng the pressure-t,me hutorle8 for analysls 
were explored. Inlhally, the hlStorles were generated by analog 
tracIng of unflltered playback of the dynamlc pressure components. 
Subsequently, the hlStorles were generated by analog to dlgltal con-
verSlon of flltered playback of the dynamlc pressures. The latter 
method proved to be more destrable because the ftltertng provtded 
better resolutIon of the compressIon system Instablhbes through 
attenuabon of htgher frequency acbvtty. In addttion, the dlgttal 
output format permttted machtne plottIng of the pressure-bme coor-
dInates on grtd paper, maktng readmg of the ttme scale eaSler than 
on the analog traces. A real tune ftlter cut-off frequency of 320 Hz 
and an effecbve cut rate of 1024 cuts/sec. were selected for the 
analog to dtgltal process and produced the tune htstones shown on 
Pages 86 through 109 of Appendtx D. These htstorles were used m 
the f,nal analysts of the Instablhties. 
The bme htstory plots were Interpreted by Intttally tdenbfymg the 
system surge. From thIS pOint In hme, preceding periods were 
examIned to determIne the hme or InItIal Instablhty as well a8 the 
locabon and types of Instablhbes precedmg surge. In general, hme 
hIstorIes of PtZ showed only overpressure resultIng from surge, 
therefore, the analysls was centered around the tune htstortes of the 
tnternal engme pressures shown on Pages 86 through 109. The slgmft-
cant events occurrIng In each case were Idenhfied on each plot 
Rotating stall cell frequencies were determIned from the plots shown 
on Pages 110 through 130 of Appendtx D where probe posthon was 
plotted versus hme of ceUIndicatIon In some cases It appeared 
that the rotatmg cells were superunposed on top of the surge waves. 
When thts occurred and cell duration prtor to surge was short (less 
than one rotatIon) the post surge Indicabon was used to Improve 
resolution of the rotahng frequency Thts type of rotattng stall can 
be observed tn the pressure data for case 408 (Pages 91 and 92 I, 
where the presence of the low compressor rotattng stall cell tS 
tndtcated after the hme of surge 
The 22 surge cases whIch were analyzed spanned a low rotor cor-
rected speed range of 6000 to 7050 rpm. Wtthtn thts range, vartous 
confIguratIons of bleed pOSItIon and exhaust area settmgs were 
tested as shown tn Table 1. 
Table I shows that the surge events were not IdentIcal on a case to 
case baSIS. Results whIch can be derIved are as follows 
POSItIve IdentIficahon of InstabIhhes In the core flow path 
were made In aU surge events. 
2. Ftve dtfferent sequences of events leadtng to and tncludtng 
surge were found 
3. In all cases except 519, tnstabllttteS were tdenhfted tn the 
core low spool compressor prJ.or to surge. Those Inibal 
Instabthttes were tdenhfted as rotatIng stall 
4. Hlgh compressor surge was the only Instabthty posthvely 
tdentifted tn case 519. Thls case was the only one analyzed 
for operatton wtth both 7th and 12th bleeds open. 
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5 In fIve cases, hIgh compressor rotahng stall was IdenhfIed 
prIor to surge. These fIve cases occurred at corrected low 
rotor speeds of 6500 rpm and lower as sho'Wn In FIgure 6 
6 In the maJonty of cases (16 of 22) the ,mhal tnstab,hty was 
,denhf,ed tn the Stator 3 through Rotor 6 (Sta Z 3 - 2.6) row 
group. These cases covered the full range of low rotor 
speeds, see FIgure 6 
7. The ,mhal lDstab,hty was ,denhf,ed 'n the ICV through Rotor 3 
(Sta 2 0 - 2.3) fan root row group In four cases. These 
occurred at corrected low rotor speeds of 6180 rpm and 
below, see FIgure 6 
8. In caBe 438 the ,n,hal ,nstab,hty was f,rst ,denhf,ed 1D the 
Rotor 6 through Rotot: 9 (Sta 2.6 - 3.0) group at a corrected 
low rotor speed of 6970 rpm. see F'gure 6 
The surge classIfIcatIon system defIned from preVIOUS TF30 testIng 
proVlded the key to tnterprehng the NASA data. The tnstab,hhes 
noted In the data were eaSlly hnked to events descrIbed 1n the surge 
cla8sulcabon system to Identify the orIgIn and type of Instablhty. 
Case 497 was the only one whIch presented any problem because pre-
VlOU8 Pratt &: Whitney Aircraft experience dId not show high com-
pressor rotabng stall subsequent to a rotabng stall InitIated In the 
fan root No reason was seen to rule out the pos81blhty of th1l!l 
occurrence and a new claSSIfIcatIon was defIned (Fan/Type 3) on 
the baslS of the NASA data 
Caoe 519 aloo .tood out as dtfferent from the other ourge cas .. be-
caule no mltablhty In the low spool waa clearly evident prior to 
surge ThiS cale was unique In that it was the only one analyzed 
for operation Wlth both 7th and 12th stage bleeds open. Although 
It was not eVident In the data, It waa felt that an undetected short 
duration rotating otallln the low spool compreosor should not be 
completely ruled out .a a caule of the lurge. 
The next area of Interest In Uus analysfa was the locabon of Irubal 
instab,hty The matrlX shown ,n F'gure 6 wao used to ,denhfy 
trends of results for cales where inltablhty irutiated In the low com-
pressor. The matrix included the major eng,ne variables which were 
exerclled during the test and In turn affected the compression syltem 
matclung. 
A olgnif,cant majority of the Instab,hheo (16 of 2 I) In,tlated In the 
Stator 3 through Rotor 6 group, Instablht,es originated at thn loca-
hon over the full range of tested rotor speeds In contralt, Inlta-
blht,e. wh,ch In,tlated In the fan roots were concentrated In a speed 
range of 6000 to 6180 Nl/.(Qt2 while the one ,nstab,hty that In,tlated 
In the Stator 6 through Rotor 9 row group occurred at 6970 NI/.[Qti. 
The cas .. where m8tab,hty ,n,hated outside the Stator 3 through 
Rotor 6 group quahtatlvely d18played the expected movement of 
stalled operahon from the front to the rear of the compresoor w,th 
Increa.lng speed, however, the trend waa not felt to be conclullve. 
In contrast, con .. deratlon of all Zl caseo led to the conclUSIon that 
the locahon of ,n,tlal instab,hty wa. oomewhat random and therefore 
unpred,ctable. It d,d appear that the most probable location for 
,mtlaI Instab,hty was the Stator 3 through Rotor 6 group. 
Compressor Row Matching 
The tellt results Ihowed the low comprellor to be critical to engine 
stab,hty. For purpos .. of augmenhng analy ... of the engme te.t 
data, a computer model of the fan/low compreslor was exercised 
to determine whIch blade row ,n the core compreuor might be 
critical to Ito .tab,lity 
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The model wal compo led of average fl -1 cbaracterllhcI defIned 
for each blade raw of the fan and core compreuor. The charac-
terllbcI were der.ved from data aC'l.Ulred durmg rig teltmg of a 
B.ll of Mater.al TF30-P-3 fan/law compreuor. The model was 
operated by mput of the corrected low rotor speed. corrected 
total a.rflaw and corrected core fiow at the fan mlet station, output 
from the model mc1uded both the overall and raw operatmg con-
d.t.onl. 
The operabng condlhonl .nvelhgated .... th the model were hm.ted to 
corrected low rotor Ipeedl of 7000 rpm and above due to the range 
of defmltlon of the row characterlltlcI; .n addItion, the fan match 
wal restr.cted to cond.tlons encountered dur.ng ltanc operation be-
caUle testing of the r.g was performed at amblent wet and dlOcharge 
condltlons. Wlth these hmltahons m mlnd, the row operatmg cond,-
bonl were exam.1ned for operabon of the low compressor near the 
rlg lurge hne Wlth the fan operanng on a line near the level experl-
enced durlng static operation of the engme. A range of rotor speeds 
of 7000-9000 rpm was .nveotlgated al Ihown ln Flgures 7 and 8 so 
that the trend of shtft. m row operatmg pomtl could be 'l.uahtatlvely 
extrapolated to the 6000 to 7050 rpm corrected speed range covered 
by the NASA engme telt. 
Aaaellment of the low comprelsor raw operatmg cond,tlonl was made 
by evaluating the pollhon of each rotor and stator raw operating POlDt 
relahve to the peak prellure rlle of ltl characterllhc. As lllultrated 
in Flgure 9, the polnt wal ldentuled al operatlDg on elther the choked 
or ltalled slde of the, -j character18hc and the percentage deVlahon 
from peak pressure rue ("o6y) wal calculated. The resultl were 
plotted as a function of the row locahon and ln1et corrected rotor speed, 
as shown m Flgure 10, to glve an overvtew of the predlcted operating 
condltlons Wlthtn the compressor. 
The results of thtl analy .. s Ihowed that operation of the low compreaaor 
3rd stator was predlcted to progre .. toward a relahvely htghly stalled 
condltlon al rotor Ipeed wal reduced from 9000 to 7000 rpm (lee 
Flgure 10), C!.u&htahve extrapolahon of thele reoultl therefore predlcted 
the 3rd ltator to be the predOmlD&ntly ltalled row lD the 6000 to 7050 rpm 
Ipeed range telted. 
Interpretahon of thele relultl re'l.ulred conllderatlon of the flndlngs 
made from the mternal compreollon Iystem data taken durmg the test. 
The data .hawed that m the maJortty of cases, the ,nstab,hhes lnltlated 
in the Stator 3 through Rotor 6 blade row group. ThlO, coupled wlth the 
model predlctlons, left the 3rd ltator as a row sUlpected of fre'l.uently 
lnfiuenclng the stablhty hmtt of the compreaaor, m contrast, lt could 
not be sald that .nstablhty unlversally 1Dltlated at th18 location because 
of the exceptions demonltrated ln the test data, namely the ,nstab,htles 
WhlCh lD1t1ated In the fan roots and 111 the rear stages. In addItIon, 
Pratt" Whltney Aircraft teshng of the TF30 compresllon system has 
abo Ihawn that ,nstab,hhes mlhate at dIfferent locatlons (stages) In 
the compressor under apparently slInllar operatIng condltIons 
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Apphcatlon of PreVlously Developed Methodology 
Early testing of the TF30/F111 installation led to development of a 
factor whlch evaluated the severlty of the predominantly 180· dutor-
tlon generated by the aircraft inlet. The factor, KDZ (see AppendlX A) 
was inltlally Implemented In both the engme development and fhght 
test programs and evaluated the engine stablhty hmlts on the bastS of 
low response data. This approach correlated the development test and 
flight test results separately, but indicated the stablllty llmlts of the 
engine to be lower In the alrcraft than 1ft the test cell. 
As the aircraft fllght testing progressed, It became apparent that 
the Inlet flow enVlronment contained 8lgnlflcant nonsteady, high 
frequency character18t1cs These were known to degrade the apparent 
atablhty limlts of the engine indlcated by the KDZ level calculated 
from low response data. It was nece .. ary to estabhsh a method of 
accounttng for the high frequency acttVlty (turbulence) and the KDZ -
turbulence approach was developed. A sample surge llmlt curve 18 
illustrated In Flgure 11. The approach correlated the stablhty limlts 
of the englne at constant airflow In terms of the low response KDZ 
and turbulence level APt rms~t 0-150 Hz). The cutoff frequency of 
150 Hz for turbulence was conftrmed by testtng of a fan/low com-
prelsor rig. 
The stablhty hmlta of the engine In terms of KDZ and turbulence were 
derlved from cell testtng of the engine behmd a dutortton valve and 
turbulence generator whlch are shown In F,gure lZ. The d18tortton 
valve deflned stablllty limits at condltlons of low turbulence and the 
turbulence generator at condltlons of relatively hlgh turbulence. 
Durlng th18 testlng the d18tortton patterns were malntamed at one 
per revolubon conditione 10 that the aIrcraft environment could be 
Simulated as closely as pos81ble. (See Flgure 13. ) 
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A K!TROD TO ACCOUNT POR. VARIATION OF AVERAGE COMPRESSOR INLET 
PRESSIJIIE IJtJIlING INSTANTANEOUS DISTORTION AllALYSES 
Paul L Buret.dt and Leon M Wenzel 
National Aeronautic. and Space AdJDlnbtraUon 
Lewis Research Center 
Cleveland I Ohio 44135 
Instantaneoua dlltortion analyses compare a 
tt.e-varylns value of an index (or "aurge .. rgta 
\ded up") with a critical level (or "avaUable aurse 
_rgio" of the compr.nor) to determine inlet-engine 
compatibility Unless freutreaa conditions or pr~ 
pu1810n .ystem c.ontro18 are changing, it 1. gener-
aUy &88U111ed that the avaUable aurSI! .. rgin of the 
cospt'eBsor 18 accurately deunalned fro.. the Iteady-
.tate operaUng point Results are presented which 
show that variationa of average compressor inlet 
pr ... ure 1141 occur without changes in freestreaa 
conditions or propulsion .yetm controla The vol-
Ime dynamics of the compressor will cause these 
preaaure variationa to be attenuated aDd delayed by 
the time they reach the exit Thil will cause the 
compressor pressure ratio (and available surge mar-
giD) to vary with tiae A method is presented to 
calculate the available aurge .. rgin aa a function 
of tiae and incorporate it into an instantaneoua 
d1&tortioD analya1& Resulu ahow that inlet pres-
aure variationa which cauSe only a 811&11 chang. at 
the coapressor ait can cause a significant varia-
tion in the avaUable surge margin 
Introduction 
The problema a .. ociated with inlet-engine C01ll-
patibility have received a great deal of attention 
in recent years (c f ref 1) Wind tunnel and 
flight test progr .. a have shown that losses in COllI-
pr .. aor surge aargin cannot be predicted using only 
ateady-atate total-pressure meaaurements Correla-
tiona between avaUable cOmpre88or aurge margin and 
various steady-state total-pressure distortion 
paraaetera have been obtained in engine testa where 
the _gnieudea of the total-pressure fluctuations 
are 1m811 Inlet-engine compatibility haa been in-
vestigated by applying these ateady-state distor-
tion correlations to a aet of fluctuating total-
pressure measureaenta on a quasi-steady. or instan-
taneoul. basb Since the compressor does not 
appear to be aene1tive to pressure fluctuations 
above a certain frequency (on the order of engine 
rev/aec). the total-pressurea are noraa.11y filtered 
before 1natantaneoua diatortion valPea are calcu-
l.ted 
To apply the ateady-atate correlation at each 
inatant in U_, it 1& neceasary to calcul.te both 
the distortion par .. eter and the .vailable surge 
.. rgin aa functiona of time Unless freestre .. 
conditiona or propuhion system controla .re chang-
ing. it is generally aasumed that the .vaUable 
aurge margin of the compressor doea not change with 
t1ae and ia .ccurately dete1'1ll1ned froll. the atudy-
state operaUne point 
Reaulta are presented which show that varia-
tions of average coapreaaol' inlet pTeaaure may 
occur without changes 11'1 beeatr ... conditions or 
propulsion ayata controla The vol~e dynamics of 
the compTesaOT .nd i18 tendnating vol~e cauae 
theae preaaure variationa to be attenuated .nd 
delayed by the time they re.ch the exit The lJIQunt 
of .ttenuation and delay influence the variation of 
cOllpr ... or pressure raUo (and .vail.ble aurge mar-
lin) with tiae 
The objective of this paper 1. to ahow that 
the uae of the time-varying value of .vaUable surge 
... rgin can Significantly change the Tesults of an 
inat.ntaneou. d1&tortion .ndy&1a The distortion 
inda ueed ln this paper b of a genera! form and 
ai.ilar to .. ny in use at the present time there-
fore. the results presented .re expected to be in-
dicaUve of those that would be obtained uaing .. ny 
of the current indices 
Data fro. • auperaonic wind tunnel test of an 
axiayaaetric mixed compre.don inlet and J8S-CE-IJ 
turbojet engine .re analyzed Time-varying measure-
ment. of compres.or-face tot.l prenure are uaed to 
calculate exit tot.l-preSlure variationa (uaing • 
compressor transfer function). bec.use adequate 
exit preaaure meaaurementa were not av.Uable 11'1-
atantaneoua v.lues of a dbtort10n index aTe calcu-
lated and compared with both the t1me-varying and 
ate.dy-state levela of avaUable aurge margin The 
dlffeTencea between the two c01llpariaona .re exam-
ined to deteraine the effect of fluctuations in 
average inlet preaaure 
S\aU." of R.eaulte 
A aethod waa develop.d to account for the ... r-
iation of average ca.preaaor inlet preaaure during 
iDatantaneoua diatortion analyaea. Th.e preasuTe 
ratio and aurgs aargin of the J85-l3 ca-preaeor 
were deterwJ.ned .a • function of t1ae Compresaor 
dischar,. total-preaaure "aa calcul.ted by .pplyil'l& 
a transfer function to the ausured inlet toUl-
preasure Superaonic wind tunnel teat data fro-. .n 
in1et-engine cOllbination were uaed to deteraine the 
influence of a t1ae v.riation in .vaUable aurge 
.. rgio on .0 innantaneaua diatortion analyala 
The.e data were recorded while freeatr ... condi-
tiona and propulsion .,.at .. controls were not 
chanl1ng An inat.nt.n.oua dlatortion 1ndex (aura_ 
"Tlin used up) was cc.p.red. with both the ateady 
atat. ao4 t:lae-rary:lng values of avaUable aurge 
_rlin 
The follovinc c.oncluas.ou. were draw. 
1 s.all var1&t1ona of the • ..,era,e ca.preasor 
Wet total-preasure can ha..,. a aignificant effect 
on a •• Uabl. aurge .. rgin. COIIpreaaor inlet total-
preaaure ftr1&t1on8 of :t2.5 percent caused a,it 
total-pr •• auT •• ariatlon. of :to 75 perceut vbich 
coabinad to produce ilO percent cbanae. about a 
o 16 level of av.Uabl. aura ... rgin 
2 Th. effect of full-fac. pula •• of cea-
pre.aor inlet tot.l-preaaure can b •• ccounted for 
by an in.tantaneou. dtatortion .nal,..ia which in-
cludea tbe t1ae-variaUon of .vailable surle .. rgin 
Ia. tbe 11a1tinS c •• e of zero diatortioo. tole .naly-
ai. would predict surge when tbe • ..,aU.ble aurgs 
.. r,in decreaaed to zero 
3 When a ate.dr-atate diatortioo correlation 
ia applied to tDe""""aryiDl d.ta on • quaai-steady 
or ioat.nt.neoua baata. both tbe 41&tortioo index 
(urliD uaed up) and. the .van.ble aurge .. rg1n 
ahould be deteTatned .a f\mctiona of t1ae The 
.... U.bl. surge .. rgiD 1& geneT ally as.umed to r .... 
.. in conatant when freeatre .. conditions and pro-
pu.laion .yatea controls ar. not changlng. The wind 
tunnel data that were a .. 1ned did not .upport thia 
.aa\8pt10n This cauaed the reaulta of an iD.t.n-
Uneou. d1&tortion analysta uaing the unate.dy 
level of avaUable sur, ... rgin to be Iign1ficantly 
differen.t froa tbe relulta of an .nalyata uat.na the 
ateady at.te level of .vaU.ble aur,e "Tlin 
4. If the average inlet pre .. ure ..,.ria tlons 
aTe of ... 11 enough aplltude and lor bieh enoQeh 
frequency. the cOllpr .. aor exlt pTe.aure ch.nges 
viII be negligible. In thi. ca.e, the aillpl1fied 
aprsaaion 
[ 
P2,a1n(t) ~ 
1 - -p--- - S I avaUable aurge .. rgin 
2 •• 
"Ul be sat1eUed at the .... tiDe aurle 1& pre-
dicted by the complete t1me---dependent distortion 
.nalysis At tf.JDea when aurle is not predicted, 
the s1llp11fied .nalyata will not .ccurately apr .. a 
tbe difference betveen urain used up .nd .. rgln 
.!.val1able, unle.a the inlet preaaure •• riationa, 
P2 (t), .re alao negligible 
_ R. •• ulta show that e:dt pr ... ure variationa, 
PJ(t), .a ... 11 as 0 7S percent will cauae the .~ 
plitied e%pre.slon to fail to predict INrge. 
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MODELING AND ANALYSIS OF TF30-P-3 COMPRESSOR 
SYSTEM WITH & WITHOUT INLET PRESSURE 
DISTORTION 
By 
R. S. Mazzawy 
SUMMARY 
The analySis of circumferential mlet flow dIstortion data taken by NASA-lewIS Research 
Center personnel from testing of a Pratt & WhItney AIrcraft TF30-P-3 afterburmng turbofan 
englne IS presented herem The dIStortion was generated by a NASA-<leveloped arr Jet de-
vIce w/Uch was capable ofvarymg the amplitude, circumferential extent, and circumferential 
pOSItIon of a low total pressure reglon The data mcluded detailed steady state mstrumenta-
tlon measurements for dIstortIon levels below those requrred to stall the englne, as well as 
steady state and hIgh response mstrumentatlon measurements to document englne stall 
Data analysIs was pnmanly performed through the use of the P&WA-<leveloped multiple seg-
ment parallel compressor model ThIs model eXISts as a computer program and proVIdes a 
detailed blade row !ly blade row definitIon of the dIstorted flow field for the TF30-P-3 com-
preSSIon system The requrred pressure and temperature nse charactenstlcs for each blade 
row were provIded from preVIous P&WA compressor component ng testing The results of 
thIS program were compared m detail WIth available pressure and temperature measurements 
at two low rotor speeds 7400 rpm and 8600 rpm Generally good agreement was obtamed 
between the model calculatIOns and the test data. The predIcted attenuatIon and cIrcumfer-
ential movement of the dIstorted reglon through the compressor were venfied by the data. 
An analySis of the same data by NASA-LeRC personnel was presented m Reference I WIth-
out the assIStance of the model Some of the conclUSions reached In that data analys .. are 
also mcluded m tius report for comparISon purposes 
The englne stall data was analyzed on the basIS of c1asstcal two-segment parallel compressor 
theory A companson IS made between the dIstortIon level whIch was observed to cause en-
glne stall and the dIstortIon level predIcted by uSing parallel compressor theory In general, 
the predIcted level was lower than that whIch was measured ex penmen tally On the basts of 
the predICtion, 'towever, an estimate was made of the ongln of the stall whIch was In reason-
able agreement WIth the stall sIte determmed from /ugh response records The data analyzed 
covered a low rotor speed range from 7300 rpm to 8700 rpm It was determined m each case 
that stall was Imtlated m the front stages of the low pressure compressor 
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DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 
UNIFORM INLET DATA 
Umform Inlet data from NASA-LeRC tests were analyzed to venfy the applicability of the 
P&WA blade row performance charactenstlcs from TF30 compressor ng tesbng The undls-
torted data analysIs revealed that some measurements which are cntlcal for the determinatIOn 
of engine bypass ratio were made with an insuffiCient number of mstrumentatlon locations 
In order to correct this deficiency the aVailable data were supplemented by similar measure-
ments made by P&WA on a number of TF30 engines The complete data analysIs dunng tlus 
llhase venfied that the blade row charactenstlcs proVided an adequate representation of the 
TF30 engine performance An exception was the speed-alTflow relatlonslup for the fan, but 
tlus was corrected by modifYing the charactensttes to reflect slightly lugher total airflow cap-
aCIty for the engine tested at NASA LeRC relative to the component ng results 
The P&WA charactenstlcs were denved from ng testmg With different mstrumentabon and 
different Reynold's Number levels than were used m the NASA eng!l1e testing The use of 
engine airflow for cooling purposes IS another difference between the two tests These dif-
ferences resulted m real and apparent flow capacity shifts and were necessanly considered 
when the applicability of the charactenstlcs was evaluated The most convement procedure 
for tlus task was to adjust the engine data for these differences and make compansons With 
compressor ng overall performance maps The engme core airflow calculabon was an Im-
portant part of tlus procedure and particular attenbon was given to usmg the most accurate 
techmque aVailable 
The TF30-P-3 turbofan IS a ffilxed flow engine smce the eng!l1e core and fan bypass flows 
ffilX together and eXit through a common tailpipe and nozzle Tlus type of configuration 
precludes the separate measurement of engine and fan flows as IS done In compressor ng 
testing It IS customary, therefore, to measure the total auflow and to calculate the engme 
bypass rabo (fan duct flow/eng!l1e flow) using other measured engme parameters The 
calculation used for tlus purpose IS based upon an energy balance between the compressors 
and turbines, the fuel and alT flow entenng and the flow leavmg the engine The equatlons 
as well as the measured and assumed parameters reqUITed for tlus calculatlon are outlmed m 
Figure 2 
Imtlal calculations of engme bypass rabo for NASA LeRC uniform mlet data made on the 
baSIS of an energy balance between the compressors, burner, and turbmes mdicated unusual 
flow charactenstles Engine flow was calculated to Increase as power settmg was reduced 
m the intermediate operatmg range It was mltlally suspected that the assumed pnmary 
burner effiCIency used for tlus calculation was m error at reduced power A thorough m-
vestlgabon revealed that the source of the pro blem was the use of only two turbme exit 
temperature rakes It can be seen In Figure 3 that the nght Side and left Side rake readmgs 
are slgmficantly different m the mtermedlate speed range An Investlgabon of the dlStor-
bon data showed a Similar problem With the turbme eXit temperature measurement over 
tlus range The difference m temperature measurement IS attnbuted to the change In Clr-
cumferentw SWirl of the au through the turbine With rotor speed As-sWITI changes With 
speed, the different rakes can be exposed to locally colder or hotter regtons In the burner 
Reference 23 
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exit profile wluch are not representative of true average condlnons For tIus reason, 
expenmental engmes tested at P&WA nonnally have SIX turbme exit temperature rakes to 
obtain accurate data A companson of the NASA LeRC data WIth other ava11able engme 
data mdlcates that the left side rake measurement IS closer to the actual temperature than 
the average of the two rakes. The left SIde temperatUre was therefore corrected to represent 
an average temperature uSIng other engIne expenence Bypass rahos were recalculated and 
the results were found to be more consistent With the other engme and compressor ng exper-
ence 
In summary, the follOWIng analySIS has been conducted USIng the NASA LeRC urufonn 
wet data 
The engme bypass ratio has been calculated on the baSIS of an energy balance between 
the compressors, burner and turbmes inconSIstenCIes m turbme eXIt temperature 
measurements were caused by Imllted mstrumentanon coverage These mconslStencles 
have been resolved on the baSIS of other TF3Q..P-3 engme data WIth more extensIVe 
mstrumentatlon coverage 
2 ParaSlhc mflow ( 67% for cooImg purposes) IS removed from the mam mflow at sta-
non 3 0 (Iugh pressure compressor wet) ThIS reducnon m mflow was accounted for 
m detennmmg Iugh pressure compressor perfonnance 
3 The large (for structural mtegnty) stanon 3 0 total pressure rakes cause a known back-
pressure effect wluch raISed the mdlcated total pressure measurement approXImately 
4% above the true level The lugher Pt 3 0 was accounted for to accurately detcnnme 
the relanve airflow matclung and perfonnance of the low pressure compressor and lugh 
pressure compressor Small adjustments m total pressure level for differences m radial 
mstrumentanon between engme and ng tests were smlliarly accountable 
4 DIfferent levels of Reynold's Number eXISted between the ng and engme tests Flow 
capaCIty slufts due to these differences were apphed for the fan,low pressure and lugh 
pressure compressors 
The resultlng adJusted engme data has been plotted on the ng perfonnance maps m Figures 
4 through 6 The fan operatmg.Ime, (Figure 4), falls below the nonnal sea level operatmg 
Ime because the NASA test was run With a choked eXIt nozzle, which has the same effect 
as runnmg unchoked WIth a larger nozzle area It IS also observed that the NASA total 
corrected airflow IS somewhat lugher than that measured m the ng test The dlfference, 
about I 5%, can be attnbuted to engme-to-engme vananon, and measurement error toler-
ances 
The low pressure compressor operatmg Ime IS above the nonnal operatlng Ime, see FIgUre 
5 ThIS result IS charactenstlc of the TF30 engme WIth a low fan operatlng lme Relative 
speed-flow dlfferences at lugh speed are also expected because of the mfluence of the by-
pass ratio (wluch IS relanvely Iugher WIth the choked Jet nozzle) on the low pressure com-
pressor The agreement of the data on the lugh pressure compressor map IS qmte good as 
shown on FJgUD: 6 
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Predlc:tiolll of the el\lllle data l1li111 P&.WA's compressor charactensncs are also shown on 
the fiawes Fan prddlcnons were bued on compressor charactensncs with the fan blade 
rows modified to reflect the I S% puter total corrected Inflow measured by NASA Th_ 
predlc:tlons automatically mclude the effects of bypass ratio on the low pressure compres-
sor map The P&'WA chiractensncs are seen to be qwte adequate for use m predlctlng the 
NASA data for this contract. It should be noted that data were not available from the NASA 
!.eRC engme test to substantiate the level of the ng-generated stalilmes shown on the three 
maps However, P&WA expenence With TF30 engme and dual spool ng testmg (Reference 
6) supports the assumption that ng and engme stalilmes are synonymous at the same 
Reynolds Number 
DISTORTION ATTENUATION 
The CIrcumferential distortion attenuation data analySIS done under this contract IS based 
upon the P&WA developed multiple segment parallel compressor model This model pro-
Vides a detailed precbctlon of the cbstorted flow field which IS used for the purpose of mter-
pretlng the measured pressure and temperature dIStortion profiles at the different measure-
ment planes withm the engme The data analySIS of Reference I was done Without the lid 
of such a calculation Accordmgly ,some of the conclUSIons drawn m that analySis are 
different than those reached m this present work These differences will be commented on 
later m the data analysIS section 
Data AIIIlyslS 
The NASA !.eRC TF30-P-3 turbofan tests were conducted to evaluate the respOlllC of this 
engme to cucumferentlal mlet total pressure distornon The IIr Jet deVice used to produce 
the clfCumferential dIStortion IS descnbed m detail m NASA TMX-1946 Rotation of the 
cbstortlon m 60° mcrements proVided detailed defirunon of the cbstorted flow field 180· 
extent dIStortion rotanon data were obtamed at two lacanons on the engme operanng 
Itne one at approxlnlately 7400 rpm, the other at approximately 8600 rpm The data were 
normahzed by NASA !.eRC for vanatlons m mlet total pressure Addllionally, the P&'WA 
data analySis conSisted of 
averagmg data over the SIX cbstortlon pOSinons, 
2 calculating the compressor performance parameters, 
3 executing the P&WA multiple segment parallel model compressor program With 
appropnate mput from the dIStortIOn rotation data mcludlng mlet pressure profile, 
4 comparmg the compressor performance parameters from the P&WA compressor 
model precbctlOns With those calculated from the test data and With P&WA compressor 
ng expenence, 
5 compmnl the flow field prOfiles as measured and as predicted by the P&WA com-
pressor model at the IXiallacltions used by NASA !.eRC to measure flow properties 
Within the compression system 
On tlus basIS, the best estlnlate for the staD Site would be etther S3, R5 or R6 at the lowest 
,p~~d (7300 rpm) and R5 or R6 at the other speeds DiffUSion factors calculated for the 
lugh pressure compressor are not Iugh as can be seen In F18Ure 55 The engme des!gll pomt 
Ie wls are agam shown for companson The low-levels venfy that the high pressure compressor 
,lid not Imtlate the stall The high pressure compressor, however, will be additionally dIS-
torted by the rotating stall from the low pressure compressor The addlhonalloacbng which 
Ih~ rotatmg stall Imposes on the high pressure compressor and which causes the fmal engme 
,urge IS not reflected m the parallel compressor calculation 
A .ompanson shows that the stall Sites from the high response records and the diffUSion factor 
,nalysls are In qualttatlve agreement It IS difficult to estln1ate the exact stall location because 
of the dlstnbutlon of the high response instrumentation Furthermore, the diffUSion factor 
,n.lyslS IS based upon a mean diameter calculation and does not reflect radial vanatlons m 
blade loading The Significant pomt IS that bwc parallel compressor theory gives a reasolllble 
prediction for the ongm of stall for the TF30 engme This was true despite the fact that the 
predicted dIStOrtIon level reqwred to stall the engme was m disaareement With the test data 
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
The data analyses performed on the basts of the multiple segment and cl3SSlcal parallel com-
pressor model predIctions for attenuatIon and sensItiVIty WIth 180· cJrCUmferentw pressure 
distortIon are summanzed as follows 
The square wave mlet total pressure distortions result m non-square mlet veloCIty dIS-
tortIons The pnmary reasons for tlus are the mlet 3U' angle vanatJon caused by CIrcum-
ferential flow redlstnbutlon upstream of the fan and unsteady flow effects 
1. Grcumferentlal crossflow Wlthm the compresSion system resulted m mcreased attenua-
tion m the front stages 
The low mass flow regJon moves CIrcumferentially as It travels through the compresSIon 
system by an amount equal to the SWIrl of the acoustic path 1lus amounts to approXI-
mately 1()'20 degrees m the fan and 65 degrees m the core m the dlrectJon of rotor r0-
tation The static and total pressure dIStortIOn SWIrl about the same dIStance 
4 The total temperature dIstortion IS pnmanly created by the attenuation Wlthm the front 
stages The temperature dIstortIon swU"ls approxunately 35 degrees m the fan and 165 
!legrees m the core m the dIrection of rotor rotation. 1lus IS comparable to the CIrCum-
ferential dIsplacement of a flUId particle as It passes through the TF30 compressIon SYII-
tern 
5 The statIC pressure umforrruty at station 3 0 mdlcates that the low anet lugh pressure 
compressors are decoupled by the crossflow caVIties at station 3 0 The good predIction 
of the dlstorllon attenuatIon WIth thIS stallon 3 0 boundary conditIon venfies the de-
coupling 
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01 STRI BUTION 
(Author) 
Th1S paper descr1bes a method of evaluat10n of the slngle and 
mult1stage compressors response to steady and unsteaoy 1nlet 
d1stort1ons. It allows also the evaulat10n of the appearance of 
unstable reg1mes and the1r character1zat1on (rotat1ng stall and 
surge). It 1S based on a llnear1zed approach uS1ng mean llne 
calculat1ons. The compressor 1S cons1dered as a ser1es of vaned and 
vaneless spaces and the correspond1ng equat10ns are solved by use of 
Four1er ser1es for t1me 1ndependent var1ables and by Laplace's 
transform for t1~e dependent var1ables. An analogy between the 
compressor's response and a servo-mechan1sm 1S developed uS1ng 
NyqU1St'S d1agram. Results are compared w1tn expenmental data wh1ch 
prove the val1d1ty of the approach. A parametr1c study 1nd1cates 
Wh1Ch parameters can be mod1f1ed to 1mprove the tlow stab1l1ty. 
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UTTL The effect of fInIte turbulence spatIal scale on the 
amplIfIcatIon of turbulence by a contractIng stream 
AUTH A/GOLDSTEIN. ME. B/DURBIN P A PAA A/(NASA 
LeWIS Research Center. Cleveland. OhIo): B/(Camorldge 
UnIversity. Cambridge. England) 
CORP NatIonal AeronautICs and Space AdmInistratIon LewIs 
Research Center. Cleveland. OhIo CambrIdge Unlv 
(Engli'nd) 
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MAJS /"BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION/"FLOW DISTORTION/"FLOW 
VELOCITY/"FREE FLO,oJ/"INLET FLO'~/'TUR6ULENT FLOW 
MINS / ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE/ BOUNDARY LAYER FLOW/ ENGINE 
NOISE/ HOMOGENEOUS TURCULENCE/ NOISE PREDICTION 
(AIRCRAFT)/ POTENTIAL FLOW/ SMALL PERTURBATION FLOW/ 
SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION/ VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION 
A8A. A L W 
A8S The turbulence do~nstream of a rapId contractIon Is 
calculated for the case when the turbulence scale can 
have the same magnitude as the mean-flow spatial 
scale The approach used IS based on the formulation 
of GoldsteIn (197B) for turbulence dOwnstream of a 
contractIon. wIth the addea ~~sumptlons of a paral lei 
mean flow at downstream InfInIty and turbulence 
calculated far encugn downstredm so that tne 
nonunlformltyof the mean flow fIeld has decayed. and 
by treatIng the Inverse contractIon ratIO as a Small 
parameter. ConsIderatIon Is gIven to the 
large-contract Ion-ratIo and classIcal rapld'dlstortlon 
theory lImIts. and to results at an arbItrary 
contractIon ratIo It Is Shown that the amplIfIcation 
effect of the contraction Is reduced when the spatIal 
scale of the turbulence Increases. with the upstream 
turbulence actually suppressed for a contraction ratIO 
less than five and a turbulenCe spatIal scale oreater 
than three times the transverSe dImensIons of the 
downstream Channel 
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UTTL' EvaluatIon of a statIstIcal method for determlnlno 
peak Inlet flow ij'lstortlon usIng "-15 and F-IB elata 
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ABA (AuthOr) 
ABS Methods have been developed fOr signIfIcantly rCduClng 
the cost of determining Inlet peak dynamIC dIstortIon 
values for Ddvanced design purposes These methOdS are 
not Intended to replace the oata aCquisItIon and 
reductIon systems required for final assessments of 
Inlet/engIne compatlol llty on aircraft development 
progra~s HC~ever they dO satisfy the crItIcal need 
fOr a prediction procedure for advanced oeslgn 
Investlg~tlons that enables uS to predIct peak 
distortion levels uSing smal I scale mOdels In small 
Wind tunnels Cost reductIons are aChIeved by takIng 
advantage of the statistical chara~terlstlcs of the 
dynamic pressure and distortion data ComparIsons with 
measurcd dl~tortlon data shoN good agreement. thereby 
valloatlng the statistical a~proach 
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UTTL An analoq ed1tlnq system fo~ Inlet dynamiC flow 
d1stort1on OY~ADEC - Past. present and futu~c 
AUTH A/M~ROUS J J. B/SEDLOC~ D PAA A/IuSAF. 
Ae~onaut1cal Systems Dlv • ~~Ight-Patte~~on AFB. OhIO) 
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MAJS. /-ANALOG COMPUTERS/-DATA REDUCTION/-ENGINE INLETS/-
FLOW DISTORTION/·IN~ET FLOW • 
MINS: / DYNAMIC PRESSURE/ FIGHTER AIRCRAFT/ HYBRID COMPUTERS 
/ PARALLEL PROCESSING (COMPUTERS) 
ABA: V.l 
ASS. An analog/dIgItal 'hybrId) edlt1ng system OYNAOEC 
IDynamlc Data EdIting and Comput1ng) used to screen 
Inlet dynamIc p~essu~e dlsto~t10n Oata Is desc~IOed 
An overall configuration Is presented. some of the 
Improvements that have been made over the past decade 
a~e poInted out. and some future changes and uses of 
the system are dIscussed 
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GeneratIon of stream~lse vortiCity In an asymmetriC 
SWIrling flow 
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V.L 
The behavior of a clrcunferentlally nonuniform 
swirlIng flew. whlcn Is of IntereSt In connectIon wIth 
the prOblem of tne response of axial co~pressors to 
Inlet flow dIstortion. Is examIned An analogy Is 
demonstrated between the behavior of claSSical 
secondary flow. such as flow In a bent duct. and the 
Inherently three-dimensional effects that occur In an 
asymmetriC swirling flow 
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An evaluation of statIstical methods for tne 
predIctIon of maxImum time-variant inlet total 
pressure distortIon 
A/SAIDERS. M E PAA ~/(ARO Inc Arnold 
EngineerIng Development Center Arnold Air Force 
Stlltlon. TeM ) 
AI'\A. SAE and ASI.IE. Joint PropulsIon Conference 
16tn. Hartford. Conn June 30-July 2. 19BO. AIAA 11 
p 
/"INLET PRESSURE/'PERFOR~~NCE PREOICTION/"PRESSURE 
DISTRIBUTION/·STATISTICAL .\NALYSIS/-TIME DEPENDENCE/" 
TURBINE ENGINES 
/ AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES/ ENGINE DESIGN/ FLOW DISTORT IOu/ 
INLET FLOW/ PERIODIC VARIATIONS/ PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS 
/ STRUCTURAL DESIGN 
A T 
Tne paper presents an evaluation of statistical 
methods for the predictlcn of ~axi~~~ tIme-variant 
Inlet total pressure distortion Of the three ~etnods 
investigated the Motycka ~ethod shcMs the most 
prcmlce. tne predicted d'stortlon values and patterns 
agree wltn tnose measured hGwever. the met nod must be 
mOdifIed to account for tne nature of tne inlet total 
pressure fl~ctuations T~e oJacockS method predICts 
dIstortion values wltn reasonable accuracy. but tne 
ADC requIrement makes the methOd unSUItable for tne 
most Inlet programs Tne r.:e',lck method is recommended 
for use during early subscala mOdel inlet tests for 
tne determination of maXImum time-variant distortion 
values. also this metnod can be used as an onlIne 
analysis tool for conflt;juratlon selection and test 
dIrection at any stage of aIrcraft development 
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UTTL An analytical and experimental study of a short 
S-shaped subsonic diffuser of a supersonic Inlet 
AUTH A/NEU~~NN. HE. B/POVINELLI LA. C/COLTRIN. R. 
E PAA C/(NASA Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. 
OhIO) • 
CORP National Aeronautics ~nd Space Administration Lewis 
Research Center. Cleveland Ohio 
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MAJS /"DIFFUSERS/'DUCTED FLOW/"FLOW GEOMETRY/"FOREBODIES/· 
INLET FLOW/'SUPERSONIC FLOw 
MINS / CO~PRESSIeLE FLON/ FINITE DIFFERENCE THEORY/ FLOW 
DISTORTION/ MACH NU~BE~/ PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION/ 
SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS/ TURBULENT FLOW 
ABA (Autno!') 
ASS An experimental Investigation of a sUbscale HIMat 
fore~ody and Inlet was conducted over a range of MaCh 
numbers to 1 4 The Inlet exhibited a transitory 
separation Within the diffuser but steady state data 
Indicated reattachrr,ent at the dl ffuser exIt A finite 
difference procedure for turculent corrpresslble flow 
In ax Isyrrmet!'IC ducts Vias used to successfully model 
the HIMAT duct flow The analysis teChnique was 
further used to estimate the Initiation of separation 
and delln~31e the steaay a~ unsteady flow regimes In 
slmlldr S-shaped ducts 
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UTTL' A spatial o~cay estImate for the Navler-Stokes 
equa t Ions 
AUTH A/ELCRU. A R 8/SIC:LLITO. V G' .. PAA A/(Wlchtta 
State UnIversIty WIchIta. Kan l. 8/(Johns Hopkins 
University Laurel Wo) 
Zeltschrlft fuer angcwanote MathematIk uno PhysIk. 
vol 30 I.lay 25 1979 ::I 44~ 455 
MAJS /·CHAr-.·~EL FLOW/'FLC\ DISTORTlCN/'FLOw GEOI:ETRY;o 
NAVIER STOKES EQUATION 
MINS. / BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLE~Sl FLOW VELOCITY/ INLET FLOW/ 
INTEGRAL EOUATIO~S/ VELOCITY OISTRIBUTION 
ABA P.T H 
ASS An expressIon IS OerlveO whIch gives the exponentIal 
oecay. In the Olstance from a flxeo referenco plane. 
for an energy-type funct'ona1 of solutions of the 
Navler-Stokes equatIons The PrImary motiVatIon for 
the work IS In flows through Channels. Sinco It IS 
assumeo that the InitIal velocity Is zero ano that the 
veloCity vanIshes on the boundary of the flow region 
except on the Intersection of the region with the 
reference plane. the result gives Information on the 
oownstream oecay of the effect of a oisturoance at the 
Inlet region on the rest state. rhe oecay constant 
oepenos In a complicated manner on the geometry of the 
flow regIon. 
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UTTL Reynolds nuw~er. scale and frequency content effects 
on F-15 ,nlet Instantaneous distortion 
AUTH A/STEVENS C H. B/SPONG ED. C/NUGENT, J 
D/NEUMll<'l H E PAA B/(MCDonnell Douglas Corp. 
St LOUIS ~b) C/(NASA. FII~ht Research Center. 
Edwards Calif). D/(NASA Lewis Research Center. 
Cleveland Chio) • 
CORP McDonMII-Dcuglas Corp - St Louis. ·Mo. NatIonal 
AeronautIcs and Space AdmInistratIon FlIQht Research 
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Space AdmInIstratIon Lewis Res~arch Center. 
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MAJS /'BANDPASS FILTERS/'F-15 AIRCRAFT/'FLOW DISTORTION/" 
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MINS / DATA BASES/ INTAKE SYSTEMS/ PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION/ 
PRESSURE RECOVERY/ SCALE MODELS/ SUPERSONIC INLETS/ 
WIND TUNNEL TESTS 
ABA (AuthOr) 
ABS. An Inlet Instantaneous dIstortIon study program 
sponsored Dy NASA was recently completed usIng an F-15 
fIghter aircraft Peak distortion data from suDsCale 
Inlet mOdel wind tunnel tests are shown to De 
representatIve of full-scale flight test peak 
dIstortIon The effects on peak distortion are 
InvestIgated for engIne presence. Reynolds humDer. 
scale and frequency content Data are presented whICh 
shew that· (I) the effect of engine presence on total 
pressure recovery. peak dIstortion. and turbulence Is 
small but favorable. (2) IncreaSing the ReynoldS 
number Increases total pressure recovery. decreases 
peak dIstortIon. and decreases turbulence. and (3) 
IncreasIng the tllter cutoff frequency Increases the 
calculated values of both peak dIstortIon and 
turbulence 
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(American SocIety of t.1ecnan.cal Engineers Gas Turb.ne 
Conference and PrOducts Shdw London. England Apr 
9'13. 1978. ) AS,I'E TransactIons Journal of 
Engineering for POIVer vol lCO. Oct 1978 p 
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MAJS /. CENTil I FUCAL CO' .. PRESSORS/· FLO','} DI S TORTI ON/" HIPEL LERS 
/oROTATIr-.G F~UICS/'S:,IALL PERT~'lBATlON FLOIJ/"V.l.I,ELESS 
DIFFU~ERS 
MINS / IN:O~PRESSIBLE FLUIDS/ INLET FLO~/ INVISCID FLOW/ 
NAVIER'STOKES EQUATION/ PHASE SHIFT/ POTENTIAL FLOW/ 
RADIAL FLOW/ STATIC PRESSURE 
ABA (Author) 
ASS The behavior of the distorted flow discharged from a 
centrifugal Impeller wltnln a vaneless d.ffuser Is 
examined theoretIcally by assum.ng ~mall d.sturbances 
to a main flow The Inlet static pressure distributIon 
Is found In the calculation. and allowance Is made for 
Circumferential nonunlformlty In tne relatIve flow 
angle The flow Is treateo as Incompresslblo and 
Inv.sc.d The analysIS shows that the decay of 
Irrotatlonal dIsturbances Is rr~re rapid with 
Increasing disturbance ~iave number (e g., more 
Impeller blades). and that the effect of the maIn flow 
cond.tlon on this behavIor Is very small With 
rotational disturbances. however the decay Is slower 
than In the Irrotatlonal case and the effect of wave 
number Is less However. the phase anglo between 
radial and tangential velOCity fluctuations Is found 
to have a strong Influence on the decay processes for 
rotational disturbances It Is Shown that tho present 
sMal I·perturbat.on theory predicts results very 
simIlar to the Dean and Senco (1960) theory (or 
Impellers With large blade numbers lover 20) For 
smal I numbers of blades the large clrcumferontlal 
nonun.form.ty .n relat.ve flow angle appears at 
smaller radii and the .naccuracy of the Dean and Senoo 
theory bccO~es pronounced 
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MA~S /"AIRCRAFT ENGINES/"ENGINE INLETS/-FLOW DISTORTION/" 
INLET FLCI'/-INLET PRESSURE/" PRESSURE r.EASUREMENTS/" 
TUROULENT no I" 
MINS / CHANNEL FLO~/ DATA REDUCT!ON/ FLUiD DYh~MICS/ GRAPHS 
(CHARTS) 
ABA V P 
ABS. In the present paper a n~. mathematical ~odel of 
Inlot turbulence Is aevelopea by applIcatIon of basic 
fluid dynanlCs and statlstlc~1 Concepts The mocel 
provlOes an unaerstandlng or the turbulent Inlet flow 
as well as a rreans of descrIbing the flew In 
quantitative terrrS SpecIfIcally the maximum 
Instantaneous alstortlon prca~ceo by Inlet unsteady 
flow can be estlmatea by the sl~ple measurement of rms 
data PractIcal applicatIon of these teChniques leads 
to a Oata/aCQulsltlon/reduct'on system that Is at 
least one ilnd maybe two oreers of ma~nltude less 
expensive than conventional methods EaCh aata POInt 
can be reaucea In terms of the ~edn strength of the 
turbulent vortices By storIng these two parameters 
(:~3t are repre5entative of the unsteaay flow with the 
steaay state Information). the maXImal Instantaneous 
dlstort.on can be reconstructed for other distortion 
factors at any time subsequent to the test_ 
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MAJS: /*DYNAMIC PRESSURE/*ENGINE INLETS/*FLOW DISTORTION/*YF-12 AIRCRAFT 
MINS: / ANGLE OF ATTACK/ COMPUTER TECHNIQUES/ FLIGHT TESTS/ MACH NUMBER/ 
PREDICTION ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES 
ABA: G.R. 
ABS: YF- 12C f11ght-measured 1n1et dynam1c d1stort1on data are compared 
w1th pred1ct10ns made on the bas1s of the method reported by Mel1ck 
et a1. (1976). The YF-12C a1rcraft lS a tW1n eng1ne a1rcraft capable 
of speeds above 3. The 1n1ets have a translating spike to control 
the 1n1et throat area. A bypass system lS used to control the 
term1na1 shock of the 1nlet for operat1on 1n the m1xed compress10n 
mode. The dynamic data were obta1ned with the a1d of 24 h1gh 
frequency response total pressure sensors. The model of Mel1ck et 
al. lS d1scussed along with the computer program used to 1mplement 
the model. It lS found that the predictions of maX1mum instantaneous 
distortion are within 20 percent of the measured values Wh1Ch had 
been obta1ned at Mach numbers of 1.8, 2.1, 2.5, and 3.0. 
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MAJS /'~I~CRAFT ENGINES/'DUCTED FLO~/'FLIGHT SIMULATION/" 
FLOW DISTORTION/-FLOW DISTRIeuTION/'INLET FLOW/' 
SuPE~SONIC AIRCRAFT 
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OSCILLATIOhS/ SHOCK WAVES/ SPOILERS/ STEADY FLOW/ 
SUPERSONIC INLETS/ TIME DEPE~DENCE/ TUR90JET E'GINES 
ABA S D 
ABS. Steaay-state distortiOns and fluctuatIons of a 
nonuniform tlme-aepend,nt fl~ctuatlng flo~flelc at an 
aIrCraft engIne face at supersonIc flight speee aflect 
SIgnificant Iy the engine cperat lanaI stabIlity The 
principal characterIstIcs of th,s dlstortlo~ flow and 
the possibIlities of Its slm~latlon are examined lor a 
normal shock wave In a mOdel of sl,ghtly divergent 
III I ruser d"·~t The I"Ode I 1 5" ~rov 1 deo wIth t ransaucers 
for measurement of steadY-state dIstortIon flo. ana 
total pressure fluctu~tlons In different sections 
downstream of the terminal Shock ~ave A SImIlar 
distortion flow study Is per'orm~d lor a cyl,ndrIcal 
duct with a smooth Inlet and a SPOI IeI' of vary ng 
helg~t Regions are IdentIfied where the 110101 cattern 
corresponding to the f 101. oo.,nstream of the terminal 
SheCk wave may be slmulateo by means of spoilers with 
good approximation 
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FUNCTIONS/ RANDOM PRECESSES/ SPECTRUM ANALYSIS/ STANDARD DEVIATION 
ABA: S.D. 
ABS: An inexpens1ve and t1me-sav1ng procedure lS proposed Wh1Ch uses 
random numbers to synthesize 1nstantaneous 1n1et distortion 1n 
turb1ne eng1nes from statlst1ca1 propert1es of 1n1et pressure data. 
The stat1st1cal properties 1nc1ude amplitude probability dens1ty, 
standard dev1atlon, mean and power spectral denslty. Determ1nation 
of the statlstlca1 properties of each pressure can be done wlth 
slmp1e meter read1ngs; 1f more prec1s1on lS deslred a spectral 
analyzer may be used. Not ony d1d the levels of synthes1zed 
dlstort1on factors agree well w1th the test data, but pattern 
comparisons were excellent. It is concluded that maX1mum 
instantaneous d1stort1on patterns can be accuratey synthes1zed by 
random number processing and that power spectral denslty variations 
1nf1uence the d1str1butlon of extreme vaues of the dlstortlon factors 
versus samp11ng times. 
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UTTL: Des1gn ana test1ng of new center 1nlet and S-duct for B-727 airplane 
w1th refanned JTBD eng1n€s 
AUTH: A/TING, C.T.: B/KALDSCHMIuT. G.: C/SYLTEBO, B.E. PAA: C/(Boe1ng 
Commerc1al A1rplane Co., Seattle, Wash.) 
Amer1can Inst1tute of Aeronaut1cs and Astronaut1cs, Aerospace 
SC1ences Meet1ng, 13th, Pasadena, Cal1f., Jan. 20-22, 1975. lOp. 
MAJS: /*AIRCRAFT ENGINES/*BOEING 727 AIRCRAFT/*DUCTED FLOw/*ENGINE 
DESIGN/*ENGINE INLETS/*ENGINE TESTS 
MINS: / AIR DUCTS/ AIR FLOW/ ANGLE OF ATTACK/ BOUNDARY LAYER FLOW/ FLOW 
DISTORTION/ INLET FLOW/ POTENTIAL FLOW/ PRESSURE RECOVERY/ VORTEX 
GENERATORS 
ABA: (Author) 
ABS: The work descr1bed 1n th1S paper was part of the NASA refan program. 
The a1rflow requ1rement of the refanned JTBD ( -100 ser1es) eng1ne 
1ncreased about 50% above that of the bas1c JTBD. Th1S requ1red a 
redes1gn of the center 1nlet and S-duct of the Boe1ng 727 airplane. 
The paper descr1bes the des1gn constra1nts for the S-duct and the 
analyt1c method used to def1ne the llnes of the new duct. Model 
tests that were conducted at stat1c angle-of-attack and crossw1nd 
cond1t1ons are descr1bed w1th a var1ety of flow control dev1ces. 
Test results showed that the new inlet and S-duct have a pressure 
recovery comparable to that of the eX1st1ng 1nlet. By emploY1ng 
corotat1ng vortex generators less flow d1stortion was obta1ned for 
the core reg10n than the eX1st1ng duct has w1th 1tS counter rotating 
vortex generators. 
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75AI0~42* ISSUE 1 PAGE 2 CATEGORY 2 RPT* AIAA 
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DOCur"ENT 
UTTL StatistIcal averages of subson,c Inlet distortion 
AUTH A/CLARK. L T PAA A/(80elng Co~merclal Airplane 
Co . Seattle. Wash) 
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics and 
Society of AutomotIve EngIneers. PropulsIOn 
Conference 10th S~n Dlet;;o Calif Oct 21·23 1974. 
AIAA 9 p Research suppOrted by the Boeing 
Commercl~1 Airplane Co 
MAJS /'AERODYNAMIC INTERFERENCE/'ENGINE INLETS/'FLOW 
DISTORTION/'INLET FLOW/'PRESSURE GR~DIENTS/'SU8S0NIC 
AIRCRAFT 
MINS / CO~eUSTION STABILITY/ CO~PRESSOR EFFICIENCY/ ENGINE 
TESTS/ PRESSURE RECOVERY/ PRESSU~E SENSORS/ 
STl.TISTICt.L AN~LYSIS/ TlJ~3: .. E Er,Glr.ES 
ABA (Author) 
ABS Results of an experimental Investigation of dynel'llc 
distortIon In a tYPical subsoniC aircraft Inlets are 
dIscussed The purpo~e of the InvestIgation was to 
study the pc~slbl litles for rcpre~entlng the dyramic 
dIstortIon .n terms of statIstical avcrat;;Cs ReSults 
sut;;ges~ tnat a sufflclcmt meaSure o~ (he distortion 
can be cbtalned ~slng cross COrrelation o· the signals 
from transducers placed only In the reglc~s of 
Significant dynamiC actlvlt~ The method Aould be 
practIcal for subsoniC Inle:s Ahere the c.stortlon IS 
localIzed In predictable places In the irlet A very 
good a;;reelT'cnt vas founa be:·,ccn tt-e graclent of meiln 
total pressere and U.,stcaqv aCtivity Cortour m:>ps of 
the mean total pressure gradient can be USed to 
accurately locilte unsteady regions Cross correlationS 
bet~een pressure sIgnals WIthin the turbulent regIon 
were used to provide the necessary measure of the sIze 
of the turbulence 
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UrTL Large scale Inlet 01stortlon lnvestlgatlon TLSP 
Technlcal Report. 20 Sep 1968' 30 Apr 1969 
AUTH A/hUTSCHENREUTER P H JR. B/~OORE. M T •• 
C/ BURNETT. G A 
CORP General Electrlc Co . Cincinnati OhIo. AVAIL NTIS 
Wrlgnt'Patterson AFB Ohio AFFDL 
MAJS /"DY~AMIC CHARACTERISTICS/ ENGINE INLETS/"FLOW 
DISTORTION/"INLET PRESSURE/ PERFOR~ANCE TESTS/ 
PR~SS~RE RECOVERY/'STElDY STATE 
MINS / lN~LYSIS Ir.'AThWHICSI/ EOUrlOlRY LAYER CONTROL/ 
COwLI~GS/ ENGINE DESIGN/ FREOUE~CY DIVISION 
MULTIPLEXI~G/ SU?ERSONIC DIFFUSERS/ SUPERSONIC INLETS/ 
TURBOFAN ENGINES/ WINO TUNNEL TESTS 
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Hlgh1y separated transonlc flow --- and flo~ vlsu1lzatlon technlques 
A/FARCY, A.: B/Mercler, V.: C/LEBLANC, R.: D/GOETHALS, R. 
Centre d'Essals Aeronautlque Toulouse, POltlers (France). AVAIL.NTIL 
SAP: HC A02/MF A01: CEDOCAR, Parls FF 25 (France and EEC) FF 30 
(others) Parls Assoclatlon Aeronautlque et Astronautlque de France 
Presented at 16th Colloq. d'Aerodyn. Appl., Lllle, 13-15 Nov. 1979 
/*FLOW DISTORTION/*FLOW VISUALIZATION/*SEPARATED FLOW/*SUPERSONIC 
INLETS/*TRANSONIC FLOW 
/ANGLE OF ATTACK/ FLOW VELOCITY/ HOT-WIRE ANEMOMETERS/ PRESSURE 
SENSORS/ SHADOWGRAPH PHOTOGRAPHY/ SHOCK LAYERS/ TURBULENT FLOW/ WIND 
TUNNEL APPARATUS 
Author (ESA) 
A hlgh1y separated transonic flow was studled under laboratory 
condltlons In order to show the usefulness of comblnlng varlOUS flow 
vlsuallzatlon and analysls technlques In deflnlng Jet englne lntake 
flow characteristlcs. The experlmenta1 setup conslsted of a section 
of rectangular tublng placed at an angle of lncldence of 40 deg to a 
transonlC Jet. Measurements were obtalned by filmed vlsuallzatlon, 
pressure sensors, laser anemometry and hot wlre anemometry. Results 
support a general descrlptlon of the dlfferent flow parameters; l.e., 
the eXlstence of shocks and their stabl1lty, the eXlstence of a . 
bubble at the lower leading edge of the air ln1et, ltS dlmenslons and 
partlcu1ar1y the reattachment of ltS boundary, and flow rate 
coefflclent approxlmated from pressure data. An attempt to descrlbe 
flow turbulence lS also made. 
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An evaluat10n of stat1st1cal methods for the pred1ct1on of maX1mum 
t1me-var1ant 1nlet total pressure d1stort1on TLSP: F1nal Report. 1 
Oct. 1978 24 Sep. 1979 
A/SANDERS. M. E.: B/CHRISTENSON. R. E. 
ARO. Inc •• Arnold Air Force Stat1on. Tenn. AVAIL.NTIS SAP: HC A04/MF 
AOl AEDC Sponsored by A1r Force 
/*DISTORTION/*INLET PRESSURE/*PREDICTION ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES/ 
*STATISTICAL ANALYSIS/*TURBOFAN ENGINES 
/ FLOW DISTORTION/ INLET FLOW/ JET ENGINES/ PERFORMANCE PREDICTION/ 
STATISTICAL TESTS 
GRA 
An analys1s was conducted to determ1ne the accuraC1es and lim1tat1ons 
of three stat1stical methods used to pred1ct eng1ne-face maX1mum 
t1me-var1ant total pressure d1stortion. The stat1stical methods have 
all been proposed as low-cost alternatives to the time-consuming and 
costly determin1st1c method generally used for reducing engine-face 
time-var1ant total pressure data. The stat1stical methods are 
evaluated by compar1ng the1r pred1cted d1stort1on values and patterns 
to those measured with the determ1nist1c method. Data compar1sons 
from tests of four d1fferent 1nlet models. cover1ng a w1de range of 
Mach numbers. mass flow rat1os. model att1tudes. and distort1on 
factors were used dur1ng the analysis. The results show good 
agreement between the measured and predicted values for all three 
stat1st1cal methods. The d1stortion pattern pred1ct1ons. however. 
were 1nadequate at cond1t1ons w1th h1gh total pressure fluctuat10n 
(turbulence). It 1S recommended that 1mprovements cont1nue to be 
made 1n the statist1cal methods. part1cularly adJustments for h1gh 
turbulence conditions. and that the Mel1ck method be used as an 
on-l1ne d1stortion analys1s tool for 1nlet performance tests. 
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Vun Karman lnst. of Fluid Dyn. 
Unsteady It'.l.OW in Turbomachines 
Vol. 2, 26p., .1.980 
BDNI2333w ISSUE 3 
79/02/02 26 PAGES 
F002628 
PAGE 324 CATEGORY 34 
UNCLASSIFIED DOCUMENT DCAF 
Unsteady pressure distortion ••• In compressor Inflow 
A/PEACOCK. R E 
Cranfield Inst of Tecn . eedfordshlre (England) 
AV~IL NTIS SAP HC AI5/MF ~Ol 
In Von Karman Inst for Fluid Dyn Unsteady Flow In 
TurbomaChlnes. Vol 2 26 p (SEE NBO'12331 03·34) 
/'FLOW DISTORTION/'INLET FLOW/'PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION/' 
TUR80COMPRESSORS/'UNSTEADY FLOW 
/ MASS FlOW/ MATHEMATICAL MODELS/ PERFORMANCE 
PREDICTION/ PULSE GENERATORS/ WAVE REFLECTION 
K L 
A mOdel Is proposed for the solution of unsteady flows 
In a compressor embcdded in ductwork and subjected to 
repetitive or nonrcpetltlve pulscs VarIous methods 
for generating the unsteady pulses are discussed A 
three·stage aIrcraft type compressor ~as Subjected to 
pulsatIng flows In order to determine experimentally 
the effects of pulsating flo .. on corlPressor 
performance 
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UTTL An experimental study of the response of a 
turbomachlne rotor to a low frequency Inlet distortion 
TLSP Ph 0 ThesIs 
AUTH. A/HARDIN L W 
CORP North CarolIna State Unlv at Raletoh SAP Avail 
Unlv Mlcrofllms Order NO 7923049 
MAJS /"FLOW OISTORTION/'INLET FLOW/"ROTOR AERODYNAMICS/' 
TURBor,~ACH I r.ERY 
MINS / AERODYNAr'lC STAlLING/ FLOW VELOCITY/ PRESSURE 
DISTRIBUTION/ THREE DIMENSIOhAL FLOW 
ABA. Dlssert ACstr 
ABS An cxperlment was conducted to ~easure the response of 
an Isolated turbomachlne rotor to a dIstortion In 
Inlet axial velOCIty A once'Per'revol~tIOn sinUSOIdal 
verlatton In aXIal velocIty wIth an'arrpl Itude of 
approximately twenty percent of the averaQe axIal 
velocIty was cenerated by an upstream scrCen. The 
response of the rotor was studied uslno pressure 
tronsduccrs ano skIn frIction 9aCes mounted on eng of 
the rOtor blades and d velOCIty probe at tno rotor 
exit plane as well as with standard statiOnary frame 
pneumatIc InstrumentatiOn 
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77/09/26 80 PAGES In GERMAN: ENGLISH summary UNCLASSIFIED DOCUMENT 
DCAF E002631 
UTTL: Aerodynamic problems 1n eng1ne a1rframe 1ntegrat1on on f1ghter 
a1rp1anes 
AUTH: A/LOTTER, K. W. 
CORP: Messerschm1tt-Boe1kow-Blohm G.m.b.H., Ottobrunn (West Germany). CSS: 
(Unternehmensbere1ch Flugzeuge Entw1ck1ung.) AVAIL.NTIS SAP: HC 
A05/MF A01 Presented at 85th Wehrtech. Symp. Luftfahrttechn. III 
Moderne Ir1ebwerkstechno1., Mannhe1m. West Ger., 21-22 Sep. 1977 
MAJS: /*AERODYNAMIC INTERFERENCE/*ENGINE INLETS/*FIGHTER AIRCRAFT 
MINS: / AFTERBODIES/ AIRFRAMES/ FLOW DISTORTION/ INLET NOZZLES/ NOZZLE 
DESIGN/ THRUST REVERSAL 
ABA: Author (ESA) 
ABS: D1fferent types of 1ntake are d1scussed together w1th eng1ne mass 
f10w/a1r 1ntake match1ng problems. Bmphas1s 1S glven to 
1ntake/engine compatib111ty and 1nstantaneous d1stort1on 
measurements. The sources and consequences of 1ntake ma1funct1ons 
are 111ustrated; some tYP1cal superson1c f1ghter a1rcraft 1ntakes are 
descr1bed. Nozzle concepts are presented and 1nterference effects 
between propu1s1ve Jet and external flow are shown. The afterbody 
drag of f1ghter a1rcraft 1S glven. Improvements w1th 
convergent/d1vergent nozzles are shown. Thrust reversal interference 
effects are ment1oned. Future trends are presented. 
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An experlmental study of the response of a turbo-machlne rotor to a 
low frequency lnlet dlstortlon TLSP: Interlm Report. Jan. 1976 - Dec. 
1978 
NHARDI, L. 
North Carollna State Unlv. at Ralelgh.: Unlted Technologles Research 
Center, East Hartford, Conn. CSS: (Englneerlng Deslgn Center.) 
AVAIL.NTIS SAP: HC A08/MF AOl 
Prepared In Cooperatlon wlth Unlted Technol. Res. Center 
/*FLOW DISTORTION/*GAS FLuW/*INLET FLOW/*ROTOR) 
/ AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS/ AERODYNAMIC STALLING/ AIRFOILS/ 
DYNAtvlIC RESPONSE/ LEADING EDGES/ LOW FREQUENCIES/ PRE~SURE/ TRAILING 
EDGES/ TURBOCOMPRESSORS/ TUR~OMACHINE BLADES 
GRA 
As part of a JOlnt technlcal effort lnvolvlng North Carollna State 
Unlverslty and Unlted Technologles Research Center, an exper1ment was 
conducted to measure the response of an lsolated turbonach1ne rotor 
to a d1stortlon 1n 1nlet aX1al veloc1ty. A once-per-revolutlon 
slnusoldal varlat10n 1n aXlal veloc1ty w1th an ampl1tude of 
approxlmately twenty percent of the average aXlal veloc1ty was 
generated by an upstream screen. The response of the rotor was 
stud1ed uSlng pressure transducers and skln fr1ct1on gages mounted on 
one of the rotor blades and a veloc1ty probe at the rotor eX1t plane 
as well as wlth standard stat10nary frame pneumatlc 1nstrumentat1on. 
The rotor was operated In und1storted flow to establlsh the 
quas1-steady behav10r of the compress1on system. When the alr 1nlet 
angle was reduced past a certa1n llm1t, the rotor began to exper1ence 
rotatlng stall. When the rotor was operated 1n dlstorted flow, the 
pressures on the surface of the lnstrumented blade were observed to 
vary as a functlon of the 1nstantaneous 1nlet angle. These 
varlat10ns were greatest at the leadlng edge of the a1rfo1l and 
became smaller toward the tra1l1ng edge. Th1S concentratlon of 
actlv1ty In the lead1ng edge reglon 1S more pronounced than has been 
observed for lsolated a1rfolls. As the 1nstrumented blade traversed 
the d1stortlon, lt was observed to operate translently at 1nlet 
angles below the quasl-steady stall pOlnt 1n an apparently unstalled 
conditlon. 
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UTTL: Unsteady transon1c d1ffuser flows 1n a two-d1mensiona1 d1ffuser TLSP: 
Annual Report. 1 Apr. 1977 - 31 Mar. 1978 
AUTH: A/SAJBEN, M.: B/KROUTIL, J. C. 
COPR: MCDonnell-Douglas Research Labs., St. LOU1S, MO. AVAIL. NTIS SAP: HC 
A03/MF A01 
MAJS: /*AIR BREATHING ENGINES/*NONUNIFORM FLOW/*TRANSONIC'FLOW/*VANELESS 
DIFFUSERS 
MINS: / BOUNDARY LAYER FLOW/ DYNAMIC TESTS/ FLOW DISTORTION/ INLET FLOW/ 
MISSILES/ SHOCK WAVES 
ABA: GRA 
ABS: The present study lS part of a cont1nu1ng 1nvest1gat10n of unsteady, 
transon1c d1ffuser flows, with app11cat10n to dynam1c d1stort10n 1n 
the 1n1ets of f1ghter aircraft and a1rbreath1ng m1ss11e propu1s10n 
systems. The invest1gat10n lS focusea on a slmp1e, two-d1mens10na1 
dlffuser conflguratlon dlsp1aying a weak shock shortly downstream of 
the throat. Flows 1n th1S model were found to d1sp1ay se1f-exc1ted 
osc111at10ns invo1vlng the shock and the ent1re subson1c flow beh1nd 
1t. The shock dlsp1acement amp11tudes are comparable to the throat 
helght and occur at frequencles character1zed by the flow speed and 
the length of the divergent d1ffuser sectlon. The tlme-mean and 
f1uctuat1ng propert1es of th1S flow and the dependence of these 
propert1es on shock strength have been documented. 
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ABA: Author 
ABS: The development of a dlstortion methodology, method 0 was documented, 
and its app11cat1on to steady state and unsteady data was 
demonstrated. Three methodo1og1es based upon OIDENT, a NASA-LeRC 
d1stortlon methodology based upon the parallel compressor model were 
investlgated by app1Ylng them to a set of steady state data. The 
best formu1at1on was then app11ed to an 1ndependent data set. The 
good correlation ach1eved wlth th1S data set showed that method E, 
one of the above methodo1og1es, 1S a vlab1e concept. Unsteady data 
were analyzed by uS1ng the method E methodology. ThlS ana1ysls 
pOlnted out that the method E sensltlvltles are functlons of pressure 
defect level as well as corrected speed and pattern. 
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The effect of turbulent m1x1ng on the decay of slnuso1dal 1nlet 
d1stort1ons 1n aX1al flow compressors 
A/MOKELKO, H. 
Motoren- und Turb1nen-Un1on Muenchen G.m.b.H. (West Germany). 1n 
AGARD Unsteady Phenomena 1n Turbomach1nery 30 p (SEE N76-25169 16-07) 
/*FLOW DISTORTION/*PERTURBATION THEORY/*TURBOCOMPRESSORS/*TURBULENT 
MIXING 
/ INLET FLOW/PREDICTION ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES/ PRESSURE OSCILLATIONS/ 
UNSTEADY FLOW 
Author 
A small perturbat10n actuator d1SC theory 1S presented for the 
pred1ction of the decay of slnuso1dal flow d1stort1ons 1n h1gh hub 
t1P rat10 aX1al compressors w1th steaay c1rcumferent1al 1nlet 
mald1str1but1on. The theory accounts for the turbulent m1xing of the 
flow upstream and w1th1n the compressor. Decay rates and 
c1rcumferent1al phase Sh1fts of f1rst, second, fourth and e1ghth 
order COS1ne wave pressure and veloc1ty perturbat10ns are calculated 
for equal ampl1tudes and phases of the four total pressure 
d1sturbances upstream of the compressor. The results are compared 
w1th 1nterstage traverse data obtalned from a 4-stage aX1al flow 
compressor. A compar1son between correspondlng analyt1cal results 
obta1ned from the same theory neglect1ng V1scoS1ty and the 
exper1mental data 1S also performed. It 1S found that turbulent 
mlxlng has llttle lnfluence on the development of the flrst order 
dlsturbance but that the lnfluence grows rapldly as the order of the 
dlsturbance lncreases. 
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UTTL: The relat1onsh1p between steady and unsteady spec1al d1stort1on 
1n turbocompressor 1ntake flow 
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ABS: Slmple theor1es of turbulence are used to develop a model that 
relates the fluctuating spacial d1stortion to the t1me average 
spac1al distort1on. Th1S model uses the relat10nship between the 
fluctuating total pressure, the fluctuat1ng veloc1t1es, the Reynolds 
stress and the mean velocity grad1ent. These fluctuat1ng total 
pressures are then used with a correlat1on coeff1cient to determ1ne 
the ampl1tude of the fluctuat1ng average total pressure over part of 
the compressor face. Compar1sons are made between the method and 
exper1ment to show that the method descr1bes many features of the 
flow. 
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/*INLET FLOW/*PRESSURE REDUCTION/*TURBOCOMPRESSORS/*UNSTEADY FLOW 
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PRESSURE 
Author 
The unsteady response of an aX1al flow fan rotor to steady, 
c1rcumferential 1nflow veloc1ty and stagnat10n pressure d1stortions 
1S assessed by two different methods. These are: (1) 1nvest1gat10n 
of the unsteady normal force and p1tch1ng moment on a chordw1se 
element of a rotor blade; and (2) 1nvest1gat10n of the var1at10n of 
the stagnat10n pressure d1stort10n between the inlet and eX1t of the 
rotor. Exper1mental measurements of these unsteady character1st1cs 
are presented as a funct10n of the geometry of the rotor -- stagger 
angle SOlld1ty and steady angle of 1nc1dence -- for slnuso1dally 
varY1ng c1rcumferent1al d1stort10ns with d1fferent numbers of 
d1stort10n cycles. These measurements are compared w1th several 
theoret1cal analyses. Wh11e these comparisons ind1cate some of the 
def1c1enc1es Wh1Ch eX1st 1n the theor1es, the eX1stence of an 
unsteady cascade effect and the ab111ty of the theor1es to adequately 
pred1ct the trend of the unsteady response due to var1ations 1n 
reduced frequency, rotor stagger angle, SOlld1ty and mean 1ncidence 
angle 1S clearly demonstrated. 
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UTTL: A~pllcation of rotor mounted pressure transducers to analysis of 
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CORP: Hamllton Standard, windsor Locks, Conn. In AGARD Unsteady Phenomena 
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MAJS: /*COMPRESSOR ROTORS/*FLOW DISTORTION/*INLET FLOW/*PRESSURE SENSORS 
MINS: / PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS/ PRESSURE OSCILLATIONS/ ROTOR BLADES 
(TURBOMACHINERY)/ TURBOFAN ENGINES/ TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER 
ABA: Author 
ABS: Mlniature pressure transducers lnstalled near the leadlng edge of a 
fan blaae were used to dlagnose the non-uniform flow entering a 
subsonlc tlP speed turbofan on a statlc test stand. The pressure 
response of the blade to the inlet flow variatlons was potted ln a 
form whlCh shows the space-time hlstory of dlsturbnaces ingested by 
the rotor. Also perlodlcally sampled data values were auto- and 
cross-correlated as lf they had been acqulred from flxed hot wire 
anemometors at 150 equally spaced angles around the lnlet. With a 
clean lnlet and low wind, eVldence of long, narrow turbulence eddles 
was easlly found both ln the boundary layer of the fan duct and 
outslde the boundary layer. The role of the boundary layer was to 
follow and amplify dlsturbances ln the outer flow. These eddles 
frequently moved around the inlet with a corkscrew motlon as they 
passed through. 
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ANN: Turbomachlnery unsteady aerodynamlcs are revlewed wlth emphasis on 
flow dlstortlon phenomena lnslde subsonlc, transonlc and supersonlc 
aXlal flow compressor stages. 
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MAJF: /*INGESTION (ENGINES)/*INTAKE SYSTEMS/*J-85 ENGINE/*VORTICES/*WING 
TIPS 
MINS: / ENGINE FAILURE/ FLOW DISTORTION/ INLET PRESSURE/ SUPERSONIC 
COMPRESSORS/ SUPERSONIC INLETS/ TWO DIMENSIONAL FLOW 
ABA: Author 
ABS: A two-dlmenslonal lnlet was alternately mated to a coldplpe plug 
assembly and a J85-GE-13 turboJet englne and placed In a Mach 0.4 
stream so as to lngest the tlP vortex of a forward mounted wlng. 
Vortex propertles were measured Just forward of the lnlet and at the 
compressor face. Results show that lngestlon of a wing tlP vortex by 
a turboJet englne can cause a large reductlon In englne stall 
margin. The loss in stall compressor pressure ratlo was prlmarily 
dependent on vortex locatlon and rotatlonal dlrectlon and not on 
total-pressure dlstortlon. 
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hA:iA TM '<-3169 
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF A SIMPLE DISTORTION INDEX UTILIZING 
STEADY-STATE AND DYNAMIC DISTORTIONS IN A MACH 2.5 
MIXED-COMPRESSION INLET AND TURBOFAN ENGINE 
by WIlliam G. Costakls 
LewIs Research Center 
SUMMARY 
A wmd tunnel mvestIgatIon was conducted to determme the amphtude and spatial 
dlstnbutIon of steady-state and dynamiC distortion produced man mlet With 45 percent 
of the overall supersomc area contractlOn occurrmg mternally. The mlet support strut 
10catlOn and/or the overboard bypass flow rate had a slgmflcant effect on the spatial 
distribution of distortion. Because of tlus effect the ma]onty of the stall pomts ex-
hibited four-per-revolutIon patterns of distortion. 
Data from thiS test were used to formulate a Simple mdex that combmes steady-
state and dynamiC dlstorhons. DistortIon results obtamed With tIns mdex correlated 
well With exhaust nozzle area. The exhaust nozzle area of a TF30-P-3, as modified 
for use m tlus test, can be controlled In a scheme to aVOld engllle stall. A conSiderable 
Increase In engIne dlstorhon tolerance can be achleved by opemng the 7th-stage bleed. 
The engllle exhlblfed hlgher tolerance to dlstortlOn for multiple patterns of distortion 
per revolution than for a one-per-revolution pattern of dlstortion. 
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AN ANALYSIS OF THE INFLUENCE OF UNSTEADY 
CASCADED AIRFOIL BEHAVIOR ON AXIAL 
FLOW COMPRESSORS WITH UNSTEADY 
AND DISTORTED INFLOW* 
W. F. Klmzey** 
ARO, Inc. 
Arnold Engineerlng Development Center 
Arnold Alr Force Statl0n, Tennessee 37389 
Abstract 
The influence of unsteady and clrcumferentlally d1s-
torted flow on the stall ofaxlal flow compressors has been 
studled In ear11er works assumIng that the stage character1st1c 
curves of the compressor behave In a quas1-steady-state 
manner. ThlS assumptl0n becomes Invalld at hlgh flow oscllla-
t10n frequenc1es because the forces exerted on the fluid by 
the cascaded a1rfol1s do not 1nstantaneously adJust to 
changes In the incom1ng flow. The departure from the quasi-
steady-state behav10r of cascaded a1rf011s has been analyzed 
uSlng potentlal flow theory by Goethert, Reddy and Schorr. 
Thelr results, revlewed in th1s paper, produced a correction 
for unsteady flow effects to the cascade 11ft coeff1cients. 
Their analysls 11lustrated the difference in behavlor 
between an oscl11ating alrfoil 1n a steady stream and a 
stationary airfoil 1n an oscillating stream. Also, a 
difference between the magnitude of the unsteady effects 
on a cascade and on an Is01ated a1rf011 was demonstrated. 
To quantltatlvely evaluate the impact of the unsteady cascade 
effects on overall compressor behavior, the Goethert-Reddy 
results were 1ncorporated Into a d1g1tal computer compressor 
math model The math model results Indicated the quasl-steady-
state assumpt10n to be va11d up to approxlmately 300 HZ. The 
unsteady cascade results were also used as a correct10n to 
parallel compressor theory to estlmate the Influence of 
c1rcumferentlal dlstort10n on compressor stall. The estlmat10ns 
were compared to exper1mental results and remarkably good 
agreement was Indlcated. 
Summary 
Early analyses of compressor stall cauded by unst~ady 
and clrcumferentially distorted flow were performed uSlng 
mathemat1cal models of dynamic compressor behav10r Wh1Ch 
were based on the quasi-steady-state stage characterist1c 
assumptIon. That 1S, 1t was assumed that the steady-state 
stage pressure ratIo - flow functIon relatIonship was 
maIntaIned dur1ng dynamIc excurS10ns of compressor operatIon. 
Goethart, Reddy and Schorr analyzed the unsteady potentIal flow 
of an InvIscId, Incompresslble fluId through a cascade of 
staggered flat plate aIrfoIls. The results of theIr analysIs 
provIded InSIght 1nto the range of va11d1ty of the quasI-
steady-state stage character1st1cs assumptIon. The1r 
prlnclpal unsteady cascade results were rev1ewed and are 
as follows: Reference 56 
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1. W1th planar OSC111atory compressor inflow, or 
w1th c1rcumferent1ally d1storted 1nflow, 
the unsteady cascade flow 1S represented, relat1v~ 
to the mov1ng rotor blade, as a fluctuat1n~ flow 
around a stat10nary blade. Further, 1t was shown 
1hat the unsteady 111t response of a stat10nary 
blade In an fluctuatIng flow d1ffers stron~ly 
from that of an oscIllatIng blade In a steady 
stream, espec1ally at h1gh oscIllatory frequencips. 
2. The mutual interference between cascaded blnd~~ 
1n unsteady flow 1S 1mportant, and, the 
unsteady 11ft behav10r of a cascade departs 
from quas1-steady-state behav10r much more 
slowly than does that of an Isolated al.rfo1l 
3. Quant1tat1ve values of the unsteady 11ft coef-
f1c1ent compared to the quas1-steady lift 
coefflc1ent were calculated and, the value of 
unsteady 11ft coeff1C1ent at very low reduced 
frequency was shown to tend toward the steady-
state value wh1ch IS physically expected. The 
unsteady contrlbut10n to 11ft coeff1c1ent at 
very h1gh reduced frequency tended toward zero 
wh1ch also 1S phys1cally ant1c1pated. 
20f 2 
The quant1tative results of the Goethert-Reddy unsteady 
cascade analysIS were approxImated for 1ncorportat10n 1nto 
a d1g1tal computer math model of overall compressor dynam1c 
response The math model was then used to evaluate the range 
of val1dlty of the quas1-steady-state stage characterist1c 
assumpt10n by impos1ng an osc111atlon 1n compressor 1nlet 
pressure on the model and observ1ng the response. The results 
1nd1cated that the quas1-steady-state assumpt10n begins to 
cause an overpredict10n of the ab1l1ty of the fluctuatIon 
to cause stall above approx1mately 300 Hz for the spec1flc 
compressor and operatIng condItion InvestIgated. 
The unsteady cascade results were also app11ed 
as a correction to the parallel compressor theory used to 
estima te the Infl uence of circumferent1al distortion on 
compressor stall. Estimates 1n loss of stall pressure ratio 
due to dlstort10n were compared to experImental data for a 
J-85-l3 engIne and very good agreement was demonstrated. 
In general, the review of the unsteady cascade 
behaVl0r and the calculated examples of overall compressor 
behavIor Ind1cated that any non-unIform or unsteady flow 
phenomenon occurr1ng in the compressor brings the unsteady 
cascade behavior Into play. However, the results are 
ne11g1ble for phenomenon producing low reduced frequencIes 
(or extremely hIgh reduced frequencies). Many phenomena 
do occur 1n a range reqUIrIng conslderat1on of unsteady cascade 
effects. These Include, planar OSCIllations In excess of 
approxImately 300 Hz, (for mUlti-stage compressors) Clr-
cumferent1al distortion with low pressure regions less than 
90 degs. and rotatIng stall, blade flutter and other "post 
stall" excurSIons of compressors not analyzed in th1s paper. 
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INSTANTANEOUS DISTORTION INVESTIGATION 
by James E. Calogeras 
Lew~s Research Center 
Nat~onal Aeronaut~cs and Space Administrat~on 
Cleveland, Ohio 
INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 
The purpose of th~s presentat~on ~s to rev~ew some of the results obta~ned 
~n an ~nlet-engine compatibility test run in the lOxlO SWT of the NASA-Lew~s 
Research Center. Th~s program was run to measure the time-variant d~stort~ons 
produced in a supersonic inlet and to relate a unique distort~on peak, occurr~ng 
in an instant of time, to the or~g~n of stall ~n a compressor. The major 
stumbling block in th~s type of effort ~s the dete~nation of a proper ~ncre­
ment of time over which to average pressures before computing d~stort~ons. 
It is reasonable to expect that the proper averaging time is related to the 
part~cular compressor ~n question. Indeed, some results of similar ~nvest~ga­
tions have ~ndicated that the proper averag~ng time was solely dependent on 
the response characteristics of the compressor. Nonetheless, the most sign~f~­
cant point in this presentation ~s that the proper aVeraging t~me may not be 
solely dependent on a particular compressor, and, ~n fact, may var.r w~th operat-
ing conditions, even for the same inlet-engine combination. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Of 29 C0mpressor stall po~nts recorded ~n an invest~gat~on of supersonic 
~nlet-engine compatibil~ty, seven were extens~vely analyzed using the 
~nstantaneous distortion approach. Results ~ndicate that this approach can 
be used to identify the un~que distortion peak which is related to compressor 
stall. But the pressure averag~ng time required in this type analysis was 
found to vary cons~derably over the range of data analyzed. It may ultimately 
be necessary to use a mean averag1ng time in the evaluation of propulsion 
system compatibility, particularly for a system covering a wide range of 
operating conditions. 
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AIAA Paper 72-1099 
A PROCEDURE FOR ESTIMATING MAXIMUM TIME·VARIANT 
DISTORTION LEVELS WITH LIMITED INSTRUMENTATION 
by 
S H. ELLIS 
Pratt and Whltn,y Aircraft 
We5t Pdlm Beach. Flondil 
and 
B. J BROWNSTEIN 
Air Force Aero Propulsion laboratory 
Wright Patter50n AFB. Ohio 
Ahstr..tct 
Inlct dau measured with complete high-response 
lnstrument:ltlOn have been ul>ed to estabhsh a new 
procedure for assesSlIlg propulsIOn systom flow stability 
from tests with limited lnbtrumontatlon ... • This 
proc<ldurc) IS not accurate onough for stalllllty verificatIOn 
te"t1ag, but IS inttln(ll.d for usc durin!: th,' e.Jrly 9l .. g011 of 
propulSion lIystcm bolodlOll. Tho mOHl-sevore ttmo-
varu),nt Inlel distortion lev..Is are pnchclod wllhln an 
uncertainty b.Jnd that IS a funcllOn of the numbcr of 
hlgh-responsc probes and the turbulence level. The 
appropriate dlslortion mdex IS used to lr.tnslato the 
ciiclcts of clrcumforentlal and radial distortions Into 
predicted stall margin los!!. SubstnDtJaling data and a 
representative stability assessment arc presented. 
VII ~ummary dn<\ Conclu~lOns 
A proc<..dure h.1~ heun e~t.JhlIHh<..d .md bubl>l.JntJ.ltul 
for eSllRl.IlIol{ prol'ullllCJn ~y,·tem flow ~llbl!Jty from 
Inlet Il'~l .. wllh Im1l1ed hl\ih-r, "I"JII~U w,trllm<..nlalion. 
It IS IIl'pllc.thl, lll.lll Lnglf,,'" .Il1d .. Ill Inlot d.tl.t .tn.tly LLld 
lhus f:n. 
ThLl \LCUr.lCY of l sllln,lllng .,lull m .. rgm los, IS 
ln~ufflclCnl COl' .,t.lbillty venflLallOn, uut I" .Juoqu.lto 
(or ,· .. rly Inl!.l sludl!.". 
Thai nroc('dull.' 1 .... rll. ummcnck.d (or ,h~( b~lll~ 
flow "l1.11lhly durin;: pr"l'uhlOlI "y- t .. m ';I!.kcllon, .ll1d 
COl lIutOln.lllC cJ.lt.l v.JhJ.tllOll durIn!:, Iln.llY"ls of tlmc-
V.lrlant inlut dat.t. 
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EFFECT OF DYNAMIC VARIATIONS IN ENGINE-INLET PRESSURE ON THE 
COMPRESSOR SYSTEM OF A TWIN-SPOOL TURSCfAN ENGINE 
by John E. McAulay 
Lewis Research Center 
SUMMARY 
An investIgatIon was conducted to determine the effects of dynamIc inlet pressure 
variatIons on the compressor system of a turbofan engine. These mlet pressure varia-
tions were produced by rapId changes In secondary aIrflow InJected as many small con-
trastream Jets ahead of the engIne. The air Jet system was mechamcally capable of 
frequencIes up to 200 hertz; however, due to the Jet system and engIne-inlet duct flow 
characterIstics, measurable amplitudes in engine-inlet and fan-compressor system 
'pressures were not achieved above 80 hertz. 
The air Jet system was used to produce cycllc variatIons in engine-inlet pressure 
with essentially zero instantaneous spatial distortion (uniform flow), 1800 
circumferential-extent dIstortIon, and rotatIng dIstortIon. In addItion, single pressure 
pulses were Introduced WIth uniform flow and 1800 dIstortion. 
UnIform cyclic mlet pressure variahons resulted m tranSlent changes in the fan-
compressor stage group pressure ratIos and in fan-compressor stall at high amplitudes 
(1. e., normallZed inlet pressure amphtudes of 0.28 or greater). The changes in pres-
sure ratIo durIng the cycllc Inlet pressure varIatIon were largest for the fan tip, fan 
hub, and the hIgh-compressor rear stage groups. Osclllahng spatIal distortions at the 
eng me face resulted m compressor stall at substantIally lower inlet pressure amphtudes 
than those required to produce stall WIth spatIally umform oscillatmg pressure varia-
tIons. Stall was produced at lower values of circumferentIal dIstortions with the 1800 
pulsed distortions than WIth the 1800 steady-state dIstortions. A comparison of the in-
stantaneous distortIon reqUired to produce compressor stall for the oscillating 1800 dIS-
tortion, rotatmg distortion, 1800 single pulse, and 1800 steady-state distortion showed 
that stall tolerance is a function of the mstantaneous dIstortion, the rate of change of 
the Inlet pressure, and the dwell-tIme of the fan-compressor rotor blading in the low-
pressure reglOn of an engme-inlet dIstortIon. 
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TECHNIQUE FOR INDUCING CONTROLLED STEADY-STATE AND DYNAMIC 
INLET PRESSURE DISTURBANCES FOR JET ENGINE TESTS 
by Carl L. Meyer, John E. McAulay, and Thomas J. Biesiadny 
Lewis Research Center 
SUMMARY 
An 1OvestIgatIon was conducted to evaluate a technIque wherem secondary air was 
10J ected through an array of small nozzles umformly dIstrIbuted 10 an engine inlet duct 
to achleve momentum 10terchange WIth the prImary rur forward of the compressor face 
locatIon. HIgh-response servo-operated valves provIded steady-state and dynamIC con-
trol of secondary rurflow. 
Through control of secondary-rur dlstrlbutIon and flow rate, the technique provides 
a way of 1Oduc1Og varlable-amplItude steady-state or dynamlc pressure distortions or 
dynamIC uniform pressure oscIllatIons WIthout excessIve random pressure amplItude. 
DynamIC pressure dIstortIons were not evaluated 10 this 1OvestIgatlon. The amplitude 
of induced dynamIC pressure OSCIllatIons attenuated apprecIably at frequenCIes above 
20 hertz. Work IS currently 10 progress WIth the purpose of Improv1Og amphtude capa-
blhbes at the hlgher frequencIes. 
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by Leon M. Wenzel 
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SUMMARY 
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A YTF-30-P-1 turbofan was operated m an altItude chamber. A distortion device 
capable of effecting pulse depressions m mlet pressure was installed ahead of the engine. 
The pulses could be varied in duration and amphtude. The portion of the inlet duct sub-
Jected to dIstortion could be varied clrcumferentially from 600 to 3600 m 600 sectors. 
Engme stall sensltiVlty as a functIon of pulse duration and distortion sector angle was 
mapped. The amplitude of pulse necessary to stall the engine was found to be an in-
verse functIon of pulse duration. The engine was most sensItive to distorted sectors of 
1800 and 2400 • 
Transient recordings of engine pressures and pressure ratios during stall are pre-
sented. Also, data are presented which mdlcate the cIrcumferentIal propagation rate 
of a pressure pulse travelmg through the engme to be 200 per stage. 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
A YTF-30-P-1 turbofan engme was operated m an altItude chamber. Air Jets, 
drIven by high-response servovalves, Were mstalled in the engIne mlet duct. The jets 
were operated to effect smgle pulse depreSSIons m engme mlet pressure. The distorted 
portion of the mlet was varIed clrcumferentIally by sextants from 600 to 3600 • Pulse 
duratIon was varIed from 6 to 100 mllhseconds. 
The engme stall sensltIVlty as a functIon of pulse duratIon and dIstortIon sector 
angle was mapped. The pulse amphtude reqUITed to stall the engine was found to be an 
mverse functIon of pulse duration. The engme was most sensitive to dIstortion sectors 
of 1800 and 2400 • 
TranSIent recordings of engme pressures and pressure ratlOs durmg stall are pre-
sented. Data are also presented whIch mdlcate the circumferentIal propagation of an 
mlet pressure pulse as It travels axlally through the engme. The propagation rate was 
measured to be 200 per stage. 
LeWIS Research Center, 
NatIonal AeronautIcs and Space AdmInIstratIon, 
Cleveland, OhlO, August 27, 1969, 
720-03. 
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ANALOG COMPUTER IMPLEMENTATION OF FOUR 
INSTANTANEOUS DISTORTION INDICES 
by William G. Costakis 
Lewis Research Center 
SUMMARY 
A program was conducted to test the compatIbil1ty of a J85-GE-13 engine and an 
runsymmetrlc mixed-compression inlet. The onginal program was designed to mea-
sure the hme-variant dlstorhon produced m a supersonic mlet and ltS relahon to stall. 
Dynamlc dlstortlon data obtamed from these tests were used to establish the feasibillty 
of usmg on-hne generated indices as control slgnals. An analog computer was used in 
the analysls for the study of long penods of hme prior to stall Dynamic dlstortion 
data obtamed from these tests were analyzed over time mcrements of 1. 3 seconds. The 
analog program of four mstantaneous dlstortIon indlces and thelr results are presented. 
A moduled approach m determmmg the extent of dlstortIon lS also presented. 
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SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF INIEI'-ENGINE COMPATIBILITY 
by Robert E. Coltrin and James E Calogeras 
LeV1S Research Center 
National Aeronautlcs and Space Administration 
Cleveland, OhlO 
Abstract 
Results are presented from an experimental 
investlgation in the Levis 10- by lO-Foot Super-
sonic W,nd Tunnel of lnlet-produced dynamlc dlS-
tortlon and its effects on the stall margin of a 
J-85 turbojet engine. Compressor face total pres-
sure fluctuations were su~eyed by a rotatlng rake, 
and resultant recordings analyzed as to both ampll-
tude and frequency content. The magnitude of 
dynamlc distortion vas generally Iound to vary with 
terminal shock strength. but was favorably influ-
enced by vortex generator placement in the subsonic 
dIffuser. Results of spectrel anAlysis ipdlCete 
a flat power spectrum to 390 Hz which then de-
creased by 75 percent at 1000 Hz In most cases, 
a bypass cavity resonance vas superimposed on thlS 
spectrum at about 270 Hz. Cross-spectra lnforma-
tion indicated that the low frequency coherence 
between two probes was high for close probe spacing 
but fell off rapidlY with increased dlstance ~ 
pressure fluctuatlons of 5 percent of the steady-
state total pressure were found to cause complete 
stall margin degradation at certain englne speeds. 
I Introduction 
It has long been recognlzed that the flow from 
a supersonic diffuser may have a serious total pres-
sure dlstortion at the compressor face which can 
influence the englne stall margin More recently 
it has become apparent that total pressure fluctu-
ations are superimposed upon the steady distortion 
vhich may further alter the compressor stall mar-
gin A ma,lor share of this dynamic distortion 
appears tg origInate from the unsteady lnteractlon 
of the diffuser terminal shock with the lnlet 
bmlOdary layer Ylhich produces localIzed three-
~nsional transients in total pressure at the 
diffuser exit. The effects of dynamic distortion 
on compressor stall margin were first observed 
during wind tunnel tests of the XB-70 propulsion 
system A subsequent lnvestlgation was made which 
artificially created dlstortlon dynamics in an 
altltude engine test facllity utilizing a choke 
point and subsonic diffuser ahead of a turbojet 
Shock waves downstream of this choke pOlnt lnter-
acted dynamically with the duct boundary layer, 
and the effects of resultant dynamic distortion 
vere determined on the stall margin of a GE-J93 
turbojet engine 
Only llmited data are presently avallable 
vhich define the dynamic distortlon that actually 
eXlsts withln an ,nlet Therefore, the present 
study was undertaken in the Lewis 10- by 10-Foot 
SupersoniC Wind Tunnel to define the character of 
dyndmic distortion eXlsting in a typlcal supersonic 
inlet A M~ch 2 50 lnlet was used Wlth a nacelle 
~ich elther a ~old pipe-choked plug assembly 
or a J85-GE-13 turbojet engine could be lnstalled 
Both steAdy state and dynamiC distortion measure-
ments were made uSlng first the cold-p,pe assembly 
and then the engine. Engine effects on these pa-
rameters were then determined by comparing them at 
similar inlet-operating conditions. The effects 
of inlet configuration variables, such as throat 
bleed and vortex generators, on dynamic dlstortion 
vere lnvestlgated for critical and supercrltlcal 
inlet operatlon The character of this dynamiC 
<hstortlon was determined by analyzlng both lts 
amplltude and ltS frequency content The engine 
was stalled at representative inlet conditions to 
determlne the effect of dynamiC distortion on com-
pressor stall margin. 
mine 
VI. Concluding Remarks 
A vind tunnel investigation vas made to deter-
(a) The magnitude and frequency spectra of the 
distortion produced in a Mach 2 50 design 
inlet vith 60 percent internal contrac-
tion; and 
(b) The effect of this dynamiC distortion on 
the compressor stall margin of s J-85 tur-
bojet engine. 
The folloving results vere obtained 
1 The magnitUde of the dynamiC distortion 
vas found to Vary vith terminal shock position 
2. Increased throat bleed reduced the dYnamic 
distortion for near critical inlet operation. 
3. Installation of vortex generators in the 
subsonic diffUser reduced dynamiC distortign oyer 
the full inlet-operating range. 
4. Power spectral information shovs that the 
random dynamiC level vas flat to about 300 liz and 
then decreased by about 75 percent at 1 kHz For 
most bleed configurations, a bypass cavity reso-
nance vas superimposed on the general spectrum at 
about 270 Hz. 
5. Installation of a dual vane cascade at the 
entrance to each bypass cavity removed the 270 liz 
resonance. 
6 The lev-frequency coherence betveen tvo 
probes vas high for close probe spacing but fell 
off rapidly vith increased distance. 
7. The presence of the engine did not notice-
ably effect the dynamiC distortion magnitUdes zr 
spectrums 
8. RMS pressure fluctuations of 5 percent of 
the steady-state total pressllre vere found to C8use 
complete stall margin degradation at certain engine 
~s 
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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF DYNAMIC DISTORTION IN A MACH 
2.50 INLET WITH 60 PERCENT INTERNAL CONTRACTION AND ITS 
EFFECT ON TURBOJET STALL MARGIN 
by James E. Calogeras 
Lewis Research Center 
SUMMARY 
A wmd tunnel mvestIgatIon was made to determme the amplltude and spatIal distn-
bution of dynamIc distortion produced m an mlet wIth 60 percent of the overall super-
SOnIC area contractIon occurrmg mternally, and to determme the effect of thIS dynamIc 
dlstortIon on compressor stall margm. The effects of subSOnIC dlffuser vortex gener-
ators, mlet throat bleed, and engme presence on dynamIc dIstortIon were also mvestI-
gated. Results showed that compressor stall margm was not seriously reduced by an 
average rms amphtude of the fluctuatmg component of total pressure equal to 2 percent 
of the steady-state total pressure. An mcrease m thls dynamIC dlstortIon rms amph-
tude to 5 percent of the steady-state total pressure could, however, cause complete de-
gradabon of the stall margm at certain engme speeds. The use of vortex generators on 
the cowl and centerbody surfaces was found to be very effectIve m reducmg dynamIC dls-
tortIon over the entIre mlet-operatmg range. A 300-hertz resonance eXIsted at most of 
the inlet-operatmg condItions. ThIS resonance ongmated m the cavItIes assocIated 
with the mlet bypass ports whIch were placed Just upstream of the compressor face sta-
tIon. ThIS resonance had a strong effect on the spatIal dIstrIbutIOn of hIgh local dynamIC 
dIstortIon lobes. The presence of the engme had no SIgnIfIcant effect on eIther the 
average magmtude of steady-state and dynamIC dIstortIons or thelr respectlve spatIal 
d Istnbut IOns. 
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APPLICATION OF STATISTICAL PARAMETERS IN 
DEFINING I~LET AIRFLOW DYNAMICS 
by 
Leonard C. Kost1n and Sldney D. M1llstone 
Member of the Techn1cal Staff 
North Amer1can Rockwell Corporat1on, Los Angeles D1v1s1on 
Los Angeles, Cal1forn1a 
Abstract 
Dur1ng w1nd tunnel and fl1ght test1ng of several 1nlet duct des1gns, duct 
pressure t1me h1stor1es were recorded on magnet1c tape. Prel1minary exam1na-
t10n of the data 1nd1cated the pressure var1ations to be random processes 
hav1ng Gauss1an d1str1but1on patterns. Reduct10n of th1S data by electron1c 
analog 1nstruments was made to obtain spec1f1c stat1stical parameters; namely, 
var1ance, t1me-auto-correlat1ons and cross-correlat1ons, and power spectral 
dens1t1es. Th1S paper d1scusses the ut1l1zat1on of these statist1cal param-
eters 1n help1ng to deflne the dynamlc propertles of the lnlet duct and the 
state of the airflow turbulence. Examples are glven 111ustrat1ng the methods 
and techn1ques 1nvolved. A short discuss10n of the advantages and d1sadvant-
ages of electron1c analog data reduct10n lS also glven along with some of the 
maJor problems and p1tfalls encountered dur1ng th1S 1nvest1gat1on. 
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